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ABSTRACT
This report addresses research into active (feedback) control of
the Satellite Power System (SPS), a large mechanically flexible aerospace
structure. The basic objective of this analysis is to develop an overall
assessment of the interaction of the SPS structure and its active
control systems.
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Executive S
.^ YAS-9-16053
In order to take maximum advantage of the space environment, especially
the available solar energy, future spacecraft and satellites will tend to
be large (0.1 - 100 kilometers in their largest dimensions) and very mech-
anically flexible structures. It is likely that such large space structures
(LSS) will exhibit the following characteristics:
(a) high total mass but low mass density (mass distri.uted throughout
the structure over a large area);
(b) a very large number of low frequency resonances (many below
1 hz) ;
(c) very low natural damping (hence, easily excited resonances)
Because of their high level of flexibility, they will tend to react to
forces, such as thermal and gravity gradients, solar pressure, and small
impulse loadings,in ways which were heretofore ignorable in smaller struc-
tures. In particular, a concept like the Satellite ?ower System (SPS)
wil= be especially vulnerable to these disturbance forces and yet, simul-
taneously, be expected tc meet stringent performance requirements fcr
shape fidelity, orientation alignment, vibration suppression, and pointing
acc ,r~acy; however, all LSS will face similarr iifficult*ies.
Active control -.,:as-61be use! to augment such struc-zures in order tC
meet these specifications. The basic element of active control is feedback:
sensors at various critical locations on the structure produce electronic
signals proportional to local disturbance-induced errors in position,
velocity, or acceleration; these signals are processed by control algor-
it! »s implemented in an cn-line c'_gital computer; the c:=puter ge. erates
new electronic signals which- are -ortrol co=ards applied to control
actuators such as thrust engines or torquing devices; the control
actuators, placed at various locations on the structure, exert forces
to bring the structure back into line and reduce the effects of any dis-
turbances. Although the placement of appropriate actuators and sensors
is an important item, the control algorithm, implemented in real-tine by
the on-line computer, is the principle component in this feedback link
from sensors to actuators; it must be carefully designed to carry out its
complex tasks within the physical limitations of the actuators and sensors
and the computational limitations of the computer.
The essential element of the control algorithm is a model of the
structural dynamics. This model is used to predict the behavior of the
structure and compare it with the actual sensor measurements. It uses
any errors it detects to improve its :ercepticn of the instantaneous
structural behavior and generate control commands to erase this behavior
to meet the system specifications, e.g. to keep the SPS microwave system
accurately pointed at the Earth. For the rather rigid structures which
comprise current spacecraft and sv,;ellitea, such models are relatively
simple; however, LSS require very complicated sets of partial differential
equations and corresponding boundary conditions to pred.ct the behavior
at every location on the structure. A LSS is an example of what is called
a distributed tarameter_  system (DPS) which in theory must be described by
an infinite number of modes of vibration, but even in practice a very
large number of these modes is required to adequately approximate the
dynamical behavior of the structure.
The number of modes included in the structure mode= is related to the
computer memory capacity and its access time, i.e. how fast the comtuter
i •r	 ,
can calculate. If only a few modes are included in the controller's
model, the computer can do the calculations very fast and there is
imperceptible delay in the feedback system. However, if a large number
of modes is included in order to accurately model the structural behavior,
the computer must respond more slowly and the actuator feedback commands
are delayed and arrive too late to correctly reduce the distrubance effects.
In some cases, they arrive so late that they increase the disturbance
effects and cause the system to be unstable. This dile mma of how many
modes to keep (and which ones to throw out) and still be able to compute
control commands rapidly is called model reduction; it is the crux of the
LSS active control problem. Even if all the low frequency modes of a
structure like SPS were retained in the controller model, they would
=ore than exhaust the available computer capacity. Consequently, a model
reduction must be performed and a trade-off made: Some modes are retained
and others (thought to be less critical for performance) are left cut of
the controller's model.
;yow we come to the contrcller-structure interaction. problem. By
necessity, we are forced to design a controller which actively controls
the structure using a reduced model. The controller co=puter is only
aware of the modes included in its model of the structure. The residual
(i.e. unmodeled) modes are an intrinsic part of the actual structure, but
the controller has no internal knowledge of them. When a particular
sensor cetects a local displacement error, this error is made up of ccntri-
butions from all modes - modeled and residual; the part of the sensor out-
tut caused by residual modes is called ebservatior. scillc •:er. ::e coat:
computer accepts the sensor signal and cc-.pares it with its reduced internal
t
v	 "1
model to produce control commands. Such a command causes a force to be
applied at an actuator; this force excites all modes - modeled or residual.
The excitation of the residAl modes is called control s i ver (control
i	 energy "spills over" into the residual modes).
Consequently, through the structure controller we have feedback
around the modeled modes of the structure (which we want) and feedback
1	 around the wun deled modes through the control and observation spillover
terms. This latter is the controller-structure interaction and it must
not be ignored in the design and evaluation of active large space structure
I	 control. It may sound foolishly obvious but an actively controlled struc-
ture is quite different from a passive structure; by electronic feedback,
the active controller oranges the structure's characteristics, and its
1	 response to disturbances. It is intended that this change will improve the
performance of the structure; however, if the controller-structure inter-
action assessment is not considered as a fundamental part of any active
I	 cor.,rcl design for LSS such as SPS, the sought after performance improve-
men-,.,s will be lost. In fact, in some cases, the ccntroller interaction
w^t the . 1nncdeled modes can cause them to be unstable which would mean an
I	 eventual lcss of control 	 the structure.
This report presents a "top-down" approach tc the design and analysis
of active ccntrol systems for large aerospace structures, like the SPS.
#	 The introduction in Section I describes the LSS control issues and the
c.Jectives of this study in greater depth and gives some current references
on the general problem. Sections =I and III describe the main research
terfcrmed:
0
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a(a) development of a mathematical framework for the LSS control
problem;
(b) development of methods to synthesize active structure con-
trollers from distributed parameter or finite element models
of the structure;
(c) development of methods to analyze and assess the controller-
structure interaction and tts impact on the successf%I
operation of actively controlled structures.
Section IV describes the application of this approach to a generic model
of the SPS which emphasizes the most stringent SPS control requirement:
accurately pointing the microwave power transmission sub-system. Section V
proposes and assesses methods to compensate and reduce the deleterious
effects of the controller-structure interaction; this discussion includes
structure, as well as controller, modifications. Section VI discusses
an important issue for actively controlled structures: the control is only
I	 as good as the model. We have already seen the effects cf the unmodeled
modes; hove-Ter, eTen the modeled modes may be ratner poorly described due
to our lack of knowledge of the zero gravity behavior cf large structures.
Consequently, se=e of the parameters of the he poorly modeled;
hence, there is a need for cn-boa_rd estimation cf struct=ral parameters and
the ability of the control algorithm to make use of these parameter esti-
0	 mates to adapt (i.e. tune) itself to the structure it is controlling.
Sections VII and VIII present discussions and conclusions of the results
of this study and recommendations for future research directions both in
0	 systems theory and experiment design. :he papers publis h ed ,,nder ..._s
contract appear as Appendices A-E and v; Appendix F contains a paper which
V-1i
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not supported by this contract but is germane to the topics discussed
ection VI.
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I. INT =CTION TO THE SPS ACTS CONTROL
1.0 Introduction
The Satellite Power System (SPS), as described in [1], is an extremely
large aerospace structure; its operation will require integration of struc-
tural design and active control systems to generate and transmit, a+a
microwaves, large quantities of electrical paver from geosynchronous orbit
to receiving antennae on the earth's surface. ^e solar collector portion
9	 of the satellite is the largest piece of the structure, see [1] Figure 4;
it has a low structural mass (in proportion to the total satel.iite mass) and
is mechanically flexible with many low frequency resonances. In addition,
I	 the :icrawave transmitting antenna, although much smalier in size, is a
flerwble substructure which must be fine-pointed at the earth with minimal
structural dynamic interaction with th e solar arr a;-.
I
	
	
:'he following areas are most likely to require some active control to
augment the structural design during in-space operation:
a) attitude control for sola r orientatior cf the array structure;
!	 (b) shape or figure control of the array, structure to maintain the
nominal .6.
(c) .fine earth pointing control of the microwave transmission
antenna.
Active ; cr feedbac 'r.) control would be i=_eaentei rj cn-__ne digital : rc-
cessing )f si6nals,from a variety of sensors 10Cated c:: the structure,tc
produce control actuator commands ,for thrust and momentum devices , to make
!	 the Necessary corrections to achieve the above ccntrcl objectives. These
control tasks might be achieved with sezarate, or "decentra.1ized", ccntrol-
lers cr by a central control processor or some ecmbination of these; the
tasks •»cu_ have tc be	 . ,-he S?S.
!
0
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2.0 Z&Sg a.€Q his eus_ s, i onn
2.1 PrybJem Stagy
Since the SPS is a mechanically flexible structure, its dynamic be-
haviour is modeled by #A continuum description, i.e. a set of coupled par-
tial differential equations which model the fl+!xible substructures. e.g.
beams, plates, membranes, and a set of boundary conditions which modal
the interconnection of these substructures to each other and to rigid masses
in the total SPS structure. This means that SPS is in the category of
distributed war=e, ter sv_s^ O, i.e. those described by partial di f-
C	 ferential equations as distinguished from lac garb syst . vhich
are described by ordinary differential equations.
Such a :TS description of SPS would have t e fern:
mutt
 + eUt + A
i
y a F	 !2.1)
where u(x,t) represents the (vector of) displace=eats ( rotational and
translational) from the eguilibri= pcsiticn of the structure 1 1 at the
point x Lud tine t due tc the externs.: force dis:ri1utic:: F(x,6,1. The strue-
i.
r
^ ^ t
tars! internal restoring forces A 	 .^ou and dai	 ^^ng ^o are generated Ivy pa-till
differential operators 	 wit: ayrrcpriate bor:.dar; corditicas cn u, e.g.
A iu + A21-t , I. on	 of
The mass distribution of the structure is given bY x(x). --he force distri-
bution is composed of disturbance .forces F., and control forces F.:
:J	 v
F(x,t)	 F^(x,t) + FG (x,t)	 (2.?)
Control. may be intrc', iced via " fcrce cr ncment= actuators with
a»ritudes '.(t):
isl
w::ere b,(x) are the inf'uence fsncticns of 	 act;:atcrs and
3t ° 	 f(t) is the vector of actuator commands f,(t). Observation of the system
is done via P sensors:
Y(t) a C 1 u + CA	 (2.5)
vhere din y(t) n P and (2.5) allows °a- position, velocity, acceleration;, or
combinations of these measurements. There vould also be sensor and actuator
dynamics associated vith ( 2.4)-(2.5) but these drvnamiics have not beer. shovn;
f	
they voti:ld be part of the assessment.
The performance desired of the SPS in terms of pointing accuracy, shape
enntrol, and solar orientation may be stated. in terms of c'_ostd-loop tran-
siart and steady-state behati-ior or as a performance function, such as modal
enerV or pouting error, to be =-I imized. Both t ;-pes o f performance speci-
ficstic» gill be taken into account in this assessment.
Fran ,OPS theory, the dynarics tobavior of the uncontrc _led ?PS str-.ic-
tore is described by an infinite number of vibrat.cn modes - the rigid
body (zorc fre;uency) »odes ;lug a:: the indepe- tent irescnant frequency)
r
flex -ides. In practice, finite eleme»t str;:et"--a: a.:a:;;:-s to a.^.iques
are used to produce approximate modal data ( mode frequencies an d mode shi es
rich yields a _arge -scale, :=Pei arameter mode_ of the S?S !..e. a ls.ge
toil nct infini te n '-j ^,er cf —/ides `. 7^; s :ar e s zt.:e = 4_e: s. fifers fro=
model  error !i.e. error in tie mod&- data, and .;.mcae.e_ residual modes of
the SPS.
In addition, although the large scale =!a can be used for analysis
and coq-;:ter si- ;ilatien purposes, it isus us ly tcc a.rre	 use for an
f	 c::-boar i, rea:-tiaR cc»trchsr The
	 :stsc_•, _f such c_»tr::_ers
will req"re that a re;:uced-crder . "ie: cf tP. e cx =e ;r:;1uled; this en-
tails selection of a smaller subset of modes (cr an a."regation cf modes)
i	
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4that gives a reasonably faithful representation of the total system be-
havior. The active controller design would be based on this reduced-order
model. Such a controller would take the form:
f(t) _ H11 y(t) + B12 z(t)
(2.6)
z(t) = H21 y(t) + H22 z(t)
where din z(t) = S < m . The controller dimension S and the parameters Hal,
H12' E219 H22 would be determined directly from the reduced-order model
of the SPS. The size of S and the operations involved in (2.6) are directly
related to the capacity of the on-board control computer ( or subcomputer).
2.2 Fundamental iResearch Problems 'or Active -.ontrol of SPS
1'he most fundamental control research problem for the SPS is the
interaction of any on-board active controller (2.6), based on a reduced-
order model, with the actual SPS structure (2.1)-(2.5). This structure-
controller interaction occurs because of modeling error, control-device
S	
dynamics, and spilleve: due to modes not included in the reduced-order
Wr, del (for "spillover", see [2]-[3]); this interaction is the most crucia).
research issue to be considered in this analysis. Other important issues to
I	 be assessed are the following:
(1) selection of appropriate structure v ,_braticn nodes to control to
achieve desired system performance;
(2) the effect of residual (uncontrolled) modes on system performance;
(3) the effect of modeling error ( i.e. medal approximation) on system
performance;
`	 i	 +	 i ethe use 'c. a,_..._r aye cc- ion, _ needed, tc cow^,eract,
residual mode and model error effects
9
a
a
s
..	 .^,t.
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t	 (5) the effect of actuator and sensor dynamics on controller design
and system performance;
(6) controller design with multiple distributed actuators and sensors;
(T) control device (actuator or sensor) location, quantity, and char-
acteristics necessary to achieve the basic control objectives;
(8) examination of the trade-offs available in the basic control
approaches, including strx:tursll  design, passive dampers, direct output
feedback, and modal control with compensation feedback and
(9) separation control of the SPS array structure from the microwave
9	 antenna to reduce the effect of vibrations in the main structure on the
beam-pointing accuracy.
2.3  Auu_,. reach
This analysis will use the flexible structure control theory of
[2]-[6]to develop a general mathematical framework for the assessment of
basic active control systems trocedures for t::e S?S. the development of
this framework will be the principle element Of this assessment. It will
be %b le to begin with a continuum description of S?S, or a finite element
	
Ia	
description, or even a simplified continuum model, such as a plate model,
and fcilow t:;rough, :n a "-Icp-do,6^" manner, tc the ':as-_'c cc.^.troller logic
and provide an assessment of the fundamental issues rased in Section 2.2.
Particular emphasis will be given to making the framework broad enough to
include new control trends, e.g. [7]-[9], and, yet, capable of yielding
answers to the above issues and to the assessment of other approaches to
	
Is
	 (reduced-order) mode :ing, e . g. travelin g-wave vs. moda: descriptions of
SPS. It will not be limited to the current S?S reference system [1].
it
6This approach will emphasize:
(a) generic problems of SPS control;
(b) the basic design logic for controller synthesiz;
(c) the trade-offs inherent in the basic control approaches for tha
attitude, figure and pointing control tasks;
(d) the interrelationship and interaction of the overall structural
aesign and its models with the active controller design and operation
(e) the distributed parameter nature of the modeling, control and
interaction problems.
a
f
R
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II. ACTIVE STRUCTURE CONTROL: CONTROLLER DESIGN
AND•INTERACTION ANALYSIS
Our basic objectives in this study are to develop fundamental con-
troller synthesis approaches for SPS structure control and to assess the
interaction of the SPS structure with its active controller ( s). An i la-
mentable active structure controller is one which can make use of a wide
variety of possible sensors and actuators to synthesize on-line, via
digital computer(s), the feedback control commands necessary to maintain
the structural shape, attitude, and/or pointing requirements in the pres-
ence of disturbances. Such a controller must be finite-dimensional. The
controller dimension must not be too high because this dimension corre-
sponds to the on-line computer capacity (i.e., the size of the memory and
the speed of memory access).
"'he fundamental issue is the finite-dimensional, iaplementable con-
trol of an infinite-dimensional, distributed parameter sw7-scture. Any
control=er synthesis technicue must produce finis-dime-.icna? controllers
for the distributed parameter structure; this will always involve some
kind of model reduction cf the infinite dimensional system. However, due
tc this model reduction, there will alv wys be a =trclIer-structure in-
teraction with residual (unmodeled) structure dynamics. In general, the
sources of controller-structure interaction are the following:
(a) structure modeling error (i.e., poorly known model parameters)
(b) unmodeled control device dynamics
(c) spillover due to structure dynamics unknown to the controller.
Therefore, it is not enough to produce active controller synthesis
procedures for structural control; the controller-structure interaction
UTiiGBtiAI. PA ' ' L•.
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must be analyzed for any such procedure. This analysis is an intrinsic
part of the problem and should be done With a view toward controller re-
design for reduced interactions. Without a general mathematical frame-
work which takes the above issues into account, it is impossible to
handle the active structure control problem in any but a trial and error
fashion.
In Paper A: Feedback Control of Dissipative Hyperbolic Distributed
Parameter Systems with Finite Dimensional Controllers (presented at the
1979 = Control and Decision Conference; revised and expanded version
submitted to SIAM Journal of Control and Optimization) we have presented
such a general mathematical framework for model reduction, controller
synthesis, and interaction analysis. This framework is used to assess
modal control approaches to active structures. In modal control, it is
assumed that the vibration mode frequencies and mode shapes of the struc-
ture are known. A group of critical modes are chosen, e.g., by their
excitability by the disturbance fre quency spectrum cr by their contribu-
tion to a performance index such as the microwave antenna pointing
accuracy; the choice of critic al modes is not a trivial issue by ary
t	 .means and jerits further investigation. These critical modes form the
reduced-order model of the structure. '11!he modal controller is synthe-
sized with only the critical mode data. In Paper A, the most general
linear controller is considered; this allows trade-o ffs in the controller
design, the number and location of co:Arcs devices (actuators and
sensors), and the on-line computer capacity. Very s^nple medal criteria
are deveicred tc assist the des
i
gner in assessing to available design
trade-offs.	 7e controller-structure interaction is analyzed, and
bounds on spillover and moue' error are produced; these bounds indicate
f
1^-
1C
the tolerable levels of these interaction term, for stable operation
of the active structure. When the bounds are satisfied it makes sense
to use the modal controller as designed; when they are not satisfied,
the designed controller should be used with caution and, more reasonably,
C	 it should be redesigned or spillover compensation should be added. We
will say more later about spillover compensation. The mathematical
framework presented in Paper A is very general and can handle many other
types of active structure control; it is not limited to modal control.
The most cozmon tool available to structural dynamicists is RASTRR
which is a large-scale computer code based on a finite element analysis
9	 of a structure. Approximate mode shapes and frequencies are available
from NAS:TMRN and can be used in active controller synthesis. The fact
that the modal data is approximate adds the effect of model error to that
3	
of spillover to further comFlicate the controller-structure interaction.
in Paper E: Finite Element Models and Feedback Control of Flexible Aero-
space Structures, the structure cor,:rol synthesis and analysis problem is
cursij.ered in ietai_ for fin? ce ele=ert models cr 'he str-cture. Bound:
on tolerable model error and spillover are produced to indicate when an
iwplemen yable active controller based on a consistent finite element
..tcroz
	
f	 r like CSC	 r;	 n	 +a...._,..._r^atio.. o. a structur e _ to ..__ makes sense an., ca.. be exaec,,ed
to berate stably.
,among the practical constraints on structure control, we are inclined
to assume thatop int actuators and sensors will be used; these may be
placed se, nany locations on the structure. in some special situations
R	 a distributed actuator, e.g., use of electromagnetic field interaction
of the SPS and the earth, may be available. Such distributed actuators
and sensors are not excluded from the framework established in Paper A
0	 and may be used to advantage when they exist.
^, 	 11
It should be mentioned that in all of our work on active structure
control we are talking about feedback or closed-loon control of the
structure. In "Control-Structure Interaction in a Free Beam" by S.
Shrivastava and R. Ried (NASA Report JSC 16699, May 1980), an energy
E approach is used to study the controller-structure interaction for a
free beam with on-off thruster control. The paper illustrates the
f excitability of structure modes to such nonlinear control forces. This
is certainly an important consideration; however, one should be careful
not to draw many detailed conclusions from such an analysis because the
control is open-loop. Many of the controller-structure interaction
effects appear because of the feedback nature cf active structure control.
The analysis of Shrivastava and Ried aids in understanding the complex
way in which a flexible structure responds to open-loop thruster loads;
it is quite complementary to our analysis which considers linear forces
generated by feedback ccntrcl systems.
B	 The abc-ie mentioned papers A and S are Atpendices A and B cf this
reucrt.
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III. ACTIVE STRUCTURE CONTROL  USING SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS
In the previous section, we presented a general framework for active
structure control synthesis and analysis. It was based on a regular
perturbation viewpoint, i.e., the spillover and model error terms were
taken as perturbations of the desired system; this is how we arrived
at our spillover and model error bounds for closed- loop stability. A
different viewpoint which uses sin ar (as oppose! to regular) ae^a-
tions is described and analyzed in Paper C: Reduced-Order Feedback
Cer_trol of Distributed Parameter Systems Via Sin gz :1ar Perturbations
(presented at the 1,080 Princeton Conference on Information Sciences
and Systems; revised version submitted to Journal cf Mathematical Analy-
sis and Applications) and Paper D: Stability of Distributed Parameter
I
Systems with Finite Dimensional Compensators Via Singular Perturbation
Methods ( presented at 1980 International Congress cn Applied Systems
Research and Cybernetics). Applications of the general approaches tc
it
aerospace structures are discussed in Paper =. Clcsed-loci Stabi =ity
cf large Space Structures Via Singular and Regular Pert;l rbation Teeh-
p iques ( presented at 1980 Imo Centrc 7 - and Decisior. Conference) .
"";o ri j	 diffi	 it .. _"v	 ^: si,.	 r_	 p. acts_ a1	 eLit	 1 a. r__ _ng ^.., e 	..t,:=.a. ze ;i. e„ on
approach is to arrive at a physically meaningful singular formulation.
IP	
When this can be done the system separates into a critical subsystem
that must be controlled and a residual subsyste= whose overall effect
can be approximated statically. ^his makes the ecntroller synthesis
0	 and ar:a_, =- s very different frcm .hat Of Sec i on _- ar:c ve feel this
.
1 ustifies a separate section devoted tc this approach-	 ..
do single arprcach to the act ive structure ce::.rc1 problem can be
s
I
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expected to yield all the answers. Each one has its special advantages
and disadvantages in a given application. In this and the previous
section, we have presented two very general viewpoints which incorpor-
ats, the controller synthesis and 
the interaction analysis which we feel
is crucial to the solution of this complex problem.
Papers C, D, and E are Appendices C, D, and E of this report.
I C
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N. CONTROLLER-STRUc=z INTERACTION POP SPS:
APPLICATION TO A GENERIC MODEL
Although the assessment approaches described in the previous sec-
tions may be applied to a aide variety of flexible structure models,
including finite element models, we have chosen to look carefully at
their application to a simple model of SPS and the (potentially) most
difficult control problem: accurately pointing the microwave antennae
on the flexible solar array structure. Of course, more detailed models
will exhibit more aspects of this complex problem but we are operating
on the trite-but -true principle: You have to start somewhere!
The generic model we have used for SPS is a flexible beam with
lumped masses at both ends; this model was also considered in
"Projected Models of Solar Power System" by J. Juang (Jet Propulsion
Laborator•,f Engineering Memo 34T-58, Feb. 1980) .
The c a=ics are given b;•:
utt*`0 't+ AO u ^Bl1 j (u . 1 )
y=00 u; E0ut
w^ere
AO u=otu	 - Bu=	(4.2)
with appropriate boundary conditions and u(x. t) is the transverse dis-
placement off equilibrium of the beam of length t . The damping oper-
'	 -	 it O	 ..yam -- f	 t i crt s ince itaYGr ..•r	 a ChcSd^. QM^^'; 	 s LrN ie	 great ..iL .r ii `re s
on'.y adds a aural_ mount of dissipation to the structure. We consider
several actuator-sensor arrangements.
It 1S
IC
I C
I(
C-
C
Is .
s
The perfcrm-ance index is given by:
J 
s	 n
10(o, t) + E2 u, t) + rj R t] dt
TO (u.3)
where the pointing error 	 E(x, t) is given by:
E (x, t) = 8(x, t) - ea (x) (L.L)r
where
	
8r{x) is the desired pointing direction at the location 	 x	 and
9 (x;	 t) 	 XI tt,
as
is the angle of the normal (or zcinting) vector at location x	 at time
t	 The control penalty term has a positive definite weighting matrix
P	 this penalty te:-m can be selected to keep the actuator cc=Amds
within practical liaits.
The system { =.	 ) toge t. er with the ;er_fcrws_nce in ex ( L-3) _form-:
a d_str.buted -arw:eter crt_=a; c:ntre! 	 .,-._s can be bro,ight
into the form of an optima reg •,LStcr by considerirg:
e(x,	 t;,	 = u(x. t)	 - ur (x) !=.5)
where
	 ur{x}	 is chosen so that:
our
TX—
t is easily shown that
e	 +^^et +4„e=:v f
y = CC e ; L0 et ; ..` C -r
a
i
•
4Itt=QUALM
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vhen (as is the cue by proper choice of u r ):
AOur•0
we shall choose to measure
y•Y- Our
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R
(h.8)
(4.9)
instead of y ; this car always t t done because CC ur is a known tune-
')
invariant term. Also, note that the pointing error becomes:
t
i
E(x, t)	 (4.1C)
Combining (L.5), (.7), (^.9), (L.10), and (L.3), ve obtain a
distributed rarameter ottimal regulator Problem, as desired. This prob-
lem may be analyzed using the methods of Paper A. we have developed
active modal controllers by two straightforwa-rd methods:
(a) produce the infinite dimensional centrolser (vhich cannot be
implemented') and tr::ncawe it to obtain the finite dimensional ccntroller;
(b) truncate the distributed parameter syste; and perfer-mance
index, and generate the .finite dimensional controller iron this reduced-
order model.
.%e latter method seems the acct natural from an eng.neeri. c •iieu-
point. When the ex^ :t modes are known, ( as they are in this model), the
two methods yield essentially the same controller.
This application and the study of its properties form the basis icr
the masters thesis of :kv research assistant, K. Mashayekhi; this thesis
Wi__ be CC-_eted And a•*ailab a b; : =.e I, :.9E1.
i
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V. CMWUTI O OF :A CO"" . OLLER-al'i UCTnE 'h 'ERACTICx
1.0 Cos msation b7 Structural !codification
Some alleviation of the controller-structure interaction may be
obtained by purely structural modification or redesign. An optimal over-
all structural design may be done to redistribute th^ mass and increase
the stiffness. From our control point of vies, we need increased damp-
ing without serious loss of stiffness;  since the stiffness is mainly a
function of configuration and the damping is a function of materials and
construction, this may be attainable with structural reco:figuration and
use of composite materials. Also, we need to know the system parameters
as we ll as possible; perhaps, an attempt should be lade tc structurally
isolate subsystems or to yield a structure composed of well-approximated
subsystems. One thing is ve ry ciear , the best ccatrcr.:se of structural
stiffness vs. da=ring wo• ild be made in the tre _.mina.^• design phase; such
	
r	 decis ions require a basic u^dersta::dint c; tre effects c:' structural ccn-
fig•,:.ration and materials tc meet the msssicr. requirements.
.Structural add-ons include coati gs tC -ncrease hiih frequency damp-
i n g amid (pass i,*e cr active-  =t=ber ia-^ers tc increase	 frecuenc;;
damping. 7"h e latter are especially desirsw a becaase :. is the low fre-
quency damping that most needs augmentation; perhaps, scae combination of
	
6	 dampers plus a more sophisticated active ccrtr^1 car be used to achieve
the structural control requirements.
Jf COLT'S*, much Of the S* Metural desi^ .E CCns'rti: ed by fttct:,rs
	
I	 ct er t:.an the	 cif t:-.e : -ier all . t. _. _,.re, e.g.. '_r =$-
portability and ccnstzuct 'cn in orbit. "cnet::eless, to t=e mere dis*;ant
	
1	
or roost "ue is
40
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future we would expect to see control-configured structures, i.e.,
i
structure and active control designed and optimized as one integrated
package. Such an integrated optimization is not simply a matter of
producing a "super c=puter program"; a much deeper understanding of
structural behavior in the presence of active control will be required
to generate control-configured aerospace Ftructures.
F
C
g
R
Y,
In general, we feel that structural modification alone is quite
limited as a means to reduce the controller -structure interaction. The
interaction problem occurs because of the combination of mechanical
structure and control electronics; this suggests further use of elec-
tronic compensation as an alternative.
C
Actually, there are many ways to introduce this spillover cc=ensa-
tion.	 The basic requirements are the following:
(a)	 compensation should be added-on to the existing controllerC..^^
(b)	 compensation should not substantially increase the number of
control devices or the dimension of the controller (i.e., the on-line
computer capacity).
C
The methods we have investigated are prefiltering, cancellation,
residual aggregation, and enhancement. 	 Each of these has its advantages
and disadvantages; none is a panacea. 	 The most nat ura: see=s to be
trefs?.terinR. i.e., filtering the sensor outputs tc reduce the spillover
frequency components; however, phase distortion cue to the filter can
have as deleterious an effect on the stability as the spillover it
re=cves.
We feel this area has net received sufficient attention; there are
r	 many promising directions for electronic compensation. =ethcds which
need further investigation.
9	 _.0 Stec'_a_ ?:roc-se (Loca'-`cede "cntrci:ers
Decentralized control in general sounds like a good bet for active
structure control. '.t has been used successfully in the area . of electric
it
G
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power generation and distribution; this application area has some sur-
prising theoretical similarities to flexible aerospace structures.
Therefore, we do -not want to discount the possible benefits of a de-
centralized approach to structure control; however, we also do not want
to forget the extremely difficult technical problems that/ continue to
impede the development of a general theory of decentralized control.
Still, a localized approach has a great deal of merit if we exploit
properties of the particular application. Specifically, the SPS micro-
wave pointing problem might be attacked in the following localized way:
treat the flexible antenna as the precision system, i.e., the one in need
of accurate control, and the solar array as a disturbance system acting
upon the antenna; try to design a disturbance counteracting control to
point the antenna and simultaneously reduce disturbances from the solar
array structure. Such an approach was first considered in "An Active
Mod&I Control System Philosophy fo r a Class of Large Space Structures,"
y M. Bel as and J. Canavin (presented at 1977 Blacksburg Sy-posium).
X ccu_^se, a centralized cc^.troller wit: a co=plete dynamic model
of the array structure with antennae attached can do a much better ,job
than the above-described localized control. However, the centralized
controller is much more cc p_ica.ed and may =rove impractical tc :L?nple-
ment while the more simple localized controller could be im+:lemented
and may prove to be nearly as effective as the centralized scheme. The
trade-offs in such localized structure control schemes remain to be more
carefully examined.
WGINAL PAGE %
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VI. PARAMETER ESTIWZION AND ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF STRUCTURES
Active control of structures is based on a complete knowledge of
certain system parameters; for example, in modal control, the mode fre-
quencies and mode shapes must be known (at least, the mode shapes must
be known at the actuator-sensor locations). In practice, these parsm-
eters are poorly known and may vary with time. The control designer has
two choices:
(a) make the design robust, i.e., capable of carrying out the
control task even though the parameters have substantial error;
(b) make the design adaptive, i.e., use the sensor information to
estimate poorly known parameters on-line and have the controller tune
itself up.
It is difficult to produce robust controllers for highly accurate
tasks without introducing unacceptably high gains; therefore, we have
concentrated on the adaptive approach. However, one should certainly
check the sensitivity of a given structure controller to parameter inac-
curacies before proceeding with parameter estimation and/or adaptive
control.
A general approach to parameter estimation ani' adaptive control for
aerospace structures is presented in Paper F: Toward Adaptive Control
of Large Structures in Space by M. Balas and C. R. Johnson, Jr. (from
Applications of Adaptive Control, K. S. Narendra and R. Monopoli, eds.,
Academic Press, 100). This paper was net written under this contract;
however, we include it because it discusses the special prcblers cf this
field within the context of our general mathematical framework. In
addition, some preliminary investigation (accomplished with :NASA support
9
s
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this year) on adaptive control of reduced-order systems is presented in
Paper G: Reduced-Order Adaptive Controller Studies by C. R. Johnson,
Jr., and M. Balas (presented at 1980 Joint Automatic Control Confer-
ence).
Papers F and G are Appendices F and G of this report.
t
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VII. DIEM" L'SSION AND CONCLUSIOI:S
No one who has worked in the field of aerospace structures would
argue that active control of a structure as large and unruly as t:e
proposed Satellite Power System is anything but a monumentally diffi-
cult tasx. Furthermore, no one but a fool or a madman would undertake
to solve the basic SPS control problems in a one-year study. Hoping
not to be judged the former and unsure about the latter, we have never-
theless undertaken the study of some of these problems under this con-
tract.
'_'rroughout this Work, our emphasis has been on the generic problems
and the distributed parameter nature of SPS active structure control
nth the goal of obtaining a deeper understanding c_° structure control
tec:^.nology by focusing on an extremely complicated and difficult structure.
We :ave gone in many directions during this study; --f-.en, in order to
cc er as much ground as possible, we have developed a given direction
crl;- to the point where it begar tc reveal i;.s potential. Still, this
work is not without substance. We have developed a _athe-_atical frame-
	
I •	 c;crk for the assessment of the active centre= cf aercepace str'.,ctures
life (althou n c t restricted to) the SPS. =rcm t is we ^ave venerated
quite General techniques to:
(a) synthesize structure controllers from distributed parameter
or finite element models of the structure;
(b) analyze the controller-structure interaction on the closed-loop
stab :.ity.
te) ecmpensate, by structure or controller modification, to reduce
the interaction effects.
24
This has been done within the constraints of maximum use of exist-
ing control and structure knowledge and tools, allowance for a variety
of SPS models and configurations, and ability to include new develop-
ments in control and/or structure technology.
We have accomplished our principal objectives in this study:
(1) to develop basic active structure control approaches for SPS
and assess the design trade-offs
(2) to develop mathematical methods to assess the effects Of con-
troller-structure interaction on the closed-loop stability
(3) to develop numerical methods to cc=pate the stability bounds
of (2).
This work has produced seven published papers and a masters thesis.
We have presented various aspects of the work in several national con-
ferences and in seminars at L. B. Johnson Space Center and the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory throughout the year.
We hope our contributions and the perspective presented here will
further the understanding of Satellite lower Syste= centrel and active
control of aerospace structures in general.
I
I
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VIiI. REC0MMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH IN LARGE AEROSPACE STRUCTURES
The research reputed here has been on the development of systems
theory. It is in this area that we shall make our principal recommenda-
tions.
Two areas, out of many which we have touched on in this report,
stand out as major issues in the successful development of active struc-
lure control:
(1) Structural modeling for active control, i.e., modeling of the
structure explicitly for feedback control purposes as opposed to assess-
ment of dynamical behavior under external loads;
(2) On-line parameter estimation and adaptive control.
The first of these really is an indication of the different view-
points of the structural dynamicist and the structu.al
 control designer;
emphasis on this problem would go a long way towar d- a much-needed
rapprochement of these two disciplines. One carrot realisticaill y expect
tc operate large aerospace structures without some -escluticn of the
second issue; yet, on-line parameter estimation an- adaptive control
techniques 'lead to some cf the most complex theeretica. issues in dis-
tributed perrameter systems.
There is a clear need to look beyond the systems theory aspects of
large aerospace structures and to begin to consider the development of
gr••,nd-based, and eventually in-space, experiments in actively controlled
=^^ •ructures. Of course, no successful ground-based experiment can begin
approach t .e dimensions cf scmethi ng l-?e the S?S; however, this is
:act necessary to gain the basic understanding that is needed to cope with
0RIGN L PAGE 1b
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this new area of technology.
Instead, we may begin to investigate particular structural behavior.
For ex=ple, ground-based experiments to determine the dynamical behavior
of flexible membranes attached to semi-rigid structures would help us to
understand a major component of the SPS: the interaction of the solar-
cell blankets with their supporting structure. Furthermore, active
suspension control could be introduced into such an experiment to inves-
tigate its capacity to suppress the blanket vibrations without seriously
increasing vibrations in the supporting structure - a clear application
of the systems concepts developed in this report to design and assess
the controller-structure interactions.
Other experiments in active control of beans and plates could be
designed and carried out to assess the potential of active structures
and to illuminate the problems. Although computer simulation is an
excellent tool for analysis of structural behavior, it is only as good
as the models cf the phenomena to be studied. These rrcdels require sub-
stantial i-provement in order to successfully predict the complex
behavior of large aerospace structures. Such improvements can only
g
	
grow out cf a better understanding of structures and t =eir interaction
w,_ 6, -cn-r oL - as understanding which car: be e_ est' y aided "y _abcr atory,
and space-shuttle-based, experiments with generic structures.
it
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A, FEEDBACK COMTROL OF DISSIPATIVE HYPERBOLIC DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS
t	 WITH FINITE DIMENSIONAL CONTROLLERS
Mark J. Batas
Electrical and Systems Engineering Department
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
c.	 Troy, New York	 12181
ABSTRACT
C
The class of dissipative hyperbolic distributed parameter systems
is defined here; it includes many physical phenomena such as mechanically
flexible structures and certain linear wave propagation problems. Feedback
control theory for this class of systems is investigated. Although some re-
sults on infinite dimensional controllers are presented, the emphasis is on
practical (i.e., finite dimensional) controllers based on reduced-order
models of the distributed parameter system and the closed-loop o peration of
such controllers in the actual system. Suf ficient conditions, in tens of
"spillover` bounds for the uncrodeled residuals, are oresentea =or ex cren-
t;ally stable closed-loop operation.
1.0 :1TR000C7'0N
Many physical phenomtna are best described by partial V1f4erential
equations, e.g., [1 j, Chapt. 1, and hence, are distributed parameter systems
(OPV . Several books have been written on OPS and control, e.;., -- r,, 15
Ne11 as, a large number of pa pers, e.,. , the surreys 6S_-	 ac ..* Icat ,ns of
''PS control range fr;m ^cnan i 	 •-	 -	 •r	 i.	 7	 Cie I^	 e'(ible S !^ 'JCtr reS r..a1 iC i',r. ^Hr^. r. S•
sion, e.3., the survey rlO". Our s-ecial area of interest has been a;oiica-
tion to large flexible aeroscace structures, e.g., tit surreys: ll -^l??;
i	 2
although the results obtained in this paper may be applied to such struc-
tures, they can be applied to a much larger class of problems, namely,
dissipative hyperbolic OPS.
2.0 DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: DISSIPATIVE HYPERBOLIC SYS 774S
We consi4er OPS described by the following:
t	 A v(t) ♦ 8 f(t),	
v(0) ' vO
(2.1)
y(t)	 C v(t)
where the system state v(t) is in a Hilbert space H with inner product (•,•)
and associated norm I -; . The differential operator A is linear, time-
invariant, has domain D(A) dense in H, and generates a C O semigroup U(t)
on H. The OPS is called dissipative hyperbolic here when the semigroup
U(t) has the following "growth" property:
U(t)
	
< W^ e	 ,	 t >	 =J
where _ > C and Mo > 1 ; when c > 0, we say the CPS is s r i c l ./ di ssi ca^i ve
Ne assume M J • 1.For more detai Is on semicroucs , see
The control is introduced via M inputs:
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wner! the ac.::ator infl+;trace `unct ions . i are in	 "he systemis ocservec
via P sensors wnose outputs y,(t) fcrm, :ne vector Y...`,
J
I	 3
and are given by
Ys(t) • (cj. v(t))	 (2. 4)
Ware the sensor influence functions c  are in H. The rank of the input oper-
ator 6 is M and that of the output operator C is P. In most UPS applications
the control and observation must be done with a finite number of devices;
hence, these restrictions on 8 and C are natural. Usually, the control de-
vices will be localized, i.e., the influence functions b i and c  will be
nearly Dirac delta functions.
The class of dissi pative hyperbolic systems includes mechanically
flexible structures, where = is related to 6he natural or materials damping
in the structure, and certain wave propagation problems which are described
by symmetric hyperbolic systems of partial differentia: e quations, e.g., 'Ll5];
a
in fact, it includes most oscillatory OPS. It does not include (so called)
parabolic problems like the heat equation; for these systems,the semigroup
t
L'(t is holomorphic 1- 16 1
 and the control oroblems are somewnat V ffertnt.
Control of parabolic 4"PS nas been considered in, foi- examp le, [Co . 10'
Our control aporoach to dissipative hy perbolic BPS emonW es ' In-
t	 oi!!men .ab=.4, i . e. , from n! Sensor CVt:utS ;I ., ^ ^ . _ , , _!1e :C;1 t!".' er
must synthesize contro l command s f(t) in ( 2.3) to aCe:uately staollize anc
Improve the performance of the OPS, and these commames must 5e synthesized
R	 with an on-line computer. Consecuentl y , the control syntmesizer must be 3
finite dimensional dynamical system !usually „f 'cw dinsitr,;. '^is o'aces
reasonable. cractical constraints on tae'.PS control or,blem ?C:.
it	 :n. n to ^,. ^•s`tna	 - „r..r^ er ts;., .s are ,;r!sr. te. i n Sec.., es-
d ixed orcer modeling and impiementable controllers are ciscussed in Secs. =
and 5. Our ;main rtsults on closed-loo p stacil i tf ­e :resented ii Set.	 Ni to
jC
wa
4	 application of these concepts to control of large flexible structures in
Sec. 1 and general conclusions in Sec. 8.
tt
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3.0 INFINITE OIMENSIONAL CONTROLLER
Although the results presented in this section may not be implem-
table ( and, in many applications, they are not), they do give some insight
into the OPS control problem.
Control laws for OPS, as in the case for lumped parameter systems,
of ten take the form of gains multiplying full state feedback:
f*(t) = G v(t)	 (3.1)
where G is a bounded control gain operator; this is especially true when a
performance index is optimized, e.g., [6], Chapt. 14. However the states
v(t) for a OPS are in an infinite dimensional space and, in most cases, can
not be recovered with a finite number of sensors as in (2.4). Consequently,
one is led to a state estimator (again, as in the lumped parameter case) of
the form:
v'L_t	 = .4 v( t) + 6 '( ^) + K Y(^)	 y ^ ^^ , , v( ) = 0
(3.2)
y t t)	 C v(t)
«nere K is a bounded estimator gain operator constructed so that i(:,` remains
in 0(A). The esti mator error, e(t)- v( t) - v(t), satisfies
,et(t) = (A - K C) e(t), e(0) _ -V0
	 3.3)
It is natural to take the control law 	 per+
,. 
^	 `(t` _ ^ v^r1 = G v` 	 '' ^^2^
in oiace of (3.1) and hooe for the best.
The following theorem gives sufficient conditions 'or the exponen-
P	 tially stable operation of the infinite dimensional controller (3.2) and
l5
(3.4) in closed-loop with the OPS (2.1), (2.3), (2.4):
THEOREM 3.1
It
	 If (A, B) and (A* , C* ) are exponentially stabilizable, then there
exist bounded operators G and K such that the infinite dimensional
controller produces an exponentially stable closed-loop system
C
	
and v(t) converges exponentially to the OPS state v(t).
The proof of this theorem uses results from [21] and appears in Appendix I;
a OPS (A, B) of the form (2.1) is exponentially stabilizable if a bounded
gain operator G exists which causes the semigroup U l (t) generated by A + 6 G
to satisfy
({ U l ( t )41 < M l a £1 t	 .	 t > 0	 (3.5)
where Ml > 1 and E 1 > 0.
It is known from [22] that, if t a 0 in (2.2), then neither (A, B)
nor (A	 C ) can be exponentially stabilizable because 3 and C are finite
rank (and, hence, compact). This means that, if the open-loop CPS is rot
strictly dissipative (no matter how small = is), then no amcunt of controller
feecback will make :he closed-loop system exponentially stable.
f	
the infinite dimensional controller may also be «ritt_n in convolution
form:
tf(t) = 	 GU (t - T) K y(;) d'	 (3.6)
.0
where U(t, is the Cy semigroup generated by A - 3 G - K C. However, is may
^	 no  be possible to imole-en -. either (3.6) or (3.2) and 3.c) wit:*: . mi te
dimensional devices. Cf course, either version if the 'nf-nite cimensional
control ier may be approximately imolemented and this is the subject of the
next section.	
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54.0 REDUCED-ORDER MOOELS O F OPS
Even though the underlying structure of a CPS may be described by
(2.1)-(2.4) and, hence, is infinite dimensional, the controller may have to
be based on a finite dimensional approximation of the original OPS, in order
to be implementable in the sense of Section 2.0. Such an approximation or
reduced-order model_(ROM) is a projection (not necessarily orthogonal) of
t
	
	
the CPS on H onto an appropriate finite dimensional subspace H N of H. The
ROM subs pace N has dimension N and its projection is denoted by P N ; the
residual subspace HR associated w"th 4 N completes the decomposition
H - HO D H R and its projection is denoted by P Q . The total OPS state v
is the sum of the ROM state v N = P  v and the residual state v  = P R v:
V(t) - vN (t) t v R(t)
	
(4.1)
The choice of subspace H  and the projection P  completely specifies
the residual subspace H R and its corresponding projection P R ; this choice
i-is usually cictated by the physical acolication and knowledge (or lack o:
knowledge) about the scecific OPS involved. In many sitnoations, the partial
differential ecuations or the corresponding boundary conditions are too com-
U
plicated to permit simple closed-form solut'ons. Conseauently, an acoroxi-
mation of CPS, such as the Rayleigh-Ri *_.6-&alerkin or finite element met."od,
r =
	 [ 231 -[241, must be used to deal with the problem numerically; this is one way
to produce a ROM of the OPS but it is by no means the only way to general_
such approximations.
.ie wi l ' restrict our attention in this paper .o consi dera t=on of
ROM's obtained From pro;;ecticn 'not necessari?y orthc gonal) onto a :air o-
reducina subspaces H N , HR for the differential operator .+, i.e., the following
S.
C
conditions hold:
H = HNOHR
P  ( O( A ) )	 O(A)
PNAPRv =0
P 
R 
A P 
N 
v 0
7
(4.2a)
(4.2b)
(4.2c)
(4.2d)
From [25], p. 172, these conditions are equivalent to the condition that
P  commutes with A:
veD(A)+PNveO(A)	 (4.3a)
APNv=PNAv
	
(4.3b)
Of course, P R also commutes with A.
Throughout the rest of this paper, any ROM considered for (2.1)
will be based on some oair of reducina subsoaces HN and HR for A. T'ne
projection onto these subspaces may or may not be crthogonal; when it is
orthoconal, we will have H R = HN and
2 = ,,	 , 2^	 ;2	 (,1^
I ^^	 it	 R i i
and
PNi1 = i' PR!	 = 1	 (4.51)ii
t	 An example of reducing subspaces occurs when H y is a modal subsoace,
i.e.,
Hy	 span
1
wnere A: k 	.,{ c,,
,
 for ei gem
these eigenvalues '. k must be
(i.e., a rectifiable, simpie
values 1,'K with corres penaing e' genfunc.ions '
separated from the rest of the scectrum of A
closed curve can Se drawn in the comalex :lane
^	 a
so as to enclose an open set containing al,	 XN in its interior and
the rest of the spectrum of A in its exterior). From [25], p. 178, H N and
HR form a pair of reducing subspaces for A and A N = P  A P  is a finite
dimensional operator whose spectrum is exactly (a l ,	 aNI while the
spectrum of AR 2 PR A P R is the rest of the spectrum of A. Note that the
projections are orthogonal when A is normal [25], p. 217.
C
	
We emphasize that other reducing subspaces may exist for A but
the modal one is useful when a finite set of separable eigenvalues, and their
corresponding eigenvectors, can be found; this is the case, for example, when
A has compact resolvent ([25], p. 187). Also, the modal subspace is physi-
cally reasonable for producing ROMs of many OPS such as mechanically flexible
structures. It should be noted that, when the exact nodes are not immediately
V	 available (even though they may be known to exist) and approximate modes are
used for HN , the subspaces H  and H R are not necessarily reducing subspaces.
We have the followina result for dissipative hyperbolic OPS:
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
THEOR.,ia 1.1
	
OF POOR QUALITY
If 
uN 
and H R
 are reducina subspaces for A in (2.1), then this
:PS decomposes into
vN (t) = AN vN(t) + 34 f(t) , vN(0) = P N vO
	 (4.6)
^t	
= AR vR + B R	 vR(0) = P R vJ	 (Jr. 7)
Y(t) - CN vy(t) + C R v^;t)
	 (1.a)
where vN 2 PN v, 'I
	
?R v, Ay = P,^ A ?V 3,	 .0. 3 9 Cy = C ? 'N , e tc.
In addition, the projections P  and P R commute with the semigroup
U(*_) generated by A and A R generates the CC semigroup '!,(t)	 P U(t) ?R
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with the growth property:
iC	
-et
HUR(t)t( <MR e	 t>0	 (4.9)
where MR : 11 PR II MO with(MO , c) as in (2.2).
The proof of this theorem uses results in [25] and appears in Appendix U.
The ROM corresponding to the protection of (2.1) onto the reducing
f
	 subspaces Hy and HR is defined by (4.6) and (4 . 8) with CR assumed zero:
vY(t) : AN vN (t) + BN f(t)	 vN(0) = PN vO
Y(t) : C  vN (t)	 (4.10)
C	
or (4.10) may be abbreviated as (AN , BY , CY ). In particular, when H N is the
modal subspace for N(separated) eigenvalues of A, we call the corresponding
ROM - the modal ROM.
The interaction terms B R f and C  v  are called control and observa-
tion spillover, respectively. It is through these terms that a feedback con-
troller can interact with the residual subsystem (1.7). This would not be the only
interaction if the ROM had been based on nonreducing subspaces for A; in .hat
case model error te rms - P  A P R v  and P R A PN vN - would have ap peared in
(4.6) and (4.7), respectively. However, these terms are zero when reducing
st:bS^aCeS are Used for the ROM (as po inted out in Theorem 1. 1) .
Henceforth, the ROM (A N , B N , CN ) will be assumed to be contrillable
z. P	 and observable. It is not difficult to verify whether a given ROM satisfies
this assumption via the usual finite di mensi onal s pace technicues ; when =he
modal ROM is used, it is especially easy to verify, e. g ., [12^.
6.0 .MPL EAENTABLE :E T-OBACK CCNTROL.6RS =nR OPS
The perfo rmance of the controlled OPS will usually to exCressed in
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terms that can be accomplished with ROM state feedback, e.g., pole placement
C	 or optimization of a performance index for the ROM. For example, when the
modal ROM is used, the modes chosen would be the most crime (i.e., easily
excited by whatever disturbance sources are present) mo;  increased
C	 damping and/or stiffening of these modes would be the main goal of feedback
control. We will suppose that the desired control law for the OPS (2.1)
E is given (or ade(viately approximated) by
f
f"(t) = GN V14(t)	 (5.1)
where the gain operator GN can be selected via pole placement or optimal
regulator methods, (26], applied to the ROM (4.10).
If this control law (5.1) could be implemented, the closed-loop
system (2.1) and (5.1) would have the form (using (4.6)-(4.7);:
vN (t)
	
(AN
 + B  Gy) vN (t)	 (5.2)
ovR(t) = B G v (t) + A 
V 
(t)
R 11
where v(t) = vy(t) + v R(t). The ciosed-loop stabil ;ty of (5.2 1) - x;5.3) wculd
f-.,ilcw from the result:
7HEIREM 5.1
Let the control law be given by (5.1). If (A N , 3y) is controllable,
then Gy can be chosen so that 44 	 1 - c > 0 and
!v(t);' < MO My M e	 iv01"	 t > 0	 (5.1)
where
M# -
	
if nonorthogonal Projections P, and PR are used
a_	 1 2
a	 (1 + "N + x2 ) ORIGINAL PAGE :.
`	 OP POOR QUALITY
^, ortnogonal projecfions are used
EtP	 11
and ay"N, S = I' 8 R Gyll (the control spillover coefficient),
C	 XNt
AN = AN + 8  G  generates a
	
with
A t
	
-c t
IIe N ll_ MN e N	 , t>_0 (5.5)
and (bb, c) are as in (2.2).
The proof of this theorem appears in Appendix III. Note that only control
C	 spillover a is present in (5.4); this is because direct access to v N (t) has
been assumed.
Of course, one rarely has direct access to the ROM states vN(t); 
at-
C best, one could try to recover them from the outputs of P = N sensors but
observation spillover would interfere with this approach. Therefore, the
control law (5.1) can not be exactly implemented (except in the special case
it	
that the observation spillover in (4.8) is zero). Instead, estimates of
GN vN(t) must be generated from the sensor outputs y(t). This can be done
via the following imolementable, finite dimensional controller:
F
' (t) ' H11 At) + H12 z{t)	 5.5a)
z(t) = F z(t) y H y(t) + c f(t), z(0) = 0
9	
«here dim z = 5 < N	 dim v^ .
Let eN (t)	 z(t) - TN vy(t) and, from (4.6), (4.8) and (5.5b;, we
obtain:
e^(t) aF e,(t) + H C Q vj(t)
when the fo i l owi nG 3ssu^cti or.s 3''e made about 7N 3nd E.
T
'N-.yA V +H CI a0
^	 = ' TN gN
r^ T^
X5.3)
(5•')
i	
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We will assume that the matrix F can have any desired stability margin
cF,
Ile
Ft Il -Q t< M	 e	 F	 t>
— F — 0
(5.10)
This means that F can be chosen so that it shares no common eigenvalues with
a AN; therefore, by [27]. Chapt. 8, there will exist a unique solution TN of
(5.8) and hence, E can be chosen to satisfy (5.9).
From (5.6a) and the definition of eN (t), we obtain:
f(t) ' GN vN(t) + H 12 eN(t) + H 11 C  v
R(t)	 (5.11)
when we make the assumption that H 11 and H 12 can be chosen to satisfy:
H 11 CN + H 12 T 
N 
a GIN	
(3.12)
This last assumption, plus (5.10), can be satisfied when N - P < S <.N, e.g.,
[28], but it can often be satisfied for S < N - P, e.g., [291; the special
case S = N is the usual full state estimator or Kalman filter based on the
ROM, e.g., [30]. Therefore, the assumptions (5.10) and (5.12) can always be
satisfied 5y some implementable controller (5.6) whose dimension S is less
than y ; the actual design of such a controller is a well-studied pr blem in
finite dimensional space and will not concern is further; such a controller
may be synthesized directly with a digital comcuter, [25;, Chat. 6. However,
please note that the design of the controller (3.6),and all necessary assump-
tions,can be done entirely in terms of the ROM. This is a reasonable aporoach
since the residual subsystem parameters (.a R, 3 R , CR} may be much less acc;;r3te7y
{newn than those for the ROM; in =st cases only Sounds on these parameters
would be available in arac.'ce.
The question remains: How we
-
11 can this imo' ementable controller
be made to oerform? This is the sub„ect of the next section.
C
C}
`c
t^
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6.0 CLOSED-LOOP OPERATION OF THE IMPLEMENTABLE ROM-RASED CONTROLLER
Even though the design of the controller (5.6) is based entirely
on the RON(4.10), this controller must operate in closed-loop with the
actual OPS (4.6)-(4.8). Consequently, the residual subsystem (4.1) is in-
volved in this operation via the control and observation spillover terms.
It is a rare situation when these spillover terns are zero; this occurs if
the actuator and sensor influence functions b i and c  lie entirely in the
ROM subspace H y . Most practical OPS problems will involve a certain amount
of spillover even though it may be small; this can lead to degraded perform-
ance and, in some instances, instability [30].
Let q(t) = C N(t) e v(t)]T .	 From (4.6)-(^.9), (5.7) and (..11), we
obtain the closed-l000 system:
4(t) ' All q (t) + Al2 vR(t)
(6.1)
q(t) + X22 vR(t,
,,dte,re
AG 3N	
°y H12
0	 ^
rRN H il CR
H CR
^, 1
	[3R 31 1 a  1 12 1	 and 2^	 rR - 3R H11 "R
with the i ni ti al  condi ti on5 ^; _	 '.^ , v ^	 -.^ ^,^ y	 ^r,G is , : r	 %^ ^, . :E'
(;vN(t) „ 
2 . ',ey(^).;2)1,2
t	 We have the following useful result:
.
I
118N H 1E 1 ! ! ! T N11Mc<MNMF(1+
C
(6.4)
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THEOREM 6.1
If no observation spillover is present ( CR • 0) in (6.1), then F
can be chosen so that Ac • a  - aN > 0 and
I 4(t) 11 - ( I I VN ( t )1I+11 ON ( t ) I r)^< Mc a aNt I I a(0) I I • t 1 0 (6.3)
where
and ( MN , ay), (M F
9 
OF) are as in (5.5) and (5.10), respectively.
The proof of this result appears in Appendix IV. Note that (6.4) is not the
only bound for Mc ; in fact, the "sharper" we can make the bound on M c , the
better our later results became.
The next two results are the principal ones in this paper; they give
sufficient conditions for exponential stability of the closed-loop system in
i	 terns of spillover bounds:
'H
ECREM 6. 2
Assume that ( Ay, SN , C.is controllable anC observable, that
is chosen in (5.12) so t~aty
	
.y	 _ > 0, and *Vat  : is :hose's
in (5.6b) so that
'F > 
c.4. If no observation spillover is cresert
(i.e., CR	 0), then, the closed-loop system (6.1) satisfies:
w( t )' < M M M* e	 N ''	 t> u	 ^.
where
^. s
W(t) a [vNT (t) INT (t) vRT(t)]T
 ,
15
V(t) = VN(t) + VR(t)
C
	 11 w( t )11 a (I M011 2 + 11 eN (011 2 ) 1/2 and
M* is given by (5.4) in Theorem 5.l.and M c is bounded as in (6.4)
in Theorem 6.1.
r	 The proof of this theorem appears in Appendix V.
THEOREM 6.3
r	 Let the open - loop system (2.1) be a strictly dissipative hyperbolic
DRS (i.e., e > 0). Under the same assumptions as Theorem 6.2 except
that observation soillover is present, the closed - lcop system (6.1)
stability margin is at least c where
M
C 
MD M*	 (6.6}
when
	 = .' 3 ^	 H
	
+	 H tiR ' ; is susficiently S mal l _^ > 0,
In that case,
< Mc Mo M* e-- t	
Wu,,	
, t >	 c.i)
 
o f	 .	 i	 i	 T	 t	 t i	 ^ .,
' :^ e Proo f 4 . to ; s Theorem appears n depend , x /:.	 ;here ^ s no co ; n ^ ^ n ,..,n-
sidering such a result when ( 2.1) is not strictly dissipative nyperbolic,be-
cause e could not ever by positive in (6.6).
} 
t`
AP"o! CA7::N: DDN;
=eecbacx _on:rol cj vi t1rat4ons 'In ilecnaniWly s 'A y 'ble s.r-:c:ures
nas acoiita ti cn to Tany current engineer i ng crcolerrs. Ccntr:1 :f fl exid'e
struc:;:res, in general, was addressed in [:01, 3L ano ;381. a new aonlics-
:r
C.
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tion area - control of large aerospace structures - is very active at present;
the current control theory trends in this area have been surveyed in [12].
The results obtained in this paper have direct application to control
of flexible structures, in general, and largo aerospace structures, in parti-
cular; this application will be discussed in this section in order to illustrate
the use of the results of Sec. 6.0. This section will follow the format
established in [38]; for clarity's sake, some of the format will be repeated
here.
we consjdar the class of flexible systems that can be described by a
t	 generalized wave equation; this represents the idealization of many mechanically
flexible structures. The generalized wave eugation is given by:
z
o u + b;
	
+ Aou • F	 (5.1)
0	 3f
which relates the vector of displacements u(x,t) of a body .:, a bounded open
set with smooth boundary la in n-dimensional Euclidean s pace Rn , to the applied
control forces F x,t). The ooeracor A is a ti %ie- invariant, synne tric d=fier-
entia'i operator with comcact resolvent and lower semitounded s^ectr •:m. '^e
domain :(A0 ) of A  is dense in the Hi1tert s pace L2 .) wi:h	 :eno:i^c the
t.	 t I
	 i	 •	 .. i
	
- r
	
..,
usua^ t^ nrer orccuc: and	 denct . ng .he .ss,.c.a:ea ,cr'n.	 ^e na.::.sl ca+.cirg
in the structure is modal ed by the term +..-  where b is a non-nega:i ve ccns-an t .
The control forces
s	 M	 !,*R.%INAL PAt;h, !:
F(x,tl	 3 f(t)	 - b (x)f :4.)	 OF PWR QUAL:, rx	 (^	 i	 i	 ,o._,
are provided by M actuators with influence functions b i (x). 'ae ciso 'aceTe^:s
1
are measurec ty % a-±riginc sensors
1( t ) * C0J(x•L,
' y Y r
whert ;/ ti (:) s	 cj(,X^u(X.t)dx with	 •	 C• 	 ~fie 3r:la^.^ :^d
7
sensor furct' ons b; x) , c; A are i n L ;..1 an ,_^ ncr-.al i zec to nave unit `n:_crs' .
9
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When the support of b i (x) is in a small neighborhood of a point x i , we say it
is a point actuator and, similarly, we define a point sensor. The point
actuator and point sensor situation is of special interest here. This class
of distributed parameter systems includes interior and boundary control of
vibrating strings, membranes, thin beams and thin plates. Although, only
displacement sensors are considered in (6.3), this is not a restriction - more
C
	
general sensors may be modeled.
It is well known ([253, p. 277) that the spectrum of A contains only
isolated eigenvalues 
X  
with corresponding eigenfunctions 
^k 
such that
C	
al <^2 <	 .
and Aok 2 ak tk . We will assume that X1 is positive. she resonant mode fre-
ueg_ ncies 
wk 
of the structure are given by w. = (l k )`' and the corresponding
t	
eigenfunctions 
^k 
are the mode shapes. Thus A satisfies
( Ao u , u ) > allu(i 2 , a > p	 (5.4)
and has a square root 
Aol/2, 
every vector uaL 2 (^) has a unicue reresentaticr°
r^ ,1U(X)	 _	 = uk^1K(x)
k=1
whe ys u,^ = ; Y ;jo kdx and we define *_he orhogenal Pro,ec.ions	 V , p o R by
N
p0Vu	
r ukokk=1
(5.5)
R
p o u	 Z	 ukyk
k=N+1
Let V be the domain of A  and W be the domain 0 .19 A c `'	 4. new ccera t;.r 	 s
defined in a
a) u(A)	 v x W = .
°
b) A	
w
w	 -bw - Aou
1
V . /
for ueV, we°W
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The enerov inner product (••) E is defined on H l by
u 	 u2	 (A 1/2u , A 1I?u) + (wl' w )	 (6.8)
(.w1	
w2	 0	 1	 0	 2	 1	 2
E
for u l , u2 c V and w l , w2 e W and the Hilbert space H is defined as the
closure of H l in this energy inner product. The associated energy norm is
denoted by ;•;l E and is a measure of the total potential and kinetic energy
in (u,QL) where u is a solution of (6.1). Let v 	 [uT , ^t 	 be in H and
write (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) as
t 	 3t = Av + Bf voEH1
(6.9)
y = CV
where B	
n	
and C	 [Co 01; tiis is in the form (2.1).
o
It is easy to see that
uk
v	
_	 Dk
	
k=1	 u,^,
(5.10)
C
P
a
and	 iv'	 C [1 ku,^ + u 21. Also, A genera tes a C. seen i Troup U( t
k=1
by [141 P. :i-5?. 7h a folicwing result, due to Go ldste i n and Rosencrans
[;91, gives conditions under which this semigrouo U(t) satisfies (2.2) and
hence (6.9) is a (strictly) dissipative hyperbolic system:
if b < 2a then
1	 1
J
c
where '! _ [1-(bf23i 1[1- ^b1=3)^ ^.	 C-nsec`Je^tiy, U(:) Satis''e5	 2.2) '.^' .h
M	
112
. o	 (•,)	 and r x b/2. yore that the 1yoothesis for this result means
that e < a, i.e. the damoina .must be smaller than t"e Square c` the lowest
9
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mode freauencv. Another bound of the type (6.11) is available in [36] without
the restriction e < a; however, the damping coefficient b is not quite so
directly related to s in (2.2). The bound used above will be very convenient
to illustrate our results.
Recalling (6.6), we define the projections P N , PR on H by
u	 poNu
	
t	 FPS	 NW.	 po w	
^^0,9
^k>R L p,^	 (6.12)
[ u"	
poRu	 ,q ^FIS
	
^	 pR
W
.
	poRw
and note that they are orthogonal ir the energy inner product and that HN=P NH and
H Rup RH  form reducing subspaces of H, as described in Sec. 4.0. In fact, H  is a medal
subspace, and vN = PNv and v R=PRv satisfy (4.1), (4.4)-(4.5). Consequently, the
system (6.9) partitions into the form (4.6)-(4.8),and the corresponding modal
ROM is given by (4-10) where A W B 	 C  may be i dent i f i ed with the matrices
0	 Iy
	 [ 0 0]	 [CNo 0 1 , respec tively, with	 = diag
- N	 -b I,^	 BN	
-
^N j,	 3.J o 	 [;b^, ^ k ) j' ,	 and CNo = [,c v ,W^)^.	 gnus, the centrollabilicy and
observab i i ity of the ROM can be determined From (AV B N	 CN o ; when the ,tamping
b is small ([381, Theorem 2.1). Of course, it is quite easy to assess the --on-
trollability and observability of this latter system and the conditions depend
on the interaction of the actuator-sensor infl uence functions with the me de
shaoes
if the ROM is controiiaoie arc ooservabie, the usual -ini^= t=Te^.siora'
state space controller can be designed oased on the modal RCM (e.g. [?6;. ..
	
'	 has the form:
C
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f(t)	 GN vN (t)
	
(6.13)
vN(t) = AN yV t) 
+ SN f(t) + KN (Y(t) - Y(t))
(6.14)
Y(t) = CN ^N(t) , Y O) = 0
This is a particular case of (5.6) with dimension S=2N (twice the number of
modes in the ROM) and parameters: H 11 =0, H 12 = GN , F = AN - KNCN , H=KN and
E=B N . Also, note that e N (t) = v N (t) - vN (t), i.e. TN = I 2N - Since ROM is
controllable and observahle, GN and KN can be chosen to achieve (5.5) and
(5.10) with any desired stability margins cand z
Thus, (6.13)-(6.14) represents an implementable (finite dimensional)
modal controller for the flexible structure (5.1)-(6.3),or equivalently (5.9).
It is based on a modal RC-ii, i.e. it is designed to control the first N modes
of the structure (of course, different sets of N modes could have been used -
it is not necessary that they be the f= N modes). The basic assumption
made in synthesizing such a nodal controller is that the 4 modes chosen for
control wil l adequately rocresent the 'mCortant vi bra t i onal be h avior of ."e
whole flexible st ructure.; this assump tion can often be satisfied in orac:ice,
and it is the basis for many structure controllers.
Having synthesized an i:;,plemen able -octal controller to ade:irately
tailor the vibrational response of N critical :nodes in the flexible structure,
we must not think we are done. The closed-loco behavior of our controller is
it
affected by the resicual modes in H, for which we have not designed, as well
as the controlled modes i n H y fcr .vh i c.h we nave desi ;nea. ; nese i n terac:i ,ns
n	 'tro l and observat n zilo e r terms -ior'^.	 .,000r .`1rUgh :he co .,	 ... , C 	s^	 ^ 1	 ^	 ' ne. i n 	2C	 -. .
and :an A rastica l y alter the ces'red :er `o r-nance of t"e controlle d s:ruct:r°;
in fact, an example is presented in C:O7 where the closed-loo p system become,
unstao1e.
121
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Consequently, the analysis of closed-loop behavior discussed in
Sec. 6.0 is especially pertinent. The principal results Theorems 6.2-6.3
give an indication of how much spillover can be tolerated in the closed-
t,	 loop system. In the context of flexible structures, Theorem 6.2 may be
compared with tha results of [381 where observation spillover was assumed
negligible (however, note that no damping was present in [381). Combining
the results of Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 for this application, we find that the
closed-looped system,consisting of the flexible structure (6.1)-(5.3) and
the finite dimensional modal controller (6.13)-(6.14),will remain ex-
ponentially stable with stability margin a given by (6.6),if the observa-
i
tion spillover coefficient r is sufficiently small to make z >0, or
equivalently:
r < e/McMaM*	(6.15)
In this application, e = f where b<2a in (6.1) and (6.4), Mo is given by
(23.,t)1;2
M 
0	 2a-5
Also, from (5.4) since orthogonal projections are used:
where ,N _ /
 14 	
!y = ;, N -_, and, from (6.4) ,
18NCGy^
M < M M^ 0 +	 )	 (6. 1$)c	 N r
where	 _ _ - :^ and My, Mr come from (5.3) and (5.10) reswec:iveiv.
L
The "single bar" norm denotes the matrix norm comcati bie •Nita the eucl idean
norm. =i na, iy, the ccn: rol and observa tion s-i l l over c-.e -' I c' ents _ art
are given by
OF PWR QUAIL. T^
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and
P	 0	 2 1/2
IIKNCRII < I KyI	 E	 E	 (c 4k )	 (6.20)
E	 j=1 k=N+1
It may seem like quite a complicated business to obtain all the data
to check (6.15); however, most of the information can be obtained from the
finite dimensional ROM and its corresponding controller, and the rest comes
from the structure properties a,b. The spillover coefficients (6.19)-(6.20)
depend on the controller gains Gy, K  and the actuator-sensor influence on
the residual modes. Consequently, (6.15) gives an indication of how much
spillover can be tolerated in the closed-loop system.
Additionally, (6.15) gives the control system designer an aid to
redesign the system for better overall stability; quite simply,either the
controller gains must be reduced or the actuator-sensor influence functions
b i , c  must be chosen to minimize their influence on the residual modes.
Of course, this latter could be accomplished if one had completely free
choice of b i , c ; ; one would choose them to be in N V which is orthogonal
J
to ^^ and bo-n	 and 3 would to _ero. Please note, for a =lexible structure
th is woul d mean the influence functions were 1 4 near ccrmoinaticns of the con-
#	 trolled modes only. Yet, in practice, most actuators and sensors nave a
very localized influence (they are nearly po i nt devices), and this :ract 1 1
constraint would make it very unlikely that zero soillover could be achieved.
r	 Nonetheless, adjust.-nents in the location of actuators and sensors could be
made in order to reduce the spillover. Further, one :.cull reduce soillover 5y
contro.1ina more modes at the cost of i ncreasi n_ the .cntrol er ::rrciex'.y
and ",r es;ond g ::,mcut3t'1. Ra l b!. :.en on _-e
approaches to spillover recuc t' on and ccmpensa ti en ; e . g . : ro f i l :e r i n y are
surve_ied in f12. 'he aprior,
	
;5.151 can 6-de used to assess the trade-
offs in these approaches for -12xibie structure control.
C
t
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS
In order to better understand the behavior of highly oscillatory dis-
tributed parameter phenomena such as mechanically flexible structures, the
class of dissipative hyperbolic distributed parameter systems ( OPS) has been
introduced. The fundamental property of such OPS is that the open-loop
system (2.1) must be exponentially stable, i.e., satisfy (2.2) for c > 0.
Conditions have been presented in Section 3 for exponentially sable opera-
tion of the infinite dimensional controller, (3.2) and (3.4) or (3.6), in
closed-loop with the OPS; however, the principal concern of this paper has
been with finite dimensional controllers for the OPS. Such controllers are
practical in the sense that they can be imclemented with a small nurn er of
actuators and sensors and one,or more,small on-line computers.
The finite dimensional controllers (5.6) developed here in Section
5 are based on reduced-order models (ROMs), i.e., finite dimensional approxi-
mations, of the actual CPS. The class of ROMs used here has been derived
in Section a from reducing subspaces; a large subclass of reducing subs.-ices
contains the modal sutspaces which have been used extensively in fla_xib'e
structure modeling and control. The controller synthesis is done en:ira_*y
1
`n term of the ^ M.
Since the finite dimensional controllers developed in Section 5
must operate in closed-loop with the actual OPS and not just the ROM, it is
crucial to analyze the soillover, i.e., controller interaction with the
residual (unmadelled) part of tie CPS. One cannot expect to be able to ;o
this In ^t.'lest	 s' nce :.` ' e "°s' :4d, s of the :PS are the part tnat is
I east known; however, Soillover Sou nds can to .:rescrited for stable :Gera on
of the closed-loop system and this has been done in Section 5. 'he H nci,:,l
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results are Theorems 6.2 - 6.3 ; the value of these results is that the
stability conditions may be checked using only knowledge of the ROM and
bounds, 3 and r, on the spillover present in the open-loop OPS. The bounds
8 and r may be calculated directly, or estimated where necessary, from the
ROM projections of the actuator and sensor influence functions b i and cj.
When the spillover bounds are small enough to satisfy the stability conditions,
the finite dimensional controller will function to enhance the behavior of
the ROM subsystem of the OPS without causing any instability in the residual
subsystem. When the stability conditions are not satisfied, the system may
be stable or it may not; however, this should be a warning that some spill-
over compensation be added and the conditions rechecked.
Several closely related CPS topics seem to require further in-
vestigation:
(1) sharper spillover bounds
(2) bounds obtained from singular perturbations
(3) nonreducing subs-aces and TOdei error
(4) nonlinear control
(S) adaptive control
Since the s p illover bounds have been obtained from recular pertir_a-
tions, they may be sharpened by making ti ghter estimates, e.g., for Mc in
(6.4); connections need to be made betmeen our results and other stability
C	
results for large scale and 3PS obtained by Siijak CV] and Michel and
Miller C32 1' .	 n addition, Sounds obtained for OPS via sincular perttrbt:ions
look promising for many applicat'ons, e.g., ;33i.
,A r
Many ;GMs are ro j ecti ors Into nonreducing subspaces; for examc l e,
4hen approximate modes are substituted for exact modes, the aaproxima to ::^oda l
a
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subspaces are not reducing subspaces. In the case of nonreducing subspaces,
the controller interaction with the residual subsystem can occur through men-
zero model error terms ANR = P  A PR and ARN = PR A PN , as well as the spill-
over terms. The bounds obtained here for spillover should be extended to
model error bounds, as well.
Finally, preliminary results in nonlinear and bilinear control of
9	 OPS have been obtained in [34]-[36] and the surface has barely been scratched
in adaptive (or self-tuning) control of OPS, e.g., the survey [37]. Much
more remains to be done in both of these areas.
I'
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APPENDIX I: PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
Since (A, B) and (A* , C* ) are exponentially stabilizable, there
exist bounded G and H such that A + 8 G and A* + C* H generate U l (t) and
V(t), respectively; Ui (t) satisfies (3.5) and VW satisfies
•c t
IIV(t)II < M2 e 2 	, t > 0	 (I.1)
where M2 !. I and c2 > 0.	 Choose K n -H* and from [213, P.	 251, A - K C gene-
rares U2 (t) when U2(t) n V*(t); consequently, !'U 2 (t)	 !	 •	 'I V* ( t )ll IIV(t)i	 .
Therefore,
-E2t
le(t}II	 M2	 a	 Ilvo ll (I.2)
Also,	 from (3.3)-(3.4) 	 and	 (2.1),
°alt
	(A + 8G) v(t) + BG e(t) (I.3)
or,	 from (3.5) and (I.2),
I lv(tW	 < M1 a 
t it (1 + M2 ;'t e'%T d; ,',3G1	 !) I'v o I.1)
0
where 	 Let ME c M1 M` and -	 ni n ( =..	 ^2	 .
If _ > 0,	 " v(t)	 < M: e"	 I'vo !	 ( 1	 G;,'
1
=; i ` 0-'	 <	 ,
,n ei weer case, ,'or t > 0,
! v ( t } 1	 M.- a °t !!vo lt (1 * A G'; /1,W	 (i.5)
=rcm(I.2), for t>0.
e
	
,^ a-c^
'1ere',re, the -.i flse_-loco syste-n 4s ex:cne^,:'a*'! s:acie.
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APPENDIX II: PROOF OF TMEOR^t 4.1
By the definition of reducing subspaces ( 4.2c and d), ANR	 P  A P R 	0
and ARN ! PR A P  • 0 and (2.1) becomes (4 .6)- (4.8). Since the definition
t^
of reducing subspaces is equivalent to PN and PR commuting with A (see 4.3b),
then, by [25], p. 113, they also commute with the resolvent operator R(X, A)
of A for any X in the resolvent set; because A generates a semigroup, the
c	 resolvent is non-empty. But R(%, A) is the (unique) Laplace transform of tre
transform of the semigroup U(t), e.g. [25], p. 482; therefore, the projections
must ccmte wi th U(t) .
Let UR(t) __ PR U(t) PR then UR (t) is a Co semigrcup on H R because
UR (t} UR(t') • PRU(t) P R U(t') P R = PR U(t) U(t') P R = P P ; (t * t') P R •
UR(t + t') for t, t' > 0; this uses the fact that P R commutes with U(t). Of
course, UR(0) = P R which is the identify on HR and the strong continuity follows
from that of U(t). It is also clear	 AR generates U P (t) because, for v in
UI (t) v - 
v = lim	 P U(t) v-v_H R I 1411n	 =P li en 'Jt) • v	 v,p Ar=
P; > > Q v = A R v 5y t^e continu".y of 0 7 . 
-h,+ ;r,wt l, zrrcer.y ( 1 .3) `^ ':.ws
from (2.2) and 'V (t): ' n : P R U( )'	 <	 a 	 U(_i	 because P R :.'' mutes wi :,-I
U ( t)
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APPENDIX III: PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1
Since (AN , 8 N ) is controllable and finite dimensional, G  can be
chosen so that a  > E. From (5.2)-(5. 3 ) and (5.3),
I I V N ( t ) I I < MN a-aNt I I V N (0) I I	 (III.1)
1I V R(t)I1 < MR a -et (11 v o il + I  eET II 8 RGN I1 1I vN( T )
 
11 dT) ( III.2)
0
because UR(t) v R(0) = PR U(t) v  from Theorem 4.1. Combining I16 1 and
III.2, obtain
-9 t
I Iv R ( t )II	 MR 
,-et (1 + MN0 - e N ) aN I( P N II) Ilvo ll	 (III.3)
Therefore, using (III.1) and (I11.3),
II^(t)II _ II V N ( t )II + II^R (t)II < e	 t
-A t	 -o t
[MR + MN ( e
N 
+ MR(1 - ?) y y) I' P ,yll1 Ilv o !;	 (III.4)
Note that (II I.4) is the same as Triggiani's bound in r17], Theorem 6.1.
_'	 =rom (ill.4), obtain (5.4) for nonorth o gonal projections because e	 +
-;
MR ^N
 (I - e
	
) < e
	
+ MR zN < l + MR xN and MR 
M0 'R > f rom
Theorem =.1. However, when the projections are orthoccnal, then I!v R (t)	 <
HR e	 (	 ,
^R (0) " +y id ^N	 ivN (0)'; l)and	 'v^,t) 	
(t), 2 _
	 ,^Rrt)
< (Mo MN e-st^2 r(IIvR(0)Ii + "N ;Iv N (0) I) 2 4- 11v N (0)!i 2 	]
< (1 + .^ N + CL^^2 ) (Molly e .t)2 [Ilvy(0)12 _ IIvR(0)i^2.
V W !	 < ( 1 y ^N	 NZ ) 1/2 M M.^ o-.t ; voo
2
	
2because (a y ^ b) y a < ( i + ^	 :c^) ( a2 + b ? ; 'Nhich i sLenra 3.1 in r1^
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`	 APPENDIX IV: PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1
F y	
with C
	
0 in (6.1),
R
f	
4(t)	 eTl 1t
 
40
p	 From (5.5) and (5:10), it is easy to obtain
-c t
IIeN(t)II 1 MF e F II TN VN( 0)II
and
(IV.1)
( IV. 2)
I1 vN ( t )II 1 MN e -'7
	 t ,.1
111 vN (0)1! + f e y 
T
0
t 118N H 121 
lieN (')II dT	 (IV.3)
but, using (IV.2), (IV.3) becomes
-c t
	
116
	
H 
12 11
	
it
1, vN (t)11 1 My M  e 
N ^ 1 j	 N 1 ,	 N 11i^N (0)11	(IV. 4)
c
because F can be chosen so that .1c
 > 0. From (IV. 2) and (I'd.), the desired
result follows because MR and My are not less than unity and 	 > 0.
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APPENDIX V: PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2
Let C  - 0 in (6.1) and note that X12 - 0 and a22 - AR . From
(6.1), obtain
q(t) - All q(t)
(V.i)
8vR(t)
^(	 - X21 q(t) + AR ^R(t)
where ; ig(t)+I satisfies (6.3) in Theorem 6.1 by appropriate choices of F
and 
IN. 
From Theorem 4 . 1, AR generates the semigroup UR (t) with growth
property (4.9). Using this in ( V.1) produces
vR(t) „
	
MR 
e-ct (i ^ vo ^^ j ,t a=T I'.a 21 i ^ '^4(_^^1 d, )	 (V.2)
0
where ;!X?l ll - 11BRONI11
Since (6.3) is similar to (III.1) and (V.2) is similar to (III. ;,
the proof of this theorem - Theorem 6 . 2 - can be carried out in the same
manner as ttie oroof of ;hecrem -5. 1 4n Ao pendix :;: (wh ere a('., takes the
Place of v u (t) and My repaces MN.?
r
j
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APPENDIX
-
VI: PROOF OF THEOREM 6.3
Let w(t) _ [qT (t) v RT (t)]T and, from (6.1), obtain
w(t) _ Ao w(t) + J w(t)	 (VI.1)
C
X11 0 	 0	 Ai 2
where Ao	 and 'o =
	 0	
'0 11 'R121 AR 
`	 From Theorem 6.2, To generates a semigroup S o
(t) with growth property, from
IIsa (t)II
	
I ME e	 t
( v I.2)
where ME
- MC mom*.	 Also, from
(6.1) ,
'	 '	 i	 (!	 !	 12'	 201
2 1/2
^ !g R'y 11 C R 11	 )	 ^
(111.3)
Since INZo is bounded, 7 o + ^ generates a semigrou p S(t)	 (e.g.,	 [13] P .	 80o
or	 [ 6 1
.
	 P. 210);	 therefore
'4`t\
	
x	 S	 t)
^cwever,
H(L)	 =	 S J (t)	 :r(J)	 * 'v	 it' -1	 w( - .`	 J
v
Taking bounds	 in	 (VI.5)	 and using	 (VI.3),	 obtain
' ,w(t)!I	 <	 M
	
e- 	 [!'w(o) ` !
E
t
-	
e='{_)^^	 d
- (VI.6)
C
;.et	 n(:) t= e.	 w(t ,,	 and, t`rcm	 ;/:.5?,	 ob	 3.n
, rom t.^e Gronwail	 Inecualit.i (e.g.,	 [c	 p.	 121	 or	 [11[	 p.	 II:- 1 S) apol ied :o
7)
^t
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t
ME e	 h(o)
or, eouivalently,
11w(t)JI .1 e'F- t 11 w ( 0 )II	 (VI.9)
where c" is given by (6.6) and this is the desired result (6.7). Clearly,
the seenigroup S(t) is exponentially stable when Et is positive.
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ABSTRACT
f
t
P
Large flexible aerospace structures, such as the solar power satel-
lite, are distributed parameter systems with very complex continuum des-
criptions. This paper investigates the use of finite element methods
to produce reduced-order models and finite dimensional feedback con-
trollers for these structures. Our main results (Section 5.0) give con-
ditions under which stable control of the finite element model will
produce stable control of the actual structure.
C
1 , r
.gino-
'C
i_
i
t
r
1.0 Introduction
Large flexible aerospace structures, such as the solar power satel-
lite [1] , are distributed parameter systems with very complex continuum
descriptions. Often, their dynamics are
	
modeled by large-scale
systems of ordinary differential equations which are obtained via the
finite element method for structures. To obtain implementable, i.e.
firite dimensional, feedback controllers for these structures, we shall
use this model as the basis for the control synthesis.
The question of closed-loop operation of such controllers within
the actual structure is certainly a fundamental one. In - this paper,
we shall point out some connections between the finite element models
and the closed-loop stability. These results will be used to give an
answer to the followina version of the above fundamental question:
When does stable control of the finite element model ensure stable con-
trol of the actual structure?
=or distributed parameter systems, in general, the finite element
method (F-M) for time-dependent problems is very well explained in [2]
Chaoter 7, [?] Chapter 9, and the excellent survey [4]. The related
approaches called "spectral methods" are described in [5]. The use of
FEM for analysis of distributed parameter control problems involving
interior and boundary controls has been considered, for example, in [6] -
[10]; all of these references are concerned with parabolic (i.e. diffu-
sion-like) distributed system and, with the exception of [10], they
are concerned with open-loop (i.e. non-feedback) control.
i
^- t In contrast, our concern is feedback control of hyperbolic (i.e.
highl y oscillatory) distributed parameter systems and the use of FEM
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to develop low-order finite dimensional controllers for such systems.
Control approaches for structures have been surveyed in [11]-[13]. The
most popular approach for structural control is the resolution of the
structural vibration into normal modes, (semi) discretization of the
distributed system by truncation of this modal expansion, and controller
design based on the truncated modal model; this is called modal control.
Modal anal ysis of structures has been described in many references but
an enjoyable survey is [14]. The use of modal analysis in feedback
controller design depends on a complete knowledge of the modal data
which is rarely available for something as complex as a large aerospace
structure. Instead, this modal data is approximated by finite element
structural analysis computer codes (e.g. NASTRAN), and it is this approx-
imate moral model that is used for the controller design, e.g. [15].
The stability of closed-loop operation of the finite dimensional
modal controller in the infinite dimensional distributed parameter
structure is questionable even when the actual modes are known, as shown
by a simple example in [161. The mechanism for instability is the
combination of control and observation spillover in the res i dual (un-
modeled) modes of the structure [13]. However, closed-loop stability
bounds have been obtained for hi ghly oscillatory distributed parameter
systems with low-order finite dimensional controllers [17]. These
bounds indicate the tolerable levels of spillover for stable operation,
but they are based on "reducing" subspaces. For large aerospace struc-
tures, this corresponds to exact knowledge of the modal data used in
the controller, although the residual nodal data need not be so pre-
cisely known. This paper addresses the closed-loop stability question
t,
M
F(x,t) - B of(t) - r bi(x)fi(t)
i=1
s .4^
V
(2.2)
3
Tor structure controllers based on finite element ap proximation of the
modal data. The distributed parameter control problem for flexible
structures is described in Section 2 and the finite element approximation
in Section 3. The corresponding finite element modal controllers are
presented in Section 4, and our main results on the closed-loop stability
are Theorems 1 and 2 in Section S.
2.0 The Distributed Parameter Control Problem for Flexible Structures
We consider the class of flexible structures that can be described
by a generalized wave equation; this represents an idealization of many
mechanically flexible structures. The generalized wave equation is
gi ven by:
2
-7 + 
b 
at + A0  F	 (2.1)
which relates the(vector of)displacements u(x,t) of a body :, a bounded
open set with smooth boundary as in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn,
to the applied control forces F(x,t). The operator A o is a time-invariant,
self-adjoint differential operator with compact resolvent and lower semi-
bounded spectrum. The domain D(A0 ) of A  is dense in the Hilbert space
L 2 (:2} with (.,.) o denoting the usual inner product and ';-'J o denoting
the associated norm. The natural damping in the structure is modeled by
the term b 
of 
where b could be any bounded self-adjoint operator commuting
{	 with A  but is taken here to be a non-negative constant, for convenience.
The control forces
are provided by M actuators with influence functions bi(x). The dis-
placements are measured by P averaging sensors
I'
14
y(t) _ ou(x,t)
	
(2.3)
where yj (t) _ .', cj (x)u(x,t)dx with J = 1, 2, . . . , P. The actuator
and sensor functions b i (x), cJ ( x) are in L2 (.(%,) and normalized to have unit
integral. When the support of b i (x) is in a small neighborhood of a point
x i , we say it is a Point actuator and, similarly, we define aop int
sensor. The point actuator and point sensor situation is our principal
interest here. This class of distributed parameter systems includes
interior and boundary control of vibrating strin gs, membranes, thin beams
and thin plates. Although, only displacement sensors are considered in
(2.3), this is not a restriciton - more general sensors may be modeled.
It is well known ([18], p. 277) that the spectrum of A  contains
only isolated eigenvalues a k with corresponding eigenfunctions 
ck such
that
^ l <a2 <. .
and Aoc`k = )'k : k .
 We will assume that 'A l is positive. The resonant
mode f rec uencies w., of the structure are g iven by wk = ( A k ) 1 ` and the
correspondin g eigenfunctions 
^k are the mode shapes. Thus A  satisfies
it
	 (Aou,u)o > a!!u! ! 2 , a > 0
	
(2.4)
and has a square root A
0
1/2 . Every vector ucL (^:) has a unique represen-
tation
m
t	 U(X) _	
'J Q ( x)
	
(2.5)
k=1
where u 	 (u,c k ) 0 and we define the orthogonal projections P. N , P 0 R by
NP0Nu	
: uk`kk=1
(2.6)
P0Ru
	
	
ukOk
k=N+1
	^^	 5
Let V be the domain of A  and W be the domain of 10
1 / 2 . A new operator
A is defined in H by
a) 0(A) = V x W =- H1
(2.7)
	
fr
	
b) A w][-bw
w
• 	 - Aou	 for ucV, wEW
The energy inner product (•,•) is defined on H l by
[ ull , [ u,w 1
	
w 2
	
_2(Aolj2ul, Ao1/2u2)o + (w l , w 2 ) o	 (2.8)
for U lf, u 2 c V and w l , w2 c W, and the Hilbert space H, called the state
space, is defined as the closure o •+' H 1 in this energy inner product. The
associated energy no rm is denoted by 1i,•!i and is a measure of the total
potential and kinetic energy in ( u,2u) where u is a solution of (2.1).
TT
Let v = [uT	 au ] be in H and write (2.1) , (2.2) and ( 2.3) as
at = Av + Bf , vocHl
(2.9)
y W Cv
where B = 
[01
B 	
and C = [Co 01.
0
It is easy to see that
i"
uk
V =	 m	 (2.10)
k=1 uk	 k
and !!v!! 2 = E [ak uk 2 + uk 2]. Also, A generates a Co semigroup U(t)
k n 1
by [19], p. II-59. The following result, due to Goldstein and Rosencrans
[20], gives conditions Under which this semigrou p U(t) is (slightly)
exponentially stable and hence ( 2.9) is a (strictly) dissipative hyperbolic
system:
IL f
8
0
0 
if b < 2a then
n t	
1' v ( t )II < Moe-ct JIv(0)II
	
t > 0
	 (2.11)
where M  . (Y)1 /2, c • b/2, and Y	 [1+(b/2a)][1-(b/2a)]'1. Note that
the hypothesis for this result means that c < a, i.e. the damping must
be smaller than the square of the lowest mode frequency. Another bound
of the type (2.11) is available in [21] without the restriction c < a;
however, the damping coefficient b is not quite so directly related to
c in (2.11). The bound used above will be very convenient to illustrate
our results.
Recalling (2.6), we define the projections P N , PR on H by
u	 P0Nu
PN 
W	 P0Nw
r
U
P0Ru
PR
w PRwo
t
	
and note that they are orthogonal in the energy inner product and that
_ t
HN s P N H and H R s
 P R H form reducing subspaces c f H, as described in [17].
In fact, H  is a modal subspace, and v N r P N v and vR s PRv satisfy:
avN
avR
at
t
y
sAN VN 
+ BNf
sARvR + 8 R f
s C  yN + C  v 
(2.13)
I
7where AN n PN A PN, ON = PN B, CN =	 PN , and, corres pondingly, for
( AR , B R' CR ). Note that AN , BN , CN may be identified with the matrices
	
0	 IN	 0	
0
	-0	
N	 [CN
0 ], respectively, with AN • diag Cal,
-bI N	g
, aN ], BNo • [tbj' mk )]T , and C N 
0 
= [(ti ck )] ' and, if op int sen-
sors and actuators are used, then B4O and CNo involve only mode shapes
4k evaluated at tht actuator and sensor locations.	 The terms B R f and
CR vR are called, respectively, control and observation spillover, and
it is through these terms that the residual modes vR are affected
t by any feedback controller which accepts the sensor outputs y and
generates control commands f.
Modal controllers can be based on the reduced-order model 	 (ROM)
t
whose states are v 	 and whose parameters are (A N , BN , CN ); such a model
is obtained by ignoring (for the p;,rpose of control;er synthesis) the
residual modes,	 i.e. settin g	BR = 0	 and	 C	 = 0.	 The controllability
and observability of the ROM can he determined from (^:N, °N°,	 CNo ) when
the damping b is small	 ([22], Theorem 2.1).	 Of course,	 it is	 quite
easy tc assess the controllability and observability of this latter
system and the conditions depend on the interaction of the actuator-
sensor influence functions with the mode shapes c l .	 C,^•
If the ROM is controllable and observable, the us-jai 	 dimen-_fi nite
sional, state space controller can be designed based on the moaal ROM
(e.g.	 [23] or [24]).	 It has 'tie form:
fit)	 GN vN(t)	 (2.13)
vN (t)
	 = AN vN (t) + BN f(t) + KN (Y( t )	 - v(t))
(2.14)
Y(t) • CN vN(t)	 vN (0)	 0
8This controller has dimension 2N (twice the number of modes in the ROM).
Since the ROM is controllable and observable, G  and K  can be chosen to
achieve any desired stability margins 
oN and QF for AN + B N GN and
AN - KN CN
 respectively; optimal control, as well as pole placement
techniques, may be used successfully for the controller design.
Thus, (2.13)-(2.14) represents an implementable (finite dimensional)
modal controller for the flexible structure (2.1)-(2.3), or equivaleitly
(2.9). It is based on a modal ROM, i.e. it is designed to control the
first N modes of the structure (of course, different sets of N modes
could have been used - it is not necessary that they be the first N
modes). The basic assumption made in synthesizing such a modal con-
troller is that the N modes chosen for control will adequately represent
the important vibrational behavior of the whole flexible structure; this
assumption can often be satisfied in practice, and it is the basis for
most structure controllers.
Having synthesized an implementable modal controller to adequately
tailor the vibrational res ponse of N critical modes in the flexible
structure, we must not think w„ are done. The closed-loop behavior of
our controller is affected by the residual modes in H R
 for which we have
not designed, as well as the -ontrolled modes in H  for which we have
Cisigned. These interactions occur throuo^. the control and observ.stion
spillover terms defined in 02.13) and can drastically alter the desired
performance of the controlled structure; in fact, an example is presented
in [16] where the closed-loop system becomes unstable. Consequently,
the closed-loop stability analysis presented in [li] is extremely impor-
tant; these results give an indication of the amount of spillover that
can be tolerated in the closed-loop system without loss of stability.
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3.0 The Finite Element Approximation and Open-Loop Convergence
Unfortunately, all of the controller synthesis and closed-loop
analysis presented so far is based on reducing subspaces H  and H R
 and,
in particular, on exact knowledge of the system modes 0l' . . . , ON
used in the ROM; this modal data must be approximated in most cases
due to the complexity of the actual partial differential equations and
associated boundary conditions which describe the structure (2.1). Such
approximations do not lead to reducing subspaces, in general; therefore,
further discussion is necessary.
The most natural approach (and the one we shall use)' seems to be
to approximate the modal data required for the modal ROM (A N , BN , CN)
via the f'.nite element method (FEM) for time-dependent distributed para-
meter systems (2.9); the data required will be the ROM mode frequencies
wk
 and the corresponding mode shapes ^ k (x) evaluated in neighborhoods
of the actuator and sensor locations when point devices are used. Once
this FE11 approximated modal data is available, the controllability and
observability of the ROM may be tested,and the FEM based modal controller
may be synthesized usin g
 the approximate modal data in (2.13)-(2.14) as
though it were exact. Although the FEM approach requires a great deal of
it
	 to obtain the approximate modal data, this data is
needed for the open-loop structural analysis and is calculated anyway,
regardless of control considerations. Also, the large scale computer
codes necessary for such FEM calculations are available and in general
use (e.g. NASTRAN and others).
This makes the FEM approach to structure controller synthesis
appealing; however, the closed-loop stability analysis is much more diffi-
10
cult. The fundamental question to be answered is - when does stable
control of the FEM model produce stable control of the actual structure?
To begin to answer this question, we must give a more precise descrip-
tion of the FEM approach.
A precise description of the FEM approximation of time-dependent
distributed parameter systems like (2.9) is given, for example, in [2]
Chapter 7, [3] Chapter 9, or the surve y article [4]. We point out
that, historically, the FEM was developed specifically to numerically
approximate the behavior of a given distributed parameter system or set
of partial differential equations; in control terms, it was intended
to give r close approximation of the dynamic behavior of open-loop sys-
tems like (2.9). However, we will use it in a very different way,
namely to develop reduced-order models of the system (2.9) for synthesis
of finite dimensional, feedback controllers to be used in closed-loop
with the system (2.9). In the usual applications, the stability of the
ROM plays a big role, and h yperbolic systems like (2.9) are notorious for
their lack, or very low margin, of stability when the FEM is used. In
our application, the stability of the ROM is less important because the
feedback controller will be designed to improve its stability; more
important to our application is the stability of the residual (unmodeled)
part of the system over which we have no direct control.
We describe the FEM approach to finite-dimensional controller syn-
thesis for the distributed parameter system (2.9). Let H  be an increasing
sequence of finite dimensional subspaces of the state space H for (2.9).
Each subspace H  has dimension N. To make life easier, we assume that
each H  is a subspace of D(A) so that its elements satisfy
URIGNAL PAGI, i;
OF PWR QUALITY
C
the boundary conditions for A; however, so called non-conforming elements
may be used in the more general case. In the FEM, each subspace HN
consists of splines (i.e. piecewise-polynomial functions) of fixed degree
defined over a mesh (usually, of triangles) laid out to approximately
cover the structure n (see [3] Chapter 6). No matter how irregular the
shape of the boundary of n such meshes can be fitted very closely; this
is one of the principal assets of the FEM. To each mesh, a normalized
mesh parameter h (where 0 < h < 1) is assigned so that the mesh is refined
as h - 0 and the dimension N of the subspaces increases indefinitely.
C>
}
r	 3.1 The Galerkin Approx
Let P  be the orthogonal
the Galerkin projection. The
HN is called PR (i.e. P R = I
to H is said to be of order q
imation
projection from H into H N ; this is called
corresponding orthogonal projection onto
- P N ). The "rate of convergence" of HN
when
PR v ► ! < K hq	(3.1)
for v in H (or D(A)); this rate is related to the ability of splines in
HN to interpolate functions in H. We shall not be concerned with the
rate of convergence 	 consequently we write (3.1) as
lim 
11P  
vii = 0
	
for v in H	 (3.2)
N-+
'	 and suppress the dependence on h for our discussion.
Let y l (x),	 ';N(x) form a basis in H N (i.e. they are linearly
F _.
independent). These functions are called patch functions or assumed mode
shapes. An appro,,, imation of the solution v(x,t) of (2.9) can be formed
in HN by
N
vN (x,t) _	 rk(t) ^k(x)
k=1
12
i.e. assume separation of time and space variables with all spatial
variation lumped into the patch functions W k (x). The choice of the
coefficients v k (t) remains; these are obtained by substitution of (3.3)
into (2.9):
c
avN
at = A vN + Bf + E	 ( 3.4)
where E is the equation error, and the v k ( t)'s are chosen so that
pN (E) = 0	 (3.5)
This is called the Galerkin aporo
the spline subspaces H  described
tion (3.3) where the coefficients
solution vector vN (t) = [vl(t),
ordinary differential equations:
ximation; when it is carried out with
above, it produces the FEM approxima -
v k (t) are given by the entries of the
Ir
.	 v N (t)]' for the system of
MN ^N - AN 4 + BN f
	 (3.6)
where P1t
and	 BNf = [(w^, Bf)]•
The matrixNN is symmetric and positive definite because {`- (x))kN are
linearly independent:
N	 N	 N	 N
z T MN z	 E	
zz('" V ) k ) zk = ( E z Z^z v E zOk ) > 0 andt	 k=1 k=1	 R=1	 k=1
N
0 = zT MN z if and only if
	
	
zkl'k = 0 which leads to the z  = 0
k=1
due to the linear independence of the V, k . Therefore, (3.6) can be solved
uniquely for v N ;t) whenever v N (0) is specified, and hence the FEM approxi-
mation (3.3) is obtained. It is assumed that v N (0) is given by the
vector of coefficients of
i1
13
t
f
r!
1(
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vN (0) = PN v0	(3.1)
expanded in the basis {i,k(x))kNl. Note that
v  s PN v 	 (3.8)
The approximation (3.3) is called a semi discreti zation of (2.9) because
time t remains continuous in (3.6).
It should be noted that to obtain the most analytical benefit from
the FEM, the approximation (3.3) should be obtained from the "weak" form
of (2.9); however, we omit discussion of this technicality and refer the
interested reader to [3j.
3.2 Convergence of the Approximation
Let e(x,t) = v(x,t)-vN(x,t), the FEM solution error, and consider
from (2.9), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8):
avN
at = AN vN + B N
f , vN (0) - P N v0	 (3.9a)
ae
at
.
 "R^; v N + Ae + B hf , e(0) - P P v0	 (3.9b)
y - C  v  + Ce	 (3.9c)
where AN = FN A PN , B  = PN B, C  = CPN , S R = P P B and ARN = P R A PN*
Since PN is orthogonal projection onto the finite dimensional subspace
HN's (AN , 8 N , Cy ) may be identified with appropriate matrices easily re-
lated to the ones in (3.6) by choosing the orthonormalized basis for H 
obtained from f;P1,^,; in addition, A R's is a bounded, linear operator.
In general, ARN is not zero, and hence H  and H R are not reducino sub-
spaces
,
-For A; furthermore, v  # P N v, and so v  and a are not orthogonal
to each other. Consequently, except for the special case where the exact
modal data is known and H  is chosen to be a modal subspace, the FEM
141
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does not partition ( 2.9) into the previous form (2.13) analyzed in [17].
The FEM partition (3.9) must be analyzed separately.
From (3.9b) and the fact that A generates the CO semigroup U(t),
obtain:
C	
e(t) - U(t) PR v0 + to U(t-T )[ARN vN (T) + BRf(T)] dT	 (3.10)
Take norms in (3.10) and use (2.11) to obtain:
(je(t)jj < M0 e-Et (II P R v0 ^^ + .0 eET'ARN v( )^ ►
	
+ JJ B R jj Tjf(T)tj + j!A,N11 !le(T)j!] dT)	 (3.11)
Now use Gronwall's inequality ([251, p. 124) on (3.11) tar obtain:
! je(t)' 4 < MO a-Eta 
(1 1P R v01 { + 0t JT[ iARN v(-r)
	
+ !!B R i) !';f(T);!] dT )	 (3.12)
where EN = E - MOJIARN11. This can he used to prove the fallowing
convergence result:
Theorem 3.1: The following two conditions guarantee conver gence, over any
finite interval of time, of the FEM approximation (3.3) to the actual
open-loop solution of (2.9):
(a) 11A RN 1I < a where a is independent of N
(b) The approximation is consistent, i.e. lim !!,A RN 
vil - 0 for
Nw 00
.11 v in D(A).
Furthermore, conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent to
lim	 11ARN 1! = 0	 (3.13)
N­
Proof: From [18], p. 151 lemma 3.5. we obtain that (a) and (b) imply
(3.13) because O(A) is dense in H. Conversely, it is easy to
see that (3.13) imp lies (a) and (b); so
i
^:	 15
,l
these conditions are equivalent. Use (3.12) with 
c  
replaced by c-MOa
arc let 0 < t < T.	 From (3.2) and (3.13), obtain lim I;e(t)I,j = 0. #
N_ cc
t
;his is only a slight modification of the usual open-loop convergence
^t
results (e.g. [5] Sec. 4), but it will be convenient for our needs.
h criori estimates of the convergence rate of e(t) as a function of the
4	 resh parameter h can often be made.
3.3 An Alternate Form of The FEM Approximation for Flexible Structures
We want to carry the development of the FEM approximation (3.3) and
(3.6) a bit further. We can rewrite (3.3) as
v„(x,t) = [ uN (x,t), wN(x,t)]T
hm a re
N
LI(x,t)	 Evk(t) Wk l (x) (3.14a)
1
k=I
I
W	 x ,t)	 -	 `	 v	 (t)n	 k
,Y	 2 (x)k (3.14b)ka,
wnere
k	 -	 ^`'kI	
^k2]T	
i s in HN .
	
Now the entries in the matrices Mrs,
6,^ in	 (3.6)	 are
	
given by:
(t- Z sv^ k )	 _	 N,	 AO W k l ) O +	 (w^2 , ': k 2 ) (3.15a)
(t z ,Atk )
	
^1.	 AO W k s )	 -	 (ipz 2 , AO	 V k l )	 - b	 ^ 2 ,	 W k 2 ) (3.15b)
4r 0 0 0
M
t ,(L.,Bf)	 E	 (v
It
b)	 f
l	 i
(3.15c)
A.	
1=1
O
i
From ' his data
	 (3.6) may be solved for the coefficients v k (t)
	 of the HM
3
approximation (3.3) .
ti
An alternate form of the FEM approximation is obtained by choosing
spline 0subspaces SV	 in H O with e 1 W, e,V(x) as a basis
0
for S ri	 .#
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Instead of making the approximation in the state space formulation (2.9),
we do it directly on (2.1):
N
uN (x,t) = I u k(t) e k (x)	 (3.16)
k=1
where u k (t) satisfy the system of ordinary differential equations:
MN *0 	 b MN u N + AN  u N 	 BNO f	 (3.17)
	
where u h = [ u l ,	 uN JT + MN = [(e£^ e k ) O ], Ar^0 = [(e£, AO Ek )OJ
and B NO = [(e,, b i )]. It is easy to see that MN and ANO are positive defi-
nite matrices because A.O is a self-adjoint, positive differential operator.
From the extended eigendata problem:
A N 0 Z k = a k Z k 	(3.18)
we obtain the approximate mode frequencies
`^ k = (Xk)1/2	
(3.19a)
and approximate mode shapes:
N
'k(x) _
	
	
Zk^ c k (X)	 (3.19b)
Z=1
where Z k
 = [ Z kl '	 ZkN]'• when we form the nonsingular matrix
V  = [1 1 	 1N]	 (3.20)
we find that
	
V N T MN `y'N 	 I	 (3.21a)
VNT AND VN	 A^+O = diag [a l ,	 aN]	 (3.21b)
Ar
The modal coordinates q,^ are defined by
R	 uN	 VN aN	 (3.22)
and (from (3.11) we obtain
It	
g N + b g N + ANO 9. N =VNT 9N  f	 (3.23)
9
t
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This system of ordinary differential equations is decoupled into N second
order systems and, hence, is quite easy to solve for &N . From (3.22),
we can obtain the coefficients for the alternate approximation (3.16).
The alternate formulation (3.16) of the FEM for flexible structures
is the standard one used in structural analysis; it is related to the
one obtained in (3.3) or, equi v p1 ently , (3.14).  Appropri ate versions
of (3.2) and (3.9) and a convergence result similar to Theo. 3.1 can be
produced; fcr example, see [2] Sec. 7.3. For convenience we shall con-
_
	
	 tinue to use (3.3); however, alternate versions of our later results
hold for (3.16).
n
4.0 Feedback Controllers Associated with the FEM Approximation
The FEM reduced -order model associated with (2.9) is defined on H 
!	 and given by
2vN
^t	
AN 
v W 
+ BNf	
vN(C) : PN v0
(4.1)
!	 y =CNvN
where (AN , B N , C N ) are defined in (3.9) and are determined by approximate
modal	 data.	 Since HN is a finite dimensional subspace, 	 ( AN , B N , CN ) may
r be identified with their matrices in an appropriate basis of H N , and
(4.1)
	 is equivalent to a lumped parameter, state variable system. for
which a well developed reedback control theory exists, e.g. 	 ?3] or 103.
e The controllability and observability of (A N , BN , CN )	 ere easily
checked via simplified conditions obtained in [16].	 These conditions
are the same even though approximate, rather than exact, modal data are
I
used; the conditions apply because of the low level of natural structural
damping present in these structures (i.e. b is small in (2.1)).
M
,8
The FEM Feedback Controller is based on the ROM (4.1) and defined
by
f=GNvN
vN =	 vN ♦ BNf + KN
 (Y-y)
	
(4.2)
y = C  v 	 vN(0)
	 0
where, due to the controllability and observability of the ROM, we can
adjust the controller gains G  and Kr, sc t;, • ; 1N + B  G 	 and AN	K  CN
have any desired stability margin. The controller (4.2) has finite dimen-
sion N (where N = dim H N ); so we can abuse notation by using v N instead
avN
of -a-t—
 
. This controller consists of a linear feedback cortrol law and
full order state estimator (full order in the sense that it is matched
to the full order ROM). Much lower order controllers than (4.2) may
be developed, but we leave that issue for another time.
We define the estimator error eN = v„ - v N and, from (3.9c) and
(4.2), obtain:
e  a (AN
 - K  C N ) e  + K  Ce	 (c.3)
Also, from (3.9a) and (4.2), we have
v  = (AN + 8  GN ) vN + B N GN e 	 (4.4)
If there were no FEM solution error (i.e. e = 0), then ('.3) and (4.4)
would be designed with a desired stability margin. Consequently, the
controller (4.2) would stabilize the model (4.1) by design; however,
our p rincipal interest is the closed-loop stability of the actual struc-
ture (2.9) with the controller (4.2).
It	 43
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5.0 Closed-L000 Stability: Main Results
t	
The closed-loon system consists of the actual structure (2.9) with
the FEM controller (4.2). The closed-loop system state is (v a N IT where
v = v  + e ani eN = v  - vN ; equivalently, this state may be written
`t
L)
	 `vN eN e,T
where w satisfies ;from (3.9), (4.3) ar.d (4.4)):
(5.1)L =Acw
Ail
	 x'12
where Ac =
A21	 A22
AN + 8  GN
A ll	 0
and
B N
, GN
AN' - K 4 CN
0
A l2 =
KN
 C
A21 = [A RN+ B R GN 	B R GN] and A22 = A
Since All represents a finite dimensiora, system, it is bounded and gene-
rates a CO semigroup U
N 
(t)wi th the following growth property:
-E ,t
U ti (t)I! < MN a ^^	 t > 0	 (5.2)
—	 —
where MN > 1 and c  > 0; E', is the designed stability margin obtained
in Sec. 4.0 by the choice of controller gains G N and KN . We have the
following closed-l000 stability result:
Theorem 5.1: If the FEM model (A N , BN , CN ) is controllable and observable
for eve-y N and if conditions (a) and (b) of Theo. 3.1 are satisfied, then
controller gain; GN and K  can be chosen so that AC generates a CO semi-
group UC (t) such that
I
!C
20
(5.3)
R t
W(t) n UC (t) w(0)
and
E t
I I UC( t ) i l _ MC a 
C 	
t > 0
where
	 1I W I I = (.I IVN II 2 + 1I eN 11 2 + 1IeI12)11^
M -M M	
IIKN CII
	
iI KN cI) 
2 112
C	 N O ` 1 
+ 
EN - E	 EN - E
(5.a)
a r
E C =E - MC BN
a N = IIA^N II + 21IB R II I!GN II	 and MO , E are obtained from (2.11).
The closed-loop system is stable, if GN is bounded for all N and,for N
sufficiently large,
MC BN < E
	
(5.5)
Proof: Choose G  and K  so that EN > c since (AN , BN , CN ) controllable
and observable. Let Ar = AO + LA where
w
1
	
A 11	 A l2	 C	 O
AO	 and	 LA =
	
o	 A22	 NAZI	 o
Note that AO generates a CO semigrou p UO (t) such that
	
IIUO (t)II
	
MC a 
EOt	
t >_ 0
whereEO =_ m`n ( EN , E) = E; this follows from arguments similar
to those used Zo prove Theo. 5.1 in [17]. Since !IGA! _
IIA21 II < 6N . oA is a bounded perturbation of the semigroup gene-
rator AO ; hence, by [25]. Theo. 10.9, p. 210, A C generates a CO
semi groua U C (t) which satisfies (5.4). The cend Lions (a) and
(b) of Theo. 3.1 imply that
M I
MC
I
	
21	 I
a
t
W
li m!  J ARN 1 1 n 0
and this, together with(3.2)and the boundedness of GN , implies
lim 6N = 0. If N can be chosen large enough to satisfy (5.5), then
N*w
Cc > 0 and the closed-loop system (5.3) is exponentially stable.
Note that MO may increase as N » a so it is not always certain
that (5.5) can be satisfied even though 6N » 0.
Theoren 5.2: In Theo. 5.1, if there exist positive constants a, and
a2 such that
a2-1
MC <— c` 1 sPJ
(5.6)
then there is a finite integer N* such that, for all N > N*, (5.3) is
exponentially stable.
?roof: This is a coro l lary to Thec. 5.1.	 From, (5.6), we oitain
a'
N0 = < nl 
-t^	 C as N	 Therefore, choose N* such
that al E t%2 < c and, for al l, N > N*, (5.5) is satisfied:
the result follows from Theo. 5.1.
The wove results provide conditions under which ti;2 cicsea-loop system
(5.3) is stable and the FEM solutior error e W satisfies
-ECt
i !e( t ) !I < } I„} ( +^! i < 2 M	 a	 I, !v0!!	 t > 0	 (5.7)
because
! 'W(0) " 2	 2' 'P,i v,^ ^2 +	 o R v 0 i 2 < z„ v, 2
This is an a priori convergence estimate for the closed loop system.
L
r
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Since e = v - vN = (v - PN v) + (PN v - v N ) and v - PN v =_P R v+0
as N + - by (3.2), we may be interested in the behavior of the term
PN v - V  as N	 However, from the properties of the Galerkin pro-
jection PN,
PN
 e = PN PR v + P N ( P N v - v N )	 = PN v - V 	
(5.8a)
PR e = P R PR v + PR (PN v - vN )	 = PR v	 (5.8b)
i.e., P Nv - vN = PN a and v - PN v = PR a form the orthogonal components
of a in HN and HN , res pectively. From (3.9b) and (4.2), obtain:
aPN e
at	 AN PN e + ANR vR	
(5.9a)
avR
ct = ARN PN e + AR v
R + (ARP; + 8 R G rr ) vN + 8 R GN eN	 (5.9b)
where v  = P R vR' ANR = PN A P R , etc. Also, (4-3)becomes
e ry = ( AN 
-
 
KN CN ) e N +KN C I
,PIN e+KN C R v R 	(5.10)
Let u = [ v N , e N , PN e , v R IT be the closed-loop system state, and, from
(4.4), (5.9) and (5.10), obtain
aW 2	 (5.11)
at QC W
Q ll	 Q12
where QC x	and
Q21	 Q22
AN
 + 8 N GNI	 8N G 	 0	
0
Q11 =	 0	 AN - Kr, C 	 K  CN 	Q12 =	 K  CR
0	 0	 AN	 ANR
021
	 [A 
RN + 8R GN	 8 R G 	
ARN ],	 and	 Q 22	 AR
^q
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The following alternate closed-loop stability result may prove useful in
those cases where conditions (a) and (b) of Theo. 5.1 are not satisfied
by the FEM approximation:
Theorem 5.3: Assume, for every N,
(1) the ROM (AN , B N , C N ) is controllable and observable
(2) AN is (exponentially).stable with margin a 
(3) AR
 generates an exponentially stable C O semigroup U R (t) with
-Q t
IIUR(t)II 1 MR e R	 • t > 0
(4) ^^ I IANRI i	 0
Then controller gains GN and KN
 can be chosen so that QC in (5.11) gene-
rates a CO semigroup UC (t) with
-E t
II UC( t )I) < MC e C	 ,	 t > 0	 (5.12)
where MC
 = max (Mil l MR) '
£C = eo - 
MC rN , Co 
= min(cN , cR)
r r^ 
= I! KN IIII C RII T 1IANRIi
and Qll generates the Co semigroup U ll (t) with
IIU 11 (t)II < N11 a-oNt
	
t > 0.
If K  is bounded for all N and, for N sufficiently large,
MC rN < C 
	
(5.13)
the closed-loop system (5.11) is exponentially stable.
The proof of this result is sufficiently similar to that of Theo. 5.1
that we shall omit it. In some cases, the conditions (1)-(4) of Theo.
24
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5.3 may be easier to verify than those of Theo. 5.1.	 Again,	 the stability
of (5.12)
	
le&us to an a priori convergence bound on the FEM solution
error:
-E t
Cjje(t)jj	 <	 2MC e	 11 v0ll	 t > 0 (5.14)
6.0
	
Conclusions
The use of the finite element method (FEM) for numerical simulation
of complex distributed parameter systems is well known.	 In this paper
the use of the FEM to produce reduced-order models and finite dimensional
feedback controllers for distributed parameter systems ha -s been investi-
gated with emphasis on application to control of large aerospace struc-
tures. Our principal concern has been to determine the stability of
the controller in closed-loop with the actual distributed parameter
t
system even though the controller is synthesized using a FEM approxi-
mation. Our main results, Theorems 5.1-5.3, give conditions under which
stable closed-loop operation can be expected. Such conditions are
°specially desireable for large aerospace structure control because the
FEM model is the tool most widely accepted for structural analysis and
large scale computer codes already exist to produce such models for very
complex structures.
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ABSTRACT
Implementable feedback control of distributed parameter systems must
often be based on reduced-order models due to the infinite dimensional
nature of the actual open-loop system. In this paper, we analyze the be-
havior of controllers designed via reduced-order models obtained with singu-
lar perturbations techniques. When such controllers are used in the actual
distributed parameter system, the closed-loop st,bility is in question. The
results presented here provide bounds on the smallness of the singular per-
turbations parameter to ensure s table operation; such a priori bounds may be
used to evaluate potential reduced-order controllers for distributed Para-
meter systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
E	 !
I
Distributed Parameter Systems (DPS) are described by partial differen-
tial equations. Examples of DPS include heat diffusion and chemical pro-
cesses, wave propagation, and mechanically flexible structures, such as
large flexible spacecraft and satellites, high-speed aircraft and surface
vehicles, and large civil engineering structures, e.g., bridges and tall
buildings.
The state spaces for these systems have infinite dimension. Thus, it
is impractical or impossible to implement feedback controllers based on
complete models of these systems; hence, reduced-order models must be used
for the controller design. A great variety of reduced-order modeling tech-
niques exist for general systems, e.g., the bibliography of [1], and new
techniques are presently being developed in the specialized areas like large
aerospace structures, e.g., [2], [3]. Of particular interest are the model
reduction techniques based on asymptotic methods, such as multiple time
scales and singular perturbations, e.g., [4]-[7] and the excellent survey [8].
These papers address the large scale, but finite dimensional or lumped para-
meter, systems; to our knowledge, very little has been done with asymptotic
methods for DPS with the exceptions: [9] Chapt. 5, [10], and the survey ;11].
Our interest here is less in the area of derivation of reduced-order
models for DPS (although that is an important topic in its own right);
rather, we are concerned with the successful operation of the controller,
designed on a reduced-order model, in closed-loop with the full system. Other
work on this basic topic may be found, for example, in [2], [12]-[15], and,
for singular perturbations methods, [16]-[24]; none of these singular pertur-
bations papers deals with DPS, with the exception of [24]. This paper
t	 2
extends the preliminary results on singular perturbations and stability for
DPS obtained in [24] and obtains an upper bound on the singular parameter
for stable, closed-loop operation. Our results for DPS are in the same spirit
as those of [21]-[23] for lumped parameter systems; the method of proof
is different due to the infinite dimensional nature of the DPS problem.
We consider linear, time-invariant distributed parameter systems with
the following form:
vt = Av + Bf	 v(0) = v0	
(1.1)
y Cv + Of
V	 where the state v is in a Hilbert space H with inner product (.,.) and
associated norm II • II and the control vector f and observation vector y
have dimensions M and P, respectively, which denote the number of (inde-
pendent) actuators and sensors. When the system (1.1) is a distributed Para-
meter system (DPS), the dim N	 and the operator A is (usually)an un-
bounded, differential operator with domain D(A), containing all states which
f	 satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem &dense in H, while the in-
put and output operators B and C have finite rank M and P, respectively, and
D is a PxM matrix.
The operator A generates a C o semigroup U(t) on H. This semigroup
U(t) is usually exponentially stable, i.e., it has the growth property:
t	 I I
U( t ) 
I I< 
KO 
e-a0t	
,	
t> 0	
(1.2)
where Ko !. I and 60 > 0. In physical systems of "hyperbolic"-type energy dissi-
pative mechanisms make (1.2) true, even for DPS; however, d 0 may be Quite
f
	
small, as it often is in the case of large aerospace structures [2].
In the following sections, we develop the general idea of reduced-order
models for the systems of type (1.1) and obtain results on the operation
of controllers, based on these reduced-order models, in closed-loop with
the actual system (1.1).
2. REDUCED-ORDER MODELING AND CONTROLLER DESIGN
Let HN and HR be subspaces of the total state space H with dim H N n
N < -a and H - HN Q HR . Define the projection operators PN
 and PR (not
necessarily orthogonal) and let vN - PN v and vR - PR v. This decomposes
v into v n vN + vR and the system (1.1) into
vN - AN vN +ANR vR +BN f
	
vN(0) - PN v0	 (2.1)
vR=ARNvN+ARvR+BRf. 	 vR(0) - PR v0	(2.2)
y - CNvN+CRvR+Df	 (2.3)
Note that all parameters, AN , ANR , etc., with the exception of A R , are
bounded operators because they involve projection onto the finite dimen-
sional subspace H N . We abuse notation slightly by writing v R for 8vRJ2t.
Henceforth, we assume that AR
 generates a semigroup UR(t) on H R which
satisfies the growth condition:
-d t
II UR( t)II ^ KR e	
R	
,	 t > 0	 (2.4)
where KR > 1 and d R > 0. In the special case of reducing subspaces (i.e.,
both HN and HR are A-invariant), d R - d0 and KR - 11 P R11 KO where 609 KO
are as given in (1.2). In general, KR and d R depend on the choice of HN,
HR subspaces. The growth condition (2.4) will hold for "parabolic", as well
as "hyperbolic" systems even though the more stringent (1.2) does not hold.
The reduced-order model (ROM) for the system is (2.1) and (2.3) with
C R and ANR assumed to be zero:
gN ' Any `vN + 
B  f	 yN(0) ' PN v0	 (2.5)
4Thus, the ROM depends on what choice of subspace HN is made and what type
;B
of projection PN
 is used (or alternatively. what H R
 is). The subspace HN
is called the R1 subspace and the subspace HR , the residuals subspace.
The terms 
'NR vR and ARN vN are called model error and B R f and CR vR are
called con, trol and observation spillover, respectively.
3. REDUCED-ORDER MODELING AND CONTROLLER DESIGN VIA SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS
For certain choices of subspaces H N , HR
 in Sec. 2, it is possible to
produce ROM's such that (2.1)-(2.3) become:
vN s AN vN + ANR v
R + BN f (3.1)
f
e YR = ARN %N + AR vR + BR f	 (3.2)
y = CN vN + CR vR + D f	 (3.3)
10	 where the singular perturbation parameter E > 0 represents some small para-
meter dependence, such as electrical networks with pa rasi ti cs or dynamical
systems with small masses and time constants (see [25]); alternatively, E
0	 may represent a ratii of time-scales in the system (see [7]). This approach
is especially valuable when the ROM is based on vibration modes for a mech-
anically flexible structure and the frequency separation of slow and fast
s
	
	 modes can be used to provide the decomposition of (3.1)-(3.3). A survey of
singular perturbation techniques for model reduction is presented in [8].
It should be noted that one of the most difficult tasks may be to formulate
a particular DPS problem into the singular perturbations format (3.1)-(3.3).
The parameters such as AN may involve regular perturbations in e, as
well, i.e.,
AN 	 A"N	 +E 	 (3.4)
where % is bounded for all a and Ap = 0. Also, it is possible to have multi-
Af
L	
--	 -
a:
.4'
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parameter singular perturbations where several c parameters are present; see
e.g., [26)-[27].	 To simplify the presentation, we shall not consider either
of the above situations here.
The singular perturbations ROM is %L • ained when e = 0 and is given byg
vN = ` N 7N + WN f	 VI) = PN v0
(3.5)
y n TNvvh+'af
t
where AN =AN - ANR AR I ARN .TN =BN - ANR AR I BR ,
'CN = CN -CR AR
I
 ARN,
and
	 = D - CR AR I BR .	 This is somewhat different from the usual ROM (2.5)
f duc	 the parameter correction terms involving AR_ I .	 In the special case of
reducing subspaces H N , HR (as in [24j), the model error terms ANR and ARN are
zero, and AN = AN , BN = BN , and 'CN = CN ; however, D # D. Therefore, even in
I this special case the ROM (3.5) is not quite the same as the usual ROM (2.5).
Note that the ROM (3.5) is finite dimensional (dim v  = N) and the para-
meters ` 1.N' *FN' TN' b) may be identified with their corresponding matrices in
an appropriate basis for HN . Henceforth, we assume the ROM (3.5) is con -
trollable and observable; for any ROM, this is easy to verify with the the
usual rank tests for finite dimensional systems ([28] Chapt. 11).
!	 Also, note that, although A R is usually not bounded for a OPS, AR-1
is bounded due to (2.4). In fact, from [28], Theo. 8.9,
K
11AR-111
 <
R	
(3.6)
The reduced-order controller based on the ROM (3.5) is given by
f=';Nt
i = AN z + IN f + IZN (Y-Y)
	
z(0) = 0	 (3.7)
y=_CN z +'U f
1
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where dim z - N. This finite dimensional controller can be implemented for
the DPS, and the gains GN , KN can be designed for closed-loop stability when
c = 0; however, successful closed-loop operation is in question when e > 0.
4. MAIN RESULTS: CLOSED-LOOP STABILITY
The fundamental question is whether a stable closed-loop reduced-order
system (c = 0) will remain stable when the same controller (3.9) is used
wit ►, the actual system (3.1)-(3.3) when e > 0 (although small). The answer,
as given below, is that it will when a is small enough; bounds on the small-
ness of a are obtained.
0	 The closed-loop behavior of the total system (3.1)-(3.3) with the
controller (3.7) is governed by
w 	 H11	 H12	 wl
(4.1)
C"2	 H21	 H22	 w2
where wl = [vN e T I T , eN = z - vN , w2 = vR , and
	
r AN + B  DN	 B  DN
Hll =
QN	 AN - KN 
`'N + QN
QN - 
(KN 
CR - ANR)AR-1 (A RN+ B
R GN)
ANR
i	
H12 =
KN
 C R - AN R
H21 '	 rARN + B R GN	 BR ONE
10, - 1
and H = A	 Note that H , H	 H	 are all bounded operators, and H -122	 R'	 11	 12' 21	 22
is bounded by (3.6); therefore let
1	 1	 7
IJ H 11II.	 Ml	 IJH121I	 M2	 ^IH2111	
M3
(4.2)
IIH22-1^^	 M4 = KRA	 1IH22-1 H21 1)	 M5
When e = 0, (3.1) reduces to
l
w1 = H1 wl (4.3)
which reprEsents the reduced-order design consisting of the ROM (3.5) and
9 the reduced-order controller (3.1) in closed-loop. 	 The reduced-order closed-
loop operator is given by:
AN + gN GN	BN ^N
-1
H 1 = 
H11 - H12 H22	 H 21	 -
0	 AN - TN CN
which can be made stable by the choice of gains G N , KN , since the ROM (3.5)
is assumed controllable and observable in Sec. 3. 	 Therefore, let the transi-
tion matrix U1 (t) associated with H l satisfy:
it
IIUl(t)I)
	
<	 K 1
	e_6 t > 0 (4.4)
Furthermore, H 1 is bounded:
JJH111	 <	 M6 (4.5)
where
M6 = M 1 + M2 M5 < K1/61
When e > 0, we can write (4.1) as
H 11	 H12
w = H w	 = w (4.6)
H21/e	 H22/e
where w = [w^ w2] T .	 The primary question to be answered in this section is
i
V whether the semigroup Uc (t) generated by H in (4.6) remains stable for small,
positive e,	 i.e.,
-b t
c-- HUc(t)I)	 < Kc e	 9	 t > 0 (4.7)
8The answer is that it does remain stable and the following theorem -- our
main result -- gives a bound on the smallness required of c:
THEOREM 1: Let the controller gains ^N , KN be chosen so that H 1 in (4.3)
has stability margin d l as in (4.4). There exists 4n e n > 0 such
that, for all 0 < c < e09 the closed-loop system (4.6) -- consisting
of the full-order DPS (1.1) and the reduced-order controller (3.7)
based on the ROM (3.5) -- is (exponentially) stable and the controller
state z converges (exponentially) to the reduced state v N; this means
(4.7) is satisfied. An upper bound for 
c0 is given by:
!	
1
EO <
	
+ M 
5 RKR 2 2M M + M 6	
• min (K 
1	
Y M2 )	 (4.8)
where Y is defined later in Lemma 1, and K c , dc , in (4.7), are given
by:
de
 = min (al . a2/e0 )	 (4.9)
1/2
Kc = K1 KR (1 + a + a2 )	 (3 + 3 M5 + M5 2 )	 (4.10)
f	 where
6 1
 = d l - CO K1 M2 M4 ( 1 + M5 ) ( M2 + M6)
d2 = S
R 
- e0 KR M2 (1 + M5)
a = M2/IAI	 = d l — d2/e0
i	 and
The
LEMMA 1:
map
J1
 
=
the constants ar
proof of Theo. 1
There exists cl
Ding h(L) = H22-1
{L I IIL - H22-1
e obtained from (2.4), (4.2), (4.4), and (4.5).
requires the following two lemmae:
> 0 such that, for all 0 < e < e i , the nonlinear
H21 + c H22 -1 L (H ll - H12 L) defined on
H 211 < 11 has a unique fixed-point L * = L*(e)
9in n (hence, (IL*1) < 1 + M5 ). Furthermore, z2 = w2 + L* w l trans-
forms (4.1) into
wl 	Hl - E W1	 H12	 w 
_
	
(4.11)
ez2 	0
	
H22 + c L* H 
12 J L z2
where W  = 
H 12 H22-1 L* (H11 - H12 L*). An upper bound for e l is
[M4 (1 + MO ( M2 + M6 ) 1-1 and we write el = Y[M4 (1 + M5 ) (M2 + M6)1-1
where 0<y<l.
LEMMA 2: There exists 
e0 such that, for all 0 < e < c0
_
[I I wl (t)11 2 + 11Z2(t)112] 1/2 < Kc e-d c 
t
1/2
	
(4.12)
111 wl ( o)11 2 + I IZ2 (0)! 127
2 1/2
where K  = K l KR
 (1 + a + a )
	
and a, do
 the same as in Theo. 1.
An upper bound fore 0 is given by (4.8).
The proof of Lemma 1 involves a contraction mapping argument ([29],
Theo. II. 1.1, p. 24); however, the results of [30] might be used to obtain
a different (possibly larger) bound for e l . It is well known ([29], p. 24)
that
L* - lim Lk
where L k is obtained via the algorithm:
Lk+1 - h(Lk)	 9 k = 0 9 1 9 2 9 . . . ,
	 (4.13)
and L0 any member of a. This algorithm may be implemented to calculate the
desired L*. The following gives an indication of the convergence rate:
(4.14)
k
I ILk - L*1 I_
	
I I LO - L *1 I
where y is defined in Lemma 1.	 URIGINAI, PAGE k
OF P0r3R, QUALITY
_	
—
The proof of Lemma 2, and hence Theo. 1, makes use of Lemma 1 and
results from [28].	 The proofs of Lemma 1 and 2 and Theo. 1 appear in
Appendices I-III.
5.	 CONCLUSIONS
Our main result (Theo. 1) provides an upper bound (4.8) on the small-
T ness of the singular perturbations parameter (e) which ensures stable closed-
loop operation of a finite dimensional controller with the full-order distri-
buted parameter system.	 Since the term H 12 and H 21	 in (4.6) appear because
1 of spillover and model error, the bounds (and hence, the stability) improve
when these terms can be reduced (i.e., when M2 and M3 can be made smaller).
Lemma IV taken together form an infinite dimensional version of the
Klimushchev-Krasovskii result [8].
When the distributed parameter system can be put into the singular
perturbations format, (3.1)-(3.3), the stability condition presented here
can be checked with only a limited knowledge of the unmodeled residuals pre-
sent in the full-order system. 	 This makes it possible to synthesize low-
order controllers for distributed parameter systems via general reduced-
order modeling techniques and analyze their operation in closed-loop with
the actual system.	 Such a result appears to be particularly applicable to
distributed parameter systems with multiple time-scales or high-low fre-
quency separation, as is often the case in large aerospace structures [2],
[31].	 The general modeling issue, i.e. obtaining a singular perturbations
format, for large-scale or distributed parameter systems is quite complex;
see [32] for further discussion.
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Appendix I: Proof of Lemma 1
We want to apply the contraction mapping theorem to h to obtain L*.
Consider any L in n and note that
II L II I II L - H22-1 H 211 + IIH22-1 H 211 1 1 + M5	(I.1)
Also, 11h(L) - H22-1 H21II - eIIH22-1 L (H 11	 H 12 L)II
< e M4 IILII (M1 + M2 IILII)
1 e M4 (1 + M5 ) (M2 + M6 )
	
(I.2)
because M6 = M1 + M2 M5 in (4.5). Therefore h(L) is in a when 0 < e < eA
where
EA = C M4 (1 + M5 ) (M2 + M6 )1 -1	 (I.3)
because 11h(L) - H 22-1 H 211 < 1.
Consider L and L' in n and, from (I.1),
11h(L) - h ( L ')II - e IIH22-1 [L(H11 - H 12 L) - L'(H11 - H12 LI)]II
`— a M
4
 (IIL(H11
	 H 12 L) - L(H ll - H 12 L') II +
IIL(H11 - H 12 L') - L'(Hil - H12 L')II)
I
< E M4 (II L H 12 11 + IIH 11 - H12 L-II) IIL - L'II
< e M4 ( 2 ( 1 + M5) M2 + M1) II L - L'II < II L - L'II
when 0 < e < e B where
eB = CM4(Ml + 2(1 + M5)M2]-1
P
(I.4)
(I.5)
!14
But, from ( I.3),
EA = [(1 + M5 ) M4 (M1 + M2 (1 + M5))]-1
< [(1 + M5 ) M4 (Ml + 2 M2 (1 + M5))]-1
`0 + M5) .
Therefore, CA < (1 + M5 ) EA = E B ; hence, we choose el < EA and, from (I.4),
h is a contraction on Q. By the contraction mapping theorem ([29] Theo.
II.1.1, p. 24), h has a unique fixed point L* in f2 for any 0 < e < Cl . i.e.
L* = h(L*) a H22-1 H21 + e H22
.1 
L*(H 11 - H 12 L*)	 (I.6)
and, from ( I.1) ,
JI L* 11 1 1 + M5	(I.7)
Note that H11 - H12 L* = H 1 - e W  and, by substitution of z 2 into
(4.1), obtain w
l 
a 
H11 w
l + H 12 (z2 - L*wl ) _ (Hl - e W1 ) wl + H12 z2 and
t	 E z 2 = e(w2 + L* wl)
a H21 w
1 + H22 w2 + e L* (( H1 - e W l ) wl + H12 z2)
!
H22 [h(L*)	 L*] wl + (H 22 + e L* H12 ) z2
_ (H22 + e L* H 12 ) z2 by (I:6).
This is the result desired.
1
1
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Appendix II: Proof of Lemma 2
0
Assume 0 < e < co < e l
 and, from Lemma 1, obtain
wl = (H 1 - e W1) wl + H12 z2	(II.1)
t
ei2 = (H22 + e L* H 12 ) z2	 (II.2)
Choose T = t/e and Z^ (T)z2(t). Therefore, from (II.2),
dT2 = z2 -
dt
 
= e z2	 (H22 + cl* H12 ) z2 .
Hence, from H 22 = AR and (2.4) and [27], p. 215,
-a T
II z2 (T )II	 KR e 2	 II z 2 ( o )II	 (II.3)
where 62 = 6  - CO (1 + M5 ) M2 KR because a IIL
*H12II < EO (1 + M5 ) M2.
Choose
E0 < a
R [1 + M5 ) M2 KR] -1	 (II.4)
so that d 2 > 0. From (II.3) and 11z2 (t)II	 IIz2(T)II• obtain
a 2
t
IIz 2(t)II < KR e	 E	 II z2 (0) II
a2
-	 t
	
KR a 
EO	
IIz2(0)II	 (II.5)
because c < e0 .
Choose EO 
< 6
1 [(1 + M5 ) M2 M4 ( M2 + M6 ) K, ]
-1	 (II.6)
where a 1 and K1 are given in (4.4); assume co satisfies ( II.4), as well. Let
6 1 a a 1 - e0 K1 M2 M4 (1 + M5 ) ( M2 + M6 ) which is positive by (II.6). Since
II WIII < M2 M4 ( 1 + M5 ) (M2 + M6 ), we have, from (4.4), (II.1), (II.5), and
[28], P. 2150
It
V
t
0
I
0-	 1
16
11 wl(t)II <_ K 1 e- 61t 1 11 wl ( 0 )11 + M2 I0 eals II Z2( s)Ilds3
< K l a- alt [11 wl ( 0 ) I I + M2 KR It eas ds 11=2(0)111
	
< K 1 a-alt 111 wl ( 0 )11 + M2 KR eat ]	 (II.7)
6,;
where a - 6 1 -	 d
0	 _ 2 t
E
If a > 0, then (II.7) implies 11 wi( t )II < Kl e	 0	 (11 WI( 0)II +
A
M2aKR 
llz2(0)11). If a < 0, then (II.7) implies ll wl ( t )11 < K1 a-61t
(ll wl (0)II + M2-^-a^ IIz2(0)11). In either case, if 6 c = min (al, CO?), then
Ii wl ( t )I I ' Kl a-6ct (I1 wl ( 0 )11 + M2A
	
1(Z2 ( 0 )11 )	 (II.B)
and, from ( II.5) and (II.8) and K1 and KR > 1,
-dt2
11 WI	)11 2 + I I Z2 ( t )11 2 	 (KI KR e ` )	 ( I IZ2 (0)11 2 + (11 w l(0)11
+ MM2T IIZ 2 ( 0 )II) 2 ) S (Kl KR a-6ct)2 ( l + a + a2)
(1 Iwl ( 0 )11 2 + I I Z2(0)112)
where a = ^ and the easily verified inequality:
b2 + (a + b) 2
 < (1 + a + a2 ) ( a 2 + b2)
is used with a = 11 w 1 (0)11 and b = 11z 2(0)11. Therefore,
(1 I wl ( t )11 2 + 1 IZ2(t)112)1/2 < KC a-6`t (I I w l ( 0 )11 2 + I IZ2(0)112)1/2
(II.9)
I
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We mist choose cp to satisfy (II.4), (II.6) and co < c l n Y •
(M4 (1 + M5) (M2 + M6 )]-1 , where 0 < y < 1. Note that, from (4.2), M4 •
KR/6R. Therefore choose co to satisfy:
cp <	 6+	 min (1. R-- 2 +
	
, ^-+^ )	 (II.10)
R 	 MS)
	
1	 2	 6	 2	 6
and this will meet all the requirements. However, we can refine (II.10)
further because 0 < y < 1 and M 21M2 + M6 3-1 < 1; consequently, (II.10)
becomes:
co <
	 +6,^ .	 +^' min ( Kt 0 Y M2)
R 2 ^
W6T i
which is the desired result. N
( II.11)
where
I	 0	 I	 01
Q	 and	 Q-1 ,
^	 L*	 I	 -L*	 I
From Lemma 2,(II.9) and (III . 1), obtain
1 Iw(t)11 i 11Q. 1 11 11Q11 Kc e
-a 
`t 11w(0)11 (III.2)
r	 r
e
!
i
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Appendix III: Proof of Theo. 1
Assume 0 < c < co, where c0 given by (4.8). Consider that, from
Z2 • w: + L* wl
w l 	 l
Q	 Q 
	
(III.1)
22	 w2
I
I
	
But 11Qw11'	 Iwl 1 I + I iw2 + L* W111
_ 
(1 + IIL*II + llL*112)1/2 
11W11 
	
(III.3)
by use of the easily verified inequality: a 2 + (b + aa)2 < (1 + a + 02 ) •
(a2 + b2 ) with a - 11wl i1, b - 11w2 11, and a - 11L* 11 . Therefore 11Q11 <
( 1 + li L*11 + llL* 11 2 ) 1!2 and, similarly, 11Q-111.1 
(1 + IlL*I1 + JJL*112)1/2.
Note that, from Lemma 1 (I.7), 11L*11 < 1 + M5 . When these inequalities are
	
substituted into	 it is clear that the desired result is obtained. N
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A3 STPjbCT
L'si=g a singular perturbation formulation of the linear time-invariant distributed
par=tter system, we develop a method to design finite-dimensional feedback compen-
satcrs c; any fixed order which will stabilize the infinite-dimensional distributed
t	 parameter system. The synthesis conditions are given entirely is terms of a finite-
1 reduced-order model; the stability result depends on an infinite-dimen-
sioral version of the Klimushchev-Krasovskii lemma developed in 1101.
1.0 L%TRODUCTION
r
YAny a=Sheering systems exhibit a distributed parameter nature and moat b^ des-
cribed -: partial differential equations. Examples of such distributed parameter
system (DPS) include heat diffusion 6 chemical processes, wave propagation, i
mec •{rally flexible structures. Various aspects of the control of DPS have been
ccasidersd in, for example, [1] - (S]; our experience in DPS has been shaped by
F	 a,plicaticus in large aerospace structures 161.
7:e state spaces for DPS have infinite dimension; so, at best, :educed-order models
=s: be used in controller synthesis. Rowever, the closed-loop stability of the
=:f =a :e izensional DPS with a finite dimensional feedback controller becomes a
issue. The synthssis of finite dimensional controllers for DPS and the
t	 atalysis cf their closed-loop stability by singular and regular perturbation techni-
ques L.a:e been our main areas of emphasis 17]; this theory has been developed with
:ezi:la structures and other highly oscillatory DPS applications in mind.
Even in large-scale, l=ped parameter systems, such as electric power distribution
networks, it is necessary to perform mod*l reduction and reduced-order controller
g	 syz Chas=s and to analyze closed-loop stability. The use of asymptotic methods,
especia:.17 singular perturbations, has been very successful in this regard (e.g.
IS]). *.;e have extended certain of these singular perturbations methods for DPS
to prov_de estimates of stability in an infinite dimensional setting 19] - (10] and
applied thew: to mechanicall- flexible structures jll]. In this paper we L-11 use
these s hgular perturbation results to analyze the general finite dimensional com-
f	 ?ensa:cr =or linear DPS.
1.
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We consider linear, time-invariant DPS with the form:
v t = Av + Bf, v(0) = v0
(1.1)
v = CV
where the state v(t) is in a Filbert space H (called the state space) for all
t4; the state space has inner product (•,•) and associated norm II - II - The
control vector f and the observation vector y have dimensions M & P, respectively,
which denote the number of (independent) actuators and sensors in use; thus, rank
B-M and rank C-P. The operator A is an unbounded differential operator with
domain D(A) dense in H and A generates a CO semigroup U(t) ou H. Many practical
DPS can be stated in this form (7).
2.0 REDUCED-ORDER MODELING OF DPS: A SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS FORMULATION
4	 Since the state space H of the DPS in (1.1) is inf initL dimensional, we must obtain
a reduced-order model (ROM) upon which to base the finite dimensional controller
design. In general, this is done by selecting a finite dimensional subspace. HN
(w-ith dim. HN = N < -) contained in D(A). Thij subspace HN is the ROM subspace;
its complement HR is the Residual subspace, and together they decompose the state
space:
t	 H 
= EN: 
HR
	(2.1)
we define the (not necessarily orthogonal) projection operators Pti and ?R and let
vN PNv and vR = PRv. These decompose the state v = vN + vR
 and the DPS (1.1).
In this paper, we will make two basic assumptions on model reduction processes
1
(1) the subspaces HN, ER are reducing subspaces (i.e. they are both A-
invariant);
(2) the subspaces HN, ER can be chosen to give a singular perturbations formula-
tion with small parameter 00 and an exponentially-stable residual subsystem.
!	 These assumptions yield the decomposed DPS (1.1) in the fol lowing form:
avv
a
t	 ?4 vN + BNf	 (2.2a)
avR
2t	 = AR v
R
 + B 
R 
f
	 (2.2b)
y = CN vN + CR vR	(2.2c)
where AN PNAPV, BN = PNB, CN - CPN, etc. and AR generates the CO semigroup
UR(t)	 PRU(t)?R with _exponential growth condition:
1
-C
+( UR (t)1I < KR eRt ,	 t z 0	 (2.3)
where RR1 and cR > 0. All operators except AR are bounded. The terms BRf 6
CR vR are called, respectively, control & observation s p illover; they represent
the interconnections through which: the controller can affect the residual sub-
system.
The ROM of the DPS, in this formation, is obtained by setting a=0:
at ` AN v
N
 + BNf
(2.4)
y	 CNv.+DNf
whare DN = - CRAR 'BR & AR-1 is a bounded operator due to (2.3). The ROM is a
finite dimensional system and the parameters (AN,BN,C N ,DN) may be identified with
matrices by choosing a basis in HN; this will be done wherever necessary . We
shall assume, henceforth, that the ROM is controllable and observable (easily
verifiable conditions exist for finite dimensional systems). The ROM is completely
determined by the choice of the subspaces HN & HR.
3.0 FLQITE DL4MIONAL COMPENSATORS FOR DPS
The form of the finite dimensional feedback compensators used here will be the
following:
f = L1l y + L12z
(3.1)
i = L 21 + L22z
where the coamensator state z has dim. z = a < N < - and Lll,L12,L21,LZ2 are
matrices of appropriace sizes. We say the compensator is output feedback when
i a=0. The order a of the compensator is assumed to be fixed at some acceptablei
	
	 value which reflects the available capacity of the on-line computer being used to
implement (3.1). In [10], the compensator order was a = N.
The compensator design is synthesized as though the ROM (2.4) were the full DPS
(1.1), i.e. as though E =0. Let
F = A,', BNL CN (3.-)
where
A, i 
F AN 0	 g, = $N 0	 C= CN 0	 & L=[ E ll.	 L12
l0
	
OJ	 0	 Za	
V	
0	 ZM	
L.1	 L22
with
-1
L l1	 (I'4 - L11 DN)	 L11
1Ll, 
_ (7,4 - L11 DN)	 L12
L21 L21(I? + DN Lll)
&	
L22 = L22 + L21 DN L12'
Let the comcosite state qN = zN in HN
 x Ra ; from (2
_
.4) & (3.1), this satisfies
^	 (for C-0):
aq^
at = F qV	 (3.3)
The following theorem gives the conditions under which a stable design can be
synthesized:i
Theorem 3.1: If the ROM (A;,;,BN,CN,DN) is controllable and observable and
M + P +a 3 N+ 1
	 (3.4)
then L may be chosen so that F given by (3.2) has any desired pole locations in
Ii
1
I	 the complex plane.
The proof follows easily from results in [12] or [13] and depends on the finite
dimensionality of the closed-loop system when E-0. Since the gains L can be
synthesized, the compensator gains Lll,L12,L21,L22 can be found; however, we must
t	 assume that I) DN (I is sufficiently small to make both (IM- L1.1 DN) -1 & (Ip+DNLll)-1
exist.
4.0 CLOSED-LOOP STABILITY FOR THE DPS WITH A FINITE-DIMENSIONAL
COMPENSATOR
Let E be such that 0 < E < E0, and consider the closed-1
the infinite-dimensional BPS (2.2) and the finite-dimens
Let the closed-loop state w in A - HN x Ra x HR be given
. i/ .
w W = wR
where wN = v\ is in HH x Ra & wR = vR in HR
2
II w II = (II vN II 2
	
	
1/2
+ IIz II 2 + IIvRII2)
The norm on $ is defined by
(4.1)
From (2.2) & (3.1), the closed-loop state satisfies:
awN
at	 H11 wN + H
12 wR 	(4.2a)
awR
E 
ct = E
21 wN + H22 wR
	(4.2b)
where
't + BN-11CN	 BNL12
tl
L21CN	 L22
Bb'r1iCR
H12
L21CR
H21	 [BRLIICN BRL121
H22	 `R + BRLIICR
But, (4.2) is in the form of the infinite dimensional Klimushchev-Krasovskii lemma
whose proof appears in the revised version of [101; estimates on the upper bound
E0 are presented there, as well. From the infinite-dimensional K-K lemma, we
obtain the following closed-loop stability result:
Theorem 4.1: If E22 generates an exponentially stable C O semigroup and the finite
rank operator
H - gll - H12 
H22-1 R21
	
(4.3)
has all its poles in the open left half-plane, then there exists positive EO (whose
1
value can be estimated from the model data) such that, for all 0 < E < co, (4.2)
is stable.
This theorem says that under certain conditions the finite dimensional controller
based on the ROM ( E-0) will continue to stabilize the infinite dimensional DPS
when E is "small" but non-zero. The "smallness" required of E can be estimated
frog: bounds on the control and observation spillover terms, the constants RR,GR
in (2.31 and the RAM data.
The following lemma greatly simplifies Theo. 4.1:
Lemma 4.2:	 1 - F - IN + BNLCN 	(4.4)
The proof appears in the Appendix. Consequently, Theo. 4.1 may be restated as
our main result:
Theorem 4.3: If the stable compensator synthesis conditions of Theo. 3.1 are
satisfied for the ROM (2.4) and if the control and observation spillover coeffi-
cients E - JJBRj & r - 11CR IJ are sufficiently small that
C 
> 8 r 1,L11 i1	 (4.5)
:There RR & aR appear in (2.3), then there exists positive EO such that for all
0 < E < E0 the same finite-dimensional compensator (3.1) stabilizes the infinite-
dimensional DPS (1.1).
This follows from Lemma 4.2 and use of the semigroup-generator perturbation result
(114], Theo. 10.9) applied to
1
E22 - `R + BRLIICR
because BRL1.lCR is a bounded operator.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
Our main result (Theo. 4.3) gives conditions under which a ,general finite-dimen-
sional compensator, based on a singular perturbations reduced-order model, will
stabilize an infinite dimensi-nal (linear) distributed parameter system. This is
an extremely useful result since all practical feedback compensators must be
finite dimensional in order to be i.;.piementab le with on-line digital computers.
The result is valid for large-scale lumped-parameter systems, as well.
The most difficult assumption to satisfy is the choice of reduced-order subspace
R;` to achieve a singularly perturbed formulation (2.2) of the distributed para-
meter sy stem (1.1); the other assumptions are reasonably easy to satisfy. Mlodal
s	 methods have worked for mechanically flexible structures, e.g. [11]. A general
discussion of this modeling difficulty is given in [15]; it is a fundamental
problem in large-scale or distributed parameter systems and should not be over-
looked.
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF LMM 4.2
_
H11 - H12 H22-1H21
+ BN Z L11CN
_
L
,1 (1-0 - CRH22 '3RLll)CN
where Z = 1% - L11CRH22 JR
B` Z Lilr
L22 - L21 CRH22  RL12
&	 H22 = AR + BRL11CR.
F AN + BNL C 
AN + BNLIICN	 BN'L12
L21 CN	 L22
1
0
nwhere
	
	
L11 M 
(1-^
1 - L11DN' -1 L11
L12 _ ( I11 - L11DN)-1 L12
`21 = `21 (-Y + DNL11)
L22 = L22 + L21DNL12
-1I DN
 - CRAR BR
Therefore, H F if and only if
(a)Z (IM - L11DN) -1 and
(b) "RH22 LBR = - D^(IM - L11DN)-1
However, (a)	 (b):
_ (I% _ _11DN)-1 = - DNZ - DN + DvL11CRH22 'B
= CRAB 1 ( IR - BRLIICRH22-1)BR
CR -'`  1(H32H22 -1 - BRLIICRH22-1)BR
't	
= CRAR 1 (H22 - BRLIICR)H22
-1
 BR
CR"^ , 1 ( `'` R) H22 BR CRH22-1 BR
Thus it remains to prove (a) which we recast as:
+ QW ) -1	 TT - Q(WQ + 1R 1-14
where	 Q L11CR and W = AR BR are both bounded (finite rank) operators.
Since (WQ + IR) -1= ( IR + A,,-' B^L11CR) -1 = H22-1 AR and R22-1 is assumed to exist
for small enough spillover bounds, therefore
t	
_
where the required inverse exists. ':'hus, to prove (a) we need only prove (a');
however, this f ollcws directly:
r (TI, + Qc . ) (T — Q(WQ + IR) `;a)
+ QW — Q (WQ + IR ) ` N
Q( WQ(WO + IR)-13W
I, + 
QW - Q( ,4Q + IR) -1 W
= I„+(W - Q (WQ +IR)-lk
0	 —Qty +Q
 (WQ +I^)-1W=I`:
(T +qv)-1= L-—Q(WQ+IR)-1t^
and (a') is proved. 	 ^I
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Abstract
Large Space Structures are treated as a special
class of highly oscillatory distributed parameter sys-
tems. Practical controllers will need to be finite di-
mensional; however, this calls the closed-loop stabili-
ty into question due to spillover interactions. Recent
results, obtainet using regular and singular perturba-
tions theory, give stability bounds for closed-loop
control of this type of distributed parameter system;
this paper surve:'s these results and their implications
for large s pace structures.
1.0 Introduction
Large aeros pace structures. such as satellites and
spacecraft, are -wcnanically flexible structures which
will usuall y recaire active (feedback) control systems
to suppress vibrations and satisfy stringent require-
nents for pointing accuracy, orientation, shape, and
staticn-Retoing. The problems and current directions
in large aerospace structure control na +e been surveyed,
for examp le, in :ij-[3j.
Such structur-s are hignly oscillatory, distributed
paramete r
 
s+s'rs (DPS). The viewpoint we hav! Deer
^,usn*ng forr ,PS ^ general is a practical cont
r
ol tw
ory, i.e. one that includes such practical constraints
as a finite number of (localized) control devices and
f4nite-aimensi0na, (implementable) controllers; this
has been discussed in [4j. Other helpful references on
aspects of BPS tneory are =j -[8j. In this paper,
large aeros;ace structure control will be viewed in the
frameworx estatlisned in [41, and recent stability re.
Sults usinc re1.c'.ar ano singular perturbations tech-
nicues ::7 : :1:4 -will De examined in the large space
structure -. -.ex:.
_&roe 4-es=ace Structure Description
Large aerescace structures may often be modeled by
the foilowing IPS aescription:
u tt (x,t;	 =^u t(x,t) ♦ A0u(x,t) • ' 0 (x.t)	 (1.1)
wnere ''„^x,:) is the displacement of the structure
< :n off its tzuilibrium position in space. The
damping and stiffness differential Operators 0 0 and A0
are definer on a domain ; ( A ) which is a subspace of
th! M11Der: S pace Mc * Lc (A with inner product (•. )Q:
D( y contains all smwth functions in Mo which satisfy
the structural boundary conditions. Furthermore, the
operators satisfy:
A0 
	 n -k --k0.2a)
^ o : k . 2- < o,k : k 	(1.2b)
wnere :,(x: are :ne mode shapes, _ K the mod! `reduen-
es, anc ;K the -toai :am, ng (which is generally
thougnt t:, ze sall for large aeros pace structures)
:0 tnougn :ne force distribution -0 (x,t) in (1.i) is
the sum of "ist.rbanco and control forces. we will
ignore these external disturbances to simplify this
discussion and consider the control forces as generated
by M independent actuators:
M
Fa (x.t) • B 0 f 
n i b i (x) f i (t)	 (1.3)
1.1
Ohservation is done with P independent sensors whose
output vector is given by
y(t) n cou(x.t) + E 0U t (x,t)	 (1.4)
1.2 State Space Description
The OPS (1.1), and (1.3)-(1.4) can be rewr i tten in
many state s pace formulations (not ail of them are equiv-
alent); however, the most natural one is the state
v(x.t) - [u(x,t), u t(x,t)j which satisfies:
vt•AV+Bf (1.5)
V	 CV
with the state s pace being the Hilbert space
H n O(Ao i c )th the energy norm
1 v
1( 2 	
'l u t '2 + ^i A0 U tulip	 (1.6)
and the o perators (A, B, C) determined frog (1.1) and
The input and output operators 3 and C
have finite rank, and the system operator A has domain
D(A) n D(A 0 1/2 ) x D(A 0 ) and generates the C., stmigroup
u(t).
The damoing present in the structure gives the sys-
tem a small amount of overall dissi pation. 't is the
job of the finite-dimensional feedback controller to re-
distribute this dissipation to critical structaal :nodes
to improve their performance without creating instabil-
ities in any residual modes.
2.D 40ce't sauction and _ ntrollfr $vntn.es's
The synthesis of a finite-dimensional controller is
based on a reductd-order (finite-dimensional) model
(ROM) of the OPS. In general this is obtainer by7e-
composing the original state space H into ttie ROM sub-
space MN and the residual subspace MR:
H . NN 	HR	 (2.1)
where dim H N < W. Then projections v N * P.Iv and
v  • P R v are defined for these tuos paces, and the OPS
(1.5) is decomposed:
e(vp; _ • :,., v,^	 AR v R	 B.f	 (2.2b}
.Y
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where AN • PNAPN, AIjR • IN APR, ON - INS. etc. The
terms ANR v R and ARN V  are called model error, and
OR f, C  v R are called control and observation spillover,
respectively. The parameter c > 0 appears in sane
cases for appropriate choices oT the subs paces Hy and
HR; when it appears and is small,we art dealing with a
singular perturbations formulation of the OPS. In many
Cases c • I Tor the Choice or su spates and this is a
r ular perturbations formulation. Both of these form-
ulationS will	 dealt with ere. A basic, and reason-
able, assumption made in both formulations is that AR
generates a stable C„ semicrouo.
2.1 Reoular Perturbations ROM and Controller Synthesis
withAN n ding [W^,...,.2]. ON • 2diag [E l"'1 • .^EN^'N]•
and EN ' CN have terms involving the inner products in
Ho of actuator or sensor influence functions with moot
shapes o1, ... ,: N . Corresponding parameters appear for
the residual subsystem (AR , BR , C O ) in (2.2).
The modal controller associated with this modal ROM
can be obtained rtct y using the parameters (2.7) in
(2.4). Modal controllability and observabilit condi-
tions are available and easily verified, e.g. [3); con-
sequently, the controller synthesis may be carritd out
by standard finite-dimensional techniques. Note that
any subset of critical modes may be used in this ap-
proach.
f
0
P
When t • 1, the regular Perturbations ROM is ob-
taintd from (2.2) by ignoring the resi uai state vR:
(vN ) t n AN v N
 + EN'
	 (2.3a)
y	
- C  v 	 (2.3b)
This is a finite-dimensional subsystem (since
dim M< ^.); consequently, the following finite-dimen-
sional controller may be synthesized:
	
f • Gy ; N	 (2.4a)
(vj ) t • AN ; y • 9N  KN(Y'v)
	
(2.4b)
	
Y - Cy ^N
	 (2.4c)
The controller gains GN and K,, are desicned .0
stabilize and improve the performance of the ROM (2.3)
in Closed-loo p with the controller (2.4). Of course
the closed loop stability of the actual CPS (1.5) with
the controller (2.4) will be a principal question.; reg-
ular perturbatiom theory is used to answer this ques-
tion in [9;.
For large s pace structures, the most Doou l ar model
reduct i on techni que has been the modal one, i.e.
o
	v N = INv n 	
PN 
u 
^ 
	 (2.54)
- Py u-
1
	vn • PRv •	 (2.5b)
• P R ^: .
	
N	 •
where Po u	 ukok. I u •	 ukak, and uk
	
k•1	 k•N-1
satisfies (by using (1.2) in (1.1)):
u k + 2; k i k + .k2uk • % • (F0 .00	 112.5)
Im this for mulation. the projections IN and PR
are orthogomai '.m M and they "reduce" A. i.e. the
model error tr•Yns ^VR • 0 and ARN • C; of course, this
depends on kr.,.ing the true stricture modes :k rather
than aDor-.x ,,xatioms ,,,` tntm. Se : ht regular pert y r-
tdtions RC"	 a) Cf no stricture lids waneters:
-a p .o	 gp
N • "':
	
- y .
2.2 Sinoular Perturbations ROM and Controller
Synthesis
The singular oerturbations formulation of (2.2)
occurs wren c > o anc smai . 7he s n u arperturbations
ROM is obtained from (2.2) by setting c • o and is
given by
(v N ) t • ^N v N +
	 f	 (2.8a)
y	 • $y v N + b f	 (2.8b)
_	 1
where N
	
AN • '
`'NR AR 1 "RN' $N • ON "NR AR 8R'
y^ • Cy - CR AR ' ARN' and 3 - - CR AR 1 BR . This is
clearly different fry` the ROM obtained in (2. ). How-
ever, it is a finite-cimensional ROM and the controller
associated with it is given by:
f	 = ^N v N	(2.94)
(YN ) t - 
'IN ;
N r,f + Ky(-Y4)	 (2.9D)
y	 . <N ;N . 15<	 (2.9c)
'his controller di ffers from that in (2.4)• however,
the gains IN anc K^ are oesignec by standard finite-
dimens i onal techni ques to stabil i ze and improve the per-
formance of the RO ;2.8; in closed-loo p with the con-
trcller (2.9). Agair, the closed-100D stabilit y of the
reducto-oroer controller (2.9) with tme actual OPS wnen
C is nonzero is in question. To attempt to answer t"is
fundamental question a singular perturbations stability
theory was oevelooec in "0] for CPS of the form (2.2)
with finite-dimensional controllers (2.9); this theory
gives estimates of the tclerable size of c. 'he ;orre-
s ponoing singular ze rturbations theory for finite dimen-
sional systems i s surveyed in [llj-11211
For large s pact structures, as in most applications,
there is no preferred singular perturbations formula-
tion. The genera l approach has boon applied to space
structures in ;13;. However, as pointed out in [14;,
the hardest task in the a pplication of the singular
perturbations a pproach is casting the problem in an
appropr i ate singular formulation (2.2 where the small
parameter c will msvt a Connection with physical param-
eters and it will be possible to verify whether c is
sufficiently smelt or no	 this is true for a pp lica-
tions o f the a pproach to OPS, as well as lumped parae,-
eter systems.
wt" we wi;1 rertlom two directions - -ime scali')g
an frequency s.•al'r. - +m'Ch lead to stncularl y per•
turned formulations of the modalmodel discussec for
structures at the ere of Sec. 2.1.
.m the time-scaling aperoacn (set [l: for a general
2
^	 1
discussion), we assume that the structure modes of
(2.6) separate into vibrations on two time scales - a
stow one and a fast one - whose ratio is c, i.e. (2.6)
becomes:
	
uk • 2;k^+ku k • ^k u k • Fk , 1 = k < N	 (2.10a)
	
c 2uk
 + c2E0 kuk • "kuk • F
k . k > 4+1	 (2.10b)
Some relabeling of modes might be required to obUin
(2.10). Our associated singular perturbations forml a-
tion 1s obtained by taking v  as in (2.64) and, in
place of Va. using:
t
;R • [1	 0 ) v R	(2.11)
0	 c
where v  is as in (2.5b). This yields a singular form-
ulation (2.2) of the modal model of the structure with
c being the ratio of the Lime-scales; the modal param-
eters are the- sane as those givtn In (2.7) with the ex-
ception that CA [I cEj] replaces C  in the residual
subsystem. The ROM (2.8) is obtained by setting c • 0.
4 n the corres ponding controller (2.9) can be synthe-
sized; this controller will differ from the original
modal contro tr	 . -
In the frequenc y scaling a oroach (set [15] for a
1	 general discussion , we assume that c • 11WN+1 for N
sufficiently large. i.e. the residual structural modes
nave sufficient frequency se paration from the ones con-
tained in the ROM. in this case the associated singu-
lar perturbations formulation (2.2) is obtained by
taking v N as in (2.sa) and, in place of v R , using:
B	 j 1/c 2 	0^
3	 •	 1 v
	 (2.12)
R	 1` 0	 1/ c^ 
R
where v R- is as in (2.5b); the modal parameters are the
same as .hose in (2.7) with the exceptions:
0
AR 	1 - o	
x0 
i and
	 CR •	 c 2CR cER	 replace
AR
 anc C R , wnert 40	 diag [:N+1 , ...^,
!R • 2 diag f:y.1 aN+l . 
...],
 
and 1k n uk /,N+l for
k > N+1. Something interesting ha ppens here when we
s!t c • C to Obtain the ROM ;2.8) ana corresponding
i	 controller ;2.9): s i nce .y otcomes zero when c n 0
(and ANR • 0, Aay • 0 because of the use of , structure
modes)', the singular perturbations ROM (2.8u is exactly
the same as the regular perturbationse one (2.3), 1.*.
• AN.3N • 8a, N • Cy . and	 0. Constqutntly,
for the frequency SCalinq a0orOACh the control l e rs (2.9
is exactl y tme same as_tnt_Or cinalmoda cr, ontroller,
whom sufficiently many moots are contrailed. However,
the singular perturbations stability results of [1G]
would seem to yield different conditions on the size of
C • 11`"N+1 than the regular perturbation results of ;9+
controller synthesis techniques for DPS have appeared
in :9]-[10] with corresponding stability results oo-
tained from both singular and regular perturbations
fonulations of the problem. These have been surveyed
here by considering their implications for modal Con-
trol of large was-pact structures. Both singular and
regular perturbations faMIS tlans yield useful results.
but the singular formulation seems extremely versatile
due to the varitty of singular formulations available
in large space structure applications; two of these
Singular formulations - time and frequency stating -
were discussed here.
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I
On-line adaptive control is essential for Large S pace Structures
(LSS),where the modal parameters are poorly known, due to modeling
error, or changing, due to variable configurations. It is especially
important that such adaptive controllers produce stabilizing controls
during adaptation due to the small damping present in LSS. However,
any such controller must be based on a reduced-order model of the LSS,.
The spillover from the unmodelled residuals, as well as the modeling
error, can deteriorate the performance of the adaptive controller and,
if uncomp:nsa;:ed, this spillover can defeat the whole purpose of the
adaptive control.
This paper investigates adaptive control for LSS using direct and
indirect schemes and points out the mechanisms whereby observation
spillover can upset the stability of the controller. The framework for
nonadaptive control of LSS is reviewed and many of the generic problems
of adaptive LSS control are pointed out within this framework. These
generic problems must be overcome for successful operation of adaptive
LSS control.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the basic problems inherent in adaptive con-
'II
	
trot of large space structures ( LSS), such as satellites and spacecraft,
I^	 where the structural parameters are poorly known or slowly time - varying.
I	 With the advent ofthe Space Shuttle Transportation System, it has
become possible to conceive very large spacecraft and satellites which
Support by NASA Grant No. NAG--7.
I2
+ could be carried into space and deployed, assembled, or manufactured
there.	 Such LSS would serve a variety of civilian and military needs
[1], [2], including electrical energy generation from the solar power
satellite - a structure nearly the size of Manhattan Island - to be
t
constructed in space and operated in earth geosynchronous orbit [3].	 The
control technology needs for such LSS have been discussed in a variety
of articles, e.g., [4], [5], and the developing LSS control theory and
technology has been surveyed, for example, in [6]-[10].
The size of these structures, their low rigidity, and the small
damping available in lightweight construction materials combine to make
LSS extremely mechanically flexible.	 In theory, LSS are distributed
parameter systems whose dimension is infinite; however, in practice,
their dynamics are usually modeled by large scale systems based on
approximate elastic mode data.	 Active control schemes for LSS are often
required to meet stringent requirements for their shape, orientation,
alignment, and pointing accuracy. 	 Such active control	 is limited by the
capacity of the on-board control computer, the modeling inaccuracy in cur-
rent finite element computer codes for analyzing structural dynamics, and
available control devices (actuators and sensors); therefore, the con-
troller must be based on some reduced-order model 	 (ROM) of the LSS.
Fundamental problems of LSS control	 include:
(1)	 selection of appropriate modes to control for desired system per-
formance;
(2)	 development of ROM for analysis and controller design;#
(3)	 computation of system model and control 	 parameters;
(4)	 controller design with multiple distributed actuators and sensors;
(5)	 the number and location of sensors and actuators for efficient
control;
(6)	 the effect o°, and compensation for, residual	 (unmodelled) modes
and modeling error on the closed-loop system performance;
(7)	 adaptive and self-tuning controllers for LSS with poorly known or
changing parameters and configurations.
Item (7)	 is the basic topic of this paper but it must be considered in
the context of the other items with which it is completely intertwined.
The need for adaptive control	 in LSS arises because of ignorance of
5 the system and changing control regimes. 	 The former is due to
/s
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(a) ignorance of the system structure and order, and (b) ignorance of the
system parameters; the latter occurs because of changing configuration
of the LSS. Changes in configuration may be due to construction in-space,
thermal distortion, or reorientation of subsystems, e.g., rotating solar
panels. or sunshields; these changes usually produce slowly time-varying
parameters. Ignorance of the LSS system structure and order is due to the
fundamental problem of modeling a distributed parameter system, e.g.,
faulty physics, reduced -order models, and ignored nonlinearities; this
means that the order of the ROM is lower than that of the actual LSS.
Ianorance of the system parameters.te , while directly related to the system
structure, is due to the inherent modeling error present in even the best
structural analysis computer codes and to the limitation of testing huge,
lightweight LSS on earth; this produces constant but poorly known system
parameters. There is a very clear need for an adaptive LSS control metho-
dology that can begin with the best available computed parameters and
self-tune its way toward the correct parameters while stably controlling
the LSS and, possibly, adapting to variable configurations.
A great variety of adaptive control schemes exists for lumped param-
eter, small scale systems [11]; in particular, model reference adaptive
methods have achieved a great amount of success in producing stable,
convergent adaptive controllers, and adaptive observers for systems whose
structure is known and whose parameters are constant but poorly known
or slowly time-varying, e.g.; [12]-[25]. Adaptive schemes may be direct,
i.e., the available control parameters are directly adjusted (adapted) to
improve the overall system performance, e.g., 25;-[26:, or indirect, i.e.,
the system parameters are identified (based on the assumed system struc-
ture) and the control commands are generated from these parameter esti-
mates as though they were the actual values, e.g., [20, [24, [21].
The abundance of adaptive control methods is overwhelming and an
understanding of the interrelationships and structural commonality of these
methods is desperately needed; see, e.g., [28], [297, for some beginnings
in this direction. Furthermore, the use of such methods on distributed
parameter or large scale systems, like LSS, ; s greatly limited by the ROM
problem - the adaptive scheme must be based on a ROM of the actual system
4and, hence, the order of the model is, and mest remain, substantially
lower than the controlled system. In addition, it seems essential that the
LSS adaptive controller orovide a stabilizing control in such hichl.y
I
	
oscillatory systems as LSS.
This paper develops a framework for LSS adaptive control problems and
points out generic problems in the use of the most natural direct and
indirect adaptive approaches. In other forms, these Problems will h=
every use of adaptive control on LSS and must be solved before the valu-
able benefits of adaptive cont r=,an meet the needs of this new applica-
tion a_. A few preliminary attempts at adaptive control for specific
distributed parameter systems or LSS have been made in [30;-[36]; also,
for the corresponding parameter ;alntification problem for distributed
parameter systems, see [37].
+
t
2.0 NONADAPTIVE LSS CONTROL
y
Following [6], the LSS may be described by the partial differential
equation:
M(X) u tt (x,t)	
+ 00 u
t (x,t) + A0 u(x,t)
	 - F(x,t)	 (2.1)
where u(x,t) represents (possibly, a vector of generalized) displacements
of the structure n off its equilibrium position due to transient dis-
turbances and the applied force distribution F(x,t).	 The mass distribu-
tion m(x)	 is positive and bounded on 11.	 The internal restoring forces of
the structure are re presented by A 0 u where A 0 is an appropriate differen-
tial operator with domain O(A0 ) defined in a Hilbert space H0 with
inner product	 (.,.) 0 .	 In most	 cases, A 0 has discrete spectrum,
A0
 
	
n Wk 3 k (2.2)
where wk are the mode frequencies of vibration and o k (x) are the mode
shapes.	 The damping term D0 u 	 is generated by an appropriate A0- bounded
i	
differential operator and may represent gyroscopic damping as well as the
very small	 (%h: critical) natural damping expected in the LSS.
The applied force distribution is given by
F(x,t)	 n 	 F
C
(x,t)	 + F0 (x,t)
	 (2.3)
ii
i
s
where FD represents external disturbances and F  represents the control
forces due to M actuators:
M
FC(x,t) n BO f •
	
t i ( x ) fi(t)
	 (2.4)
i •1
where b  are the actuator influence funct ions (usually point devices) and
f  are the control commands. Observations are produced by P sensors:
y • CO u + CI ut	 (2.5)
where yj (t) • ( c j .u) O + (c j .ut ) 0 for 1 < j < P with c  being the position
sensor influence functions and ci the velocity sensor ones (usually point
devices).
The state variable form of (2.1) and (2.3)-(2.5) is obtained by
i
taking
v(x,t)	 - [u(x,t), ut(x.t)]'
i
in H 9 D(Ah) x HO with energy norm:
11 V II 2	 n (mu t , ut) + (q^ u, A^ u) (2.6)
This produces
i
v 
	
- Av + Bf; v(0) - v0
(2.1)
y	 a Cv
where we consider the disturbance-free case (F O _ 0) and define 5 = [0 BO]T,
P 0 	 I
C a ;C 0 C0; and A =	 This distributed parameter system is
_AO 	_p0
very oscillatory in the sense that the semigroup U(t) generated by A has
! very little damping:
I 1U(t)	 MO a-et for t > 0 (2.8)
where c > 0 and small and MO > I.
B The desired perfo rnance of the actively controlled LSS greatly effects
the design of the controller.	 Many desirable properties of the active
structure can be obtained with constant feedback gains applied to the sys-
tem state v(x,t); such solutions arise for regulator problems and sta-
bilization ( pole placement)	 problems for LSS.	 !however,	 the full	 (infinite
.=n	 _	 ... ,
^ 6
i
dimensional) state v is never available from a distributed parameter sys-
tem; only the P sensor outputs y are available.
Implementable controllers for LSS (and most distributed parameter
systems) must be based on finite dimensional on-board control computers
which ;process the sensor outputs y and produce control commands f; thus,
l
a reduced-order model	 (ROM) of the system ( 2.1) must be used for the
controller design.	 A ROM can be obtained by projecting the system (2.7)
in H unto an appropriate finite dimensional 	 subspace HN ; the projections
P (onto H,; and Q (onto the residual subspace) are usually, but not
always, orthogonal. 	 Let vN = Pv and v R = Qv and, from (2.1), we obtain:
ON = AN vN + ANR v
R + 8  f	 (2.9)
OR sARN vN +AR vR	 R+B	 f	 (2.10)
y = C 
	
v N + CR v R	 (2.11)
where AN = PAP, ANR = PAQ, BN = PS, etc.	 The terms B R f and CR vR are
l called control and observation spillover; the terms ANR vR are called
model error.	 The ROM for this system is given by (2.9) and (2.11) with
ANR = 0 and CR = 0:
J= A	 v+ B	 fN	 N	 N	 N (2.12)
y	 CI14v^^'	 vN (0)	 PvO
The ROM state v N and the residual state vR form the true system state v
with total	 energy	 (i v iJ 2 given by:
v	 =v,i
+vR
11 VII 2 =	 11vN11 
2 +	 IN 112
	 (if projection	 is orthogonal)
All	 implementable controller designs based on any ROM must be evaluated
in closed-loop with the actual	 LSS (2.7),and it is in this evaluation that
the effects of model error and spillover due to the residuals become
apparent.
If the actual mode shapes a k are known, the modal ROM is a sensible
choice:
HN =(sp 01
	
... ^N)
and the model error terms ANR and ARN become zero.	 Of course, any collec-
tion of modes could be used; usually, the most easily excited or critical
17
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ones will be chosen. However, in many cases, the partial differential
operator A is too complex to provide closed-form mode shapes. Instead
finite element approximations of the mode shapes are computed (e.g.,
via NASTRAN),and these approximate mode shapes can be used to form the
0 ROM for controller design; note that some model error is present when
these approximations are used. Henceforth, we will assume the actual
mode shapes are available to simplify the discussion but much of our
analysis remains valid for approximate mode shapes and other types of
I	
ROM.
Modern modal control (MMC) for LSS, as developed in [38], uses the
modal (or approximate modal) ROM and develops a controller consisting
of a state estfirator based on the ROM and a constant gain control law:
i
	
v  = AN v  + B  f + K	 Y)N(Y-
y	 CN vN , vN (0)	 0	 (2.13)
and
t	 f = GN v N 	 (2.14)
This controller design requires the ROM (AN , B N , C N ) to be controllable
and observable for the calculation of control and estimator gains GN,
KN . These conditions, in modal terms, provide insight into the number
and location of actuators a.,d sensors. From [38], (AN , 8N ,
,
CN ) is con-
trollable and observable, when position sensors are used (C O = 0), if
and only if
#	 (1) min(P,M) > max mode frequency multiplicity in the ROM
(2) each sub-block of B  and C  associated with a mode frequency w  of
multiplicity a  must have rank at least equal to aN.
Similar results hold for other types of sensors, e.g., velocity, acceler-
N
ation, or mixtures of types [381, [391. These results are easy to in-
terpret in terms of the mode shapes, e.g., if no repeated frequencies
exist, then the above result says that a single actuator and sensor,
not necessarily collocated, will do the job as long as neither is located
at any of the ROM mode shape zeros. Since LSS have many symmetries and
rigid body modes, it is not often that a LSS control problem will have a
t
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controllable observable ROM with only one pair of devices; this has con-
sequences for the adaptive control problem to be discussed later.
Let the estimator error e N 2 v  - v  be defined and, from eqs. (2.9)
-(2.11) and (2.13)-(2.14), obtain
!	 I  = (AN + ON GN ) vN + ON GN e 	 (2.15)
4N = (AN - KN CN ) e. + KN CR vR	(2.16)
I  = BR GN v  + BR GN e  + AR V 
	 (2.17)
t This shows the effect of spillover on the closed-loop system:	 even
though AN + 8  GN , AN - KN CN , and AR are stable, the closed-loop system
need not be stable.	 When either control or observation spillover is
absent (B R = 0 or C 	 = 0), then stability is assured; otherwise, spill-
over causes pole -shifting and can induce instabilities [38], [40].
Bounds on the destabilizing effect of observation and control spillover
were produced in [38] and can be extended to the case where some model
error and small	 nonlinearities are present [41].	 Such bounds give an
I indication of how much spillover the closed -loop system can tolerate.
A variety of methods have been suggested to reduce spillover [6].
One obvious way would be to prefilter the sensor outputs, with a bandpass
filter, to sibstantially reduce observation spillover.	 This alleviates
I
the worst po a-shifting problem; bounds cn system performance with con••
trol spillover alone can be found in [42].	 Note that the post-filter
of the controller outputs could do the same Job by reducing control
spillover; this
	
interchange of filter and controller is possible due to
linearity and time-invariance. 	 The trade-off with this means of reducing
spillover is that the prefilter introduces phase distortion which can
have a destabilizing effect of its own.	 Therefore, a very high order
filter may be required to keep the phase distortion acceptable; phase-
!
locked-loop quadrature filters may be another solution 	 43].	 Even in
norAada t ive LSS control, the spillover and model 	 error problem is a funda-
mental	 one.
Finally, we should note in this section that digitally implemented!
controls would be based on discrete-time versions of the distributed
parameter system (2.7). 	 One such version is obtained by using a uniform
time step At:
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9v(k + 1) - ^:v(k) + E fk
(2.18)
y (k) - Cv.(k)
at
where t __ U(At) and E : ED 8 - 1 U (i) dt B and the control command is
0
a constant fk over the interval (k - . 1) at < t < k at. Other versions of
this could be obtained with nonuniform time steps. When the ROM procedure
of projecting onto the subspace H  is used, we obtain the discrete-time
versions of (2.9)-(2.11):
v N (IC + 1) - ON vN (k) + @NR vR (k) + EN fk	 (2.19)
vR (k + 1) ' ORN v N (k) + OR vR (k) + EN fk	 (2.20)
1	 y(k) - C  v N(k) + CR 
v0)
	 (2.21)
When HN
 is the modal subspace, the above become:
v N (k + 1) _ ON v N (k) + E  BN fk	 (2.22)
vR (k + 1) - OR v R (k) + ED BR fk	 (2.23)
y ( k ) - C  v N (k) + C  v R (k)	 (2.24)
where ( 2.22) is the same as that obtained by directly discretizing the
'	 ROM in ( 2.12); if the exact mode shapes are not available, these two
aiscretizations may yield different results. In addition, the sampling
process can alias residual modes and increase observation spillover and
the zero -order hold process can spread -out the control command signal
spectrum and, hence, increase control spillover by increasing the energy
in the residual mode spectrum; this has been observed and investigated
in [441. Therefore, the time discretization is a very important factor
in the design of imolementable LSS controllers.
3.0 TOWARD ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF LSS
a 
In order to design MMC, or other controllers, for LSS as proposed in
the previous section, we must have knowledge of the ROM parameters (A,,
BN , CN ). These parameters are obtained from modal data; they are the
mode frequencies for A N and the mode shapes at actuator and sensor loca-
tions for B N and CN , respectively. This data is required for three
reasons:
f
plan to control);
10
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! (1)	 to determine controllability and observability of the ROM and,
- hence, to help locate control devices effectively;
(2)	 to design control and estimator gains;
(3)	 to use in the state estimator's internal model.
However, we have noted in Sec. 1.0 the sources of error for this data;
consequently, a need arises for an adaptive version of the MMC of Sec.
2.0.
The most logical and reasonable procedure to obtain adaptive con-
trollers for a LSS seems to be the following:
Procedure for Adaptive LSS Control
(a) choose a "nice" reduced-order model (ROM); a modal ROM
! would be the obvious choice;
(b) use your "favorite" lumped parameter adaptive control
scheme;
(c) design the adaptive controller as though the ROM were
! the actual LSS to be controlled, i.e., ignore the un-
modeled residual-part of the structure;
(d) use this adaptive controller in closed-loop with the
actual LSS and hope for the best.
i
There is no;.hing wrong with `ol:owiny this procedure as a best first guess
- in a way, there is little else that one can do to produce an implement-
able adaptive LSS controller.
In some cases, spillover is sufficiently small or enough other mathe-
matical structure is present in the system, e.g., a high level of damping
in the distributed parameter system [31; or low level of performance re-
quired from the controller (increased damping via direct velocity feedback)
F.321, to allow the adaptive controller to operate. However, these situa-
tions are rare with LSS and one would not like to count on the "generosity
of nature" or the temporary suspension of Murphy's Law as part of the
above design procedure. Consequently, we would add the following items to
that procedure:
(e) analyze computer simulations of higher-order models of the
LSS in closed-loop with the adaptive controller bate . ' on
the lower-order RCM (e.g., simulate more modes than you
1
i
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(f)	 investigate the specific mathematical mechanisms whereby
the residual	 (unmodeled) part of the LSS couples into a
given adaptive control scheme (e.g., find out where and how
spillover affects the adaptive controller);
f (g)	 obtain mathematical results on the amount of spillover
and/or model error that can be tolerated in the closed-
loop system and still provide adequate adaptation and control;
(h)	 develop spillover and model	 error compensation schemes to
augment the adaptive controller when the residuals cannot
be tolerated (e.g., when the conditions of (g) are not sat-
isfied);
(i)	 recheck (g) with this compensation in the closed-loop system.
We believe that, within the basic framework of LSS control as de-
scribed in Sec. 2.0, this Augmented Procedure (a)-(i) will 	 go a long way
toward revealing the problems of adaptive LSS control	 (and indeed, most
other adaptive control situations where control must be based on a ROM)
and will	 help to focus needed attention on these crucial	 issues.	 For
example, although Step (e) would be done most likely at some point in the
system development phase of any project as complex as the construction and
operation of a LSS, often it is done much too late and the design is
i
"set in concrite (or in th ; s case, grarhit.-epoyy)"; the other steps
M-(i) may not be done at all. 	 Yet, ignoring the effects of the resid-
ual unmodeled LSS can produce some disasterous behavior in the adaptive
controller; this was pointed out quite clearly in the LSS example in [361.
i
When an adaptive scheme is aoolied to such a lightly damoed, oscil-
latory system as a LSS, the stability of the closed-loop system during
adaptation is a necessity; therefore, we do not view convergence and
(global)	 stability results as luxuries for adaptive LSS control	 and shall
only consider appropriate those lumped parameter adaptive schemes for
which such results are available. 	 However, even a globally stable adaptive
scheme may prove to be unstable when it is used in closed-loop with the
actual	 LSS instead of the ROM on which it was based.	 This	 is not a failure
of the adaptive scheme; it is a failure to satisfy the mathematical 	 hypoth-
esis of the stability result associated with the scheme.
i
f
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In the rest of this section, we shall study the use of two very
general adaptive schemes which seem to illustrate the problems and poten-
tial of adaptive LSS control: the indirect schemes of [231-[241, which
r	 use an adaptive obser-:er and operate in continuous time, and the discrete-
time, direct or indirect, schemes which are based on an Autoregressive
Moving Average (ARM) model of the controlled plant, e.g., [2574217.
These approaches represent a good cross-section of available lumped
parameter adaptive control schemes which have been shown to possess the
i	 desired stability properties. We emphasize that the point of this sec-
tion is not to criticize or slander these schemes; rather, we mean to
point out where the hypotheses of their stability results are violated,
and must be modi fied, when we attempt to use them on LSS. We feel that
f	 consideration of these approaches within the context of the Augmented
Procedure for Adaptive LSS Control (a)-(i) will illustrate the generic
difficulties in the application of existing, well-behaved, lumped param-
eter adaptive control schemes to LSS.
t
3.1 Multivariable Systems Converted to Scalar Systems
The results of many stable adaptive schemes, e.g., [13]-[14], [233-[241,
are limited to a single actuator and/or a single sensor; yet, we have seen
in Sec. 2.0 that most LSS co.:trcl problems will involve multiple actuators
and sensors. One way to deal with this (although, admittedly it has its
drawbacks) is to convert the controllable observable LSS problem via out-
0	 put feedback into one that is controllable and observable from a single
actuator and/or single sensor; this can be done with almost any output
feedback gains [45]-[41]. These gains would have to be based on the best
available calculated ROM data and the designer must hope that they will
continue to do their Job during adaptation.
1
The output feedback modifies the original system (2.9)-(2.11) to be-
come:
ON a 
(A N + B N
 H N CN ) v N + (AMR + 8N HN C R ) v R + bN f	 (3.1)
,. OR = (A RN + BR HN CN ) vN + ( AR + BR H  CR ) vR + b  f	 (3.2)
T	 T	 (3.3)Y'^NvN+cRvR
where H^j is the output feedback gain matrix, b N , bR , C % cR are vectors,
.i^
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and f,y have been renamed. Let AN + 8N H  C  be AN , etc. and we have that
the new ROM (AN , bN , cN ) is a controllable, observable single—input,
single-output system and (3.1) and (3.2) became:
IN n AN vN + ANR vR + bN f
	 (3.4)
IR=ARNvN+ARvR+bRf
	 (3.5)
3.2 Indirect Adaptive Controller Design
f
	
	
We apply the design of the adaptive controller in [24] directly to
the ROM consisting of (3.4) and (3.3) with the assumption, for now, that
ANR = 0 and cR =0.
t	 The control law is given by
f(t)	 gN vN (t) + fc (t)	 (3.6)
where 9N is a constant gain vector, fc is a "sufficiently rich" external
t
signal (more about this later), and v N is derived from the following
adaptive observer (or state estimator):
vN = F vN + gy + hf; v N (0)	 v 0	 (3.7)
where F is in arbitrary, stable matrix and g, h are unknown parameter
!	 vectors. The appropriate matching conditions are:
F + G*cN = AN
h* = bN	 (3.8)
v0 = vy(0)
where g*, h* are constant.
Let p* _ [g*T h*T v N (0) T IT and note that
!
	
F p*; P*(0)	 PO	 (3.9)
where F =_ diag 1- 0 0 F] and, when g = g*, h = h*, we have from (3.8) and
(3.7):
!	 VN(t) _ N t) Iy] P* (t)	 (3.10)
i	 ^ T
where M (t) a f
o
t e F(t	 ') [I N y(z) I y f(z)] d? and we have used the fact
that h, f are scalars.
t^
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R ^_
Now (3.7) can be rewritten as
,f	
v N ( t ) ' [M (t) IN] P( t )	 (3.11)
A ( t ) ' F M ( t ) + [IN Y( t) IN f ( t )]	 (3.12)
1	
M(0) = 0	 (3.13)
where M(t) is as defined in (3.10 ),and we have yet to produce the adaptive
law to generate p(t). This adaptive law is given by the following:
P
	
A(t)	 F p(t) - a(t) [R(t) p(t) + r(t)] 	 (3.14)
where p(0)
	 p0 is arbitrary and
R(t) _ -q R(t)- FT
 R(t) - R(t) F + [M(t) I N ]T cN cN[ M(t) IN]
t
	
	
(3.15)
R(0) = 0
and
r(t)	 _ -q r(t) - FT r(t) - CM(t) IN ITcN Y(t)
(3.16)
r(0)	 = 0
where a(t) is the adaptive gain and the constant q is chosen to exceed
twice the absolute value of the real	 parts of the eigenvalues of F.	 The
adaptive gain is chosen so that
a(t)	 = Y	 +	 4 ! ,.(t) (3.17)
where
1	
-^ ;:(t)
	 +	 (1'1i2)^	 CY{ t ) i if(t) i ) (3.18)
with a positive and F + FT < 2X IN.
t	 3.3 Convergence Results: What Goes Wrong?
All of the above is exactly as stated in 76 24 where it is also shown
in Appendix I and II that
and, with f(t) sufficiently rich in frequencies, there is a t l such that
R(t) > c : y > 0 for all t > t l
	(3.20)
t
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In addition, it is shown in Appendix III that
R(t) p*(t) + r(t) = 0	 (3.21)
This is very crucial to the stability results of [243 and it is here that
i	 observation spillover (i.e., the fact that we are using a ROM) appears -
(3.21) is not valid when cR t 0; however,
R(t) p*(t) + r(t) - AR (t)	 (3.22)
where 60) = t e- (q + FT ) 
(t - T) [M(T) I
N ]T cN cTR vR (T) dTfo
Let eN (t) __ 'V60) - vN (t) and	 ap(t) =- p(t) - p*(t); then
eN (t)
	 NO I 4 3 AP(t)	 (3.23)
and
Ap(t) - [F - a(t) R(t)] dp(t) - a(t) A R (t)	 (3.24)
Consider V(t) _- Lp (t) T ap( t) and we obtain:
i(t)	
-Y p V ( t ) - 2Y LR (t) LP(t)	 (3.25)
where V(0) _ apT ap0 and ^_po = 
p0 - p0'
This follows C241 except for the additional term in ( 3.25); also
i	 note that
jj eN ( t )ii 2 < V(t) C l + u(t)]	 (3.26)
Let Lv N (t) =- v N (t) - vN(t) and pv R (t) __ v R (t) - v*(t) where vN and v*
represent the ideal states of (3.4)- ( 3.5) when the parameters are
exactly known:
vN a (KN + bN gN ) vN + ANR vR + bN fc	 (3.27)
vR	 (K
RN 
+ bN 9N ) vN + KR v R + bR fc	 (3.28)
with V*( 0) = v y (0) and v*R (0) - vR(0).
When the implementable adaptive control law (3.6) is used, we obtain:
^3 y	'X11 + bN 9N ^v N + KNR ^vR + b
y gT ey	 (3.29)
^vR	 (ARN + bN 9N ) Av R + AR ^vR + bR gN eN	 (3.30)
and we have I" he following result:
I
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TMEOREM 3.1: Assume
(1) CR - 0
(2) AN + bN 9N stable
(3) AR stable
t	 (4) ANR ' 0
(5) fc (t) sufficiently rich (i.e., it has at least 3NJ2
distinct frequencies)
Then there is a d > 0 such that for all 111p0 11 2 < d:
6	 (a) Y" is bcunded and (eventually) vanishes with an
arbitrary exponential rate
(b) lim AvN (t) • 0
Von
(c) lim dv {t) n 0.
t_"W R
Therefore, even though the closed-loop system with the adaptive
controller is highly nonlinear, it is stable while the adaptation
is taking place. In particular, (1), (3), and (4) are satisfiedif there is no observation spillover (C R - 0) and no model error
(A NR n 0) and some damping in the residuals (i.e., AR is stable).
Proof: This result follows from the results of [24] because A R (t) =_ 0 in
(3.22) when c R _ 0. The stability of (3.29)-(3.30) is determined by
AN + bN 9N and AR when ANR - 0. Also, if LR - 0, then ANR ' ANR' AR j AR'
and c  - 0 since it is a row vector of C R . N
Note that the stability of the system with adaptive control is
determined by that of (3.21)-(3.28) - the ideal case where the parameters
are known and the external signal f  is applied. This is natural, since
adaptation cannot take place without f  present; however, after adapta-
tion, we would most likely want to turn off fc . In addition, we could
choose the f signal so as not to excite the residual frequencies whenever
c
sufficient spectral separation is present. Still, we would need to turn
on f  now and then, in order to "tune-up" the controller.
3.4 Spillover Compensation for the Indirect Adaptive Controller,
The above result is merely a slight extension of the results of '241
to a special case of the adaptive controller based on an ROM instead of
I
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the full system. However, it does suggest that some form of compensation
should be used to eliminate the observation spillover. Such compensation
must be essentially independent of the parameters of the ROM; yet, most
methods of spillover reduction require knowledge of the ROM (and some
residual) parameters.
One approach to spillover compensation already suggested in Sec. 2.0
is prefiltering the sensor outputs to remove or greatly reduce the term
CR vR (t). Such prefiltering can be achieved with low-pass or band-pass
filters when the ROM frequencies are known and separated from the residual
frequencies. However, the modal frequency data is part of the poorly
known parameter data.
In an attempt to resolve this predicament, we could try using phase-
locked loop (PLL)—based filters with the center frequency of each loop
tuned to the best approximation available of the corresponding ROM data.
The PLL will adapt itself until it tracks the actual mode frequency, and
after "lock-on," it will behave as a narrow band-pass,linear filter which
r	 tunes out the observation spillover from the other frequencies [43]. Of
course, sufficient spectral separation must be present, the calculated
values of the ROM modal frequencies must be sufficiently good, the dis-
tortion introduced by the filter must be sufficiently small, and the
adaptive controller must not shift the poles around too much. Thus, the
PLL prefilter is'not a panacea! But, it might work to reduce spillover
and, if it does, it has the added advantage that its output could also
reveal better estimates of the modal frequencies; this would take some
of the load off the adaptive observer. If the adaptation mechanism causes
too much po`e shifting, the ROM frequencies could be excited via f  and
identified in open-loop by the PLL filters before the adaptive controller
is turned on. Note that modal frequency data is usually better known,
g	 via computer approximation, than modal shape data; hence, this approach
might not be unreasonable. Another possible, but untried, approach to
spillover compensation might be an adaptive version of the orthogonal
filter in 48:.
0	 Note that :ome prefiltering (and postfiltering) always takes place
due to the bandwidth limitations of the sensors (and actuators). whether
this can be used to advantage in adaptive LSS control is still a matter
for speculation, e.g., [33].
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A problem that arises with the use of the results in [24] and their
modification to LSS is that the constant feedback gains g N must be cal-
culated, in advance, to stabilize AN + bN 9N. It would be better if
these gains were adapted along with the parameters in the observer. Of
g	 course, after adaptation has taken place, they could be recalculated
from the "tuned-up" parameters, but, in some cases, the adaptation phase
is never over, e.g., slowly-varying parameters. Other approaches could
be used for adaptive pole-placement, e.g., [20], [21], but these also
have their limitations.
3.5 ARMA-Gettin'
!	 Many discrete-time adaptive control schemes depend on an Auto-
Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) representation of the plant in discrete-
time, e.g. [25]-[27]:
N	 N
i	 y(k + N ) - Z ar A k + r - 1) + Z Sr f(k + r - 1)	 (3.31)
r n 1	 rn l
for some N and appropriate matrices a r , Sr . What the ARMA says is that,
after N time steps, the present output is only related to the past N out-
puts and inputs. Existence of an ARMA is directly related to the finite
dimensionality of the plant (N is usually that dimension) and is obtained
using the Cayley-Hamilton theorem for matrices. For LSS, only a
	 uasi-
ARMA can exist; these were considered in detail in 7493. From the
Appendix of [49', we obtain the quasi -ARMA for the LSS (2.18) or (2.19)-
(2.21).
N	 N
y(k + N) - Z CLr y (k + r - 1) + Z r  EN f(k + r - 1) + R ( k ) (3.32)
r-1	 r-1
where
N
R(k) - C  v R (k + y ) +
r-1
`fi r - r  0 N - ar CR
I  v R (k + r - 1 j
EC	
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and 
"r 
is defined in the Appendix of [49]. Since R(k) a
 0 when C  • 0
and a  n 0, we have the following result:
THEOREM 3.2: When the observation spillover (CR ) and the
model error term (00 ) are both zero, the quasi-ARNA (3.32)
i	
is a true ARMA for the LSS (2.18),and any stable adaptive
scheme based on this ARMA will be globally stable when used
in closed-loop with the actual LSS (2.18).
When the rather stringent hypothesis of Theo. 3.2 is not satisfied
(as it may not be in practice), any adaptive LSS control scheme based on
the quasi-ARMA (3.31) must ignore R(k) in order to be implementable. How-
ever, R(k) is the term where the residual effects - spillover and model
r	 error - enter the scheme and can cause instability. Again, as in Sec.
3.4, prefiltering or other compensation might be tried in an attempt to
reduce or eliminate this tern.
I
	
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
In an attempt to point out the crucial issues and generic problems
associated with adaptive control of large aerospace structures (LSS), we
have reviewed the framework for nonadaptive LSS control (Sec. 2.0) and,
within this framework, havj! proposed a general procedure, based on
reduced-order models (ROM) of the LSS, for obtaining and assessing the
problems of adaptive LSS controllers (3.0). In addition, we have taken
f	 a closer look at the use of certain well-known, lumped parameter, stable
adaptive control schemes in this procedure. Taking these schemes as
representative of the basic ideas present in all lumped parameter adap-
tive control approaches, we have obtained corresponding LSS adaptive
0	 controllers and found the following generic problems associated with
adaptive LSS control:
(1) LSS are distributed parameter or large scale systems;
therefore, the plant dimension is always larger than
the dimension of the adaptive controller, which must St
based on a :OM;
20
(2) LSS control must often be done with mire than on actua-
tor and sensor; conversion of multivariable to scalar
systems via output feedback introduces problems of its
own (e.g., stability of the residuals);
i
(3) LSS control problems are often non-minimum phase due to
noncollocated actuators and sensors;
(4) Interaction of the residuals with the adaptive control-
ler may negate the stabilizing properties of the con -
10	 troller due to observation spillover; this interaction
is much worse due to the nonlinear nature of adaptive
control;
(5) Methods of spillover compensation for LSS often require
!
knowledge of the ROM (and some residual) parameters
the very data that are poorly known;
(6) The adaptation mechanism may shift the closed-loop fre-
quencies around; this counteracts the benefits of any
!	 prefiltering unless sufficient spectral separation is
maintained;
(7) Indirect adaptive controllers need sufficient excitation
from an external signal f c ; however, this signal may
substantially excite the residuals.
(S) Discrete-time adaptive controllers can only b p based
on quasi-ARMA rather than strict ARMA representations
!	 of the LSS; this may negate the stability properties of
such a controller.
Stable adaptation is essential for such highly oscillatory systems
as LSS, yet our preliminary stability results, Theos. 3.1 and 3.2, both
!	 require that observation spillover be somehow completely eliminated
before it reaches the adaptive control logic; certainly, this is not
an easy thing to do in general: Perhaps, lg obal stability is too much
to ask for LSS adaptive control because observation spillover will
always be present to scme degree in LSS control. However, it seems rea-
sonable to hope for the development of spillover bounds to give some
idea of regions of stability for the successful operation of LSS adaptive
sl
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#	 control. Some comparison should be made between stable adaptive con-
trollers based on ROM and stable, robust control schemes, e.g., [50],
[51].
In closing, wa would like to say that it is not our intent to present
0	 a gloomy picture for the application o f adaptive control to LSS. In
fact, the need for adaptive control in LSS is already becoming quite
clear, and recognition of this need comes, for a change, at an appropri-
ate time - before any LSS have been built and put into space. However,
0	 the development of adaptive control for LSS will not take place overnight
and will not be done by one or two people. Consequently, what we have
tried to stress here for the interested researcher are some of the funda-
mental problems that arise and the basic steps which need to be taken
toward the goal of successful adaptive control of LSS. In the long run,
we have high hopes for the success of this endeavor and we expect that
adaptive control theory will profit by its association with large aero-
space structures, as well.
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G. REDUCED ORDER ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER STUDIES
1	 C. Richard Johnson, Jr.
Deosr., T V E Y- ;tai Ear, near ry
Virginia poMect+rnC 1w.-ite one State unrveznv
91scksk ;. Vrp^s
Mark J. Sales
Depa rwt of Eiecrrica: ant System EnC.risennq
Rensseater polyteCMic Mstilwit
Troy. New Yont
aMACT	 with m > p and n > q these similarities disappear
along with the ability for the output error s - y to
	
:he quantitative effects of spillover on reduced 	 converge to zero. In this case it is erected that
c:der adaptive control are examined via a test	 the results of indirect ant direct adaptive control
axa=p : a.	 -.rill be quite discinguisnacle, : a.ch counters the
current . :end of exclaiming the:: equivalence (7)-(10).
The use of a :educed -order adaptive controller,
	
A za_or assanption in the various recent proofs	 such as ( 4 ), can arise from a des-, re to reduce control
"3) of lumptd-Para-*ter system (L?S) adap tive	 complexity with a coctmensurate racuctior it controller
c:nzro algorithms is the adequacy_ of the order of 	 sensitivi-. (l l ) a: =rod necessity in or. atteepc co
to=-.railer. :ht moat_ cf the plant used in	 use a finite dimensional _-ncroller or as _nfini:e
s_ecif:.ng the order of the controller is :ecuirec 	 dimensional s yste= (12). A recent interest (13) - (1S)
i	 itc- or exceed that of the plant. For exam ple
	in deveiooing adact_ve controllers for flexible struc-
	
f.: _he mode_ reference adaptive control of :he 	
__res by azolication of existing LPS adaptive control-
in:	 =e: strategies to _runcated ex--ansicn descri--Lions c:
tie distribucec parameter system (D?S) btha%-ior of
y (s) n 	 a.v(k-_J)	 b.u(k- )	 (1)	 :lextble structures has led co -..;o  cualitative descrip-
i• i	 n l	 : ions of the = sbehavior of :ecuced-orde: adaptive
cor.troliers. These interzretatiors of the additional
_n t t absence rnf accurate a priori specification of 	 cifficulcies facing reduced-order adaptive controllers,
tia :-at: parameters a i arc bj an ad;ustabie control	 which are bvpassed by exact-order adaptive :ontroilers,
:ate Z_ the fora	 are summarized in the next section. The last section
formulat es
 a test problem, which initializes attempts
:(A	 • c,(k-1)r(R-1) c (k-1)u(k-j)	 to quant: `vthese qualitative -nsignts. :hit most
_ n 2'	 current results of this invesciga :ion will be compiled
n	 in the conference ;resenta:ion.
d 4 (k-1)y(K	 (2i
n 1 	 _^DL'CEJ-?.3-? =...CTS :\
is :ecui:ec to insure the as ymp totic convergence of ;r
_ht c:: g ut s of the model
n
s1iC, • i:(k-1) +	 -.s(IC—i).	 (3)
i •i `
:tort =a: i= ('-) the su=ration limits x and n must
cores xcd exactly :o the moving-average and auto-
regression 'lengths in (1), respectively. As shown in
(6), the problem of (1) - (3) is solvable via a
varlet- of indirect and direct adaptive control tech-
siques tnac prove quite siml lar in this exact order
case. However, in the reduced order use where the
i	 ccrt:c: i_put is provided by
P.
u(k-1)
	
cl (k-1)r(k-1) • L cj(k-1)u(k-j)
n 2
-	 di(k-1)Y(k-i)	 (4)
n 1
C. R. =ormscm, Jr. is supported by NASA Grant 'SAG-I-7.
M. -. Sa.a" is supported by tiASA Grant NAS 9-16053.
Thoueh nucercus strategies have been espouser
( 16) for ex:rac:irg a low order =de: from a too com-
plex system description, none currently sees sully
a:elicable :a the real-time, recursive recut:ements of
on-line acap :ive control algorithms. These reduced
order modeling techni ques seen to !a11 into _jo broad
categories: (i) -x:ract tnose "=odes" (or component-
suosystems) from the full system description that are
most influential in the perfo: sate of the model in
its subsequent use. This strategy is followed, for
example, in (17) and (18). ( 11) Parameterize the
reduced structure to provide the best prediction of the
desired output. This latter strategy will produce a
=odel the "modes" of which need not correspond co any
of chose of the full system as noted in (14). This
latter scrace;y includes the model reference approach
prominent in adaptive systems (24),
The presentation in (14) e=phasizes the difficulty
of reduced-order adaptive control by contras ting these
two model reduction strategies. Consider the approxi-
mation of	 N
d(9,k) n '^1W^(k)os(9) ,	 (5)
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where d can serve as the deflection of a flexible
structure, W. the modal amplitudes, and $j the mode
shapes for DDS or with o •- 1 as the output of a
decoupled ( partial Tract at expansion) description of
a LPS with Wj as the indivi dual "modal" outputs (20).
Assuming that the modal amplitudes obey a difference
equation such as
n
Wj
 (k)	 ij l iajiW j (k- i) + bjiF'(k-1)).	 (6)
where the F j are the modal inputs and the aji and bji
are the unknown parameters of ineerest, the tirst
strategy for adaptive identification of (6) requires
extraction of the appropriate Wj from (S) forming
M of 11,NJ
y e ,k) -	 Wj(k)•j(a),
	
(7)
which as noted in ( 12), ( 1=) and (20) remains an open
problem without *Knowledge of S and :he o j . 'he
second strategy would esci=ate :he Wj such that
".of F1,N].
d(e,k)
	
i	 W (k)o (5)	 (8)
closely approximated d in (5) in. e.g., a least:
squares sense. -.'he estimatec modal amplitudes W;
need not provide useful values !or :ne escimatio; of
the a: i and b :+ in (6) with W= replaced 1^ y i j as noted
in (:). in Z9) the	 c-osen at each ti=e instant
to closeiv match c to d ma y not even obey an under-
lying difference ecuation suc- as ( 6). The problem
with closing the acaptive control loop is tnen inten-
sified by the difficulty in identifying (6) and then
in feeding back the ^, instead of the W. for modalJ	 J
control.
The difference in various identification tech-
niques in the :educed-order L?S case can be emphasized
b y a simple example from (.:). Consider identifying
the stable, second-orue: plant
v(k) • -.1Ji+y1R--.- 0.2:y,	 0.05u(k-1) C.-ukk-2)
(9)
using a firs: order model and three common adaptive
identification schemes. :ne equation error formulated
L."S algorithm (22), the gradient based output error
formulated Stearn ' s algorithm (SA) (23), and the
stability based output or-or `.ormulated SBAAF (24).
The algoritnms are
LMS: y (k) - a(k)y(k-1) * b(k)u(k-1)	 (10)
	a(k+l) - a (k) + u j y(k) - y(k)}y(k-1)	 (l.i)
b(k+l)	 b 	 o(y(k) - y(k)Iu(k-1) 	 (12)
SA:	 y(k)	 - a(k)y(k-1) + b(k)u(k-1) (13)
a(k+l) a (k) + u(y(k) - y(k))a(k) (lw)
a(k) v(k-1) + a(k)^(k-1) (13)
(k. 1) - b(k) o(y(k) - y WI-f(k) (16)
Y(k)	 - u(k-1) + aW—f(k-1) (l')
S2L11tF: y(k) • a(k ) y(k-1) * b ( k)u(k-1)	 (ls)
a(k+1) n a ( k) + uv(k ) y(k-1)	 (19)
b(k+l) - b(k) + ov(k)u(k-1)
	 (20)
v(k) n y(k) - y(k) + a ( y ( k- 1 ) - y(k-1)). (21)
1! the y in (9) were generated by a first order modal
as are (10), (13) and (18), then each of the three
schemes ( if u, o, and a were chosen to assure stabi-
lity) converge to the unique correct values given
sufficiently rich u. However for the reduced-order
identification tasks of (9) - (21) each scheme yields
different mean convergence points as shown in Figure
1. The input u in this case is white and zero-swan.
The contours in Figure 1 represent constant normalized
mean square error
V e 2 (k)) - !((v(k) - ay (k-1) - bu (k-1)J 2 }	 (12)
for various choices of a and b. `lore the: the
gradient-based SA is susceptible to local convergence
and far :his problem the SA mean convergence point is
dependent on the initial guesses for i and S. 'hough
if anv o° these schemes is used for simultaneous
icertificacicn and control the input would no longer
be white, clearly each would have a quire different
control oerfor-..ance. 1: becomes unclear as :o which
vculd aeap tivel y ::ovide ".-%e best :educed-order modal.
An al:erute interpretation of :he "dual" U!-
effects of :educed-order adaptive control has ezerSed,
alsc .rc= the flexible structure :ontroi -.rc.le_ (:')
:). 7or :his view-point consider separation of a
s gle-in put, single-output system state-space de-
scription of the reduced-order model and the raaainde:
(or residual) as
n 	 '	
i +
	 u(k)
	
(23)
R K)
From (23) - (24) the "spillover" of the residua l nodes
into the observation Of v(k) yin cgxnik) and :1e s;_"
over of the control designed for the reduced model
-..to ".ht residual modes xR(k*1) via bqu(k) are cleariv
displayed. Also the possible coupling of the recited
and model modes yin ASR and AR,,; is immediately
acparant. Shona in ( l2) and (151, is the :redictab:e
`act that if Ah'R - J and c  n 0 then, assumi=g the
residual modes are :sot unstable, anv_ full-order-stable
adaptive controller identifying AN, by, and cN
explicitly or implicitly from y and u alone would
retain its stability. If ANR - 0 but cR and bg are
nonzero then the degradation of reduced-order adaptive
control has two sources. Unmode/ed components in 1
via cRxR will generate an error that is indistinguish-
able from parameter error causing adaptation. :'he
application of control u to xq via bgu will cause
further excitation of the residual modes further per-
turbing the reduced modeling of y. Not only will the
parameter estimates become incorrect but also the
state extimates from en adaptive observe: wi11 be
incorrect leadin; to an unpredictable "controlled"
response.
Wp2-0
e
r '
Those two problem of inappropriate parameter
and state estimation are the.samt ones noted in the
earlier interpretation with W3 rather than W3
extraction. The ability to obtain dg corresponds to
an effective zeroing of cR. Since such ability does
nor appear forthcoming in general, the effects of
spillover on reduced -order adaptive control via the
second strategy noted at the beginning of this
section must be evaluated. A test example follows
wnich is designed co provide insight into this
problem.
III TEST EXAMPLE
Consider controlling the second-order plant with
transfer function
 
b 
I
_
+ 
Cb2
G(z)
	
a - al
	: - a2	 (25)
and therefore difference equation description
y(k)	 (a.+a,)y(k-i) - (a.a,)y(k-2)
- (b l-b 2 c)u(k- ) - (b la 2-tb^a.)u(k-2)
	 (26)
:rider the assumption of a first order model. 1s4-nI
:he separation techni,ue of (23) - (24 ). (26) can oe
:ewri:cen as
• i 1	 —	 w(k)	 :'- )
a,-!x,ik'
	 fib,
^ere, frcm (23) (2 4 ), AN	 a:, Aq - +., kNg • Aq;
• o :• bR - b_, h	 and :R - c. vote teat
any p:opor::on of b2c could be distributed to bR and
:R sum.. :hat bRcR n b;c. Therefore increased c
corres pones to increased s p illover. Clearly wnen
- : RQ^ - 0 a first order model of (25) wcolc be
exact. Clearl y
 In suc; a case as noted earlier any
s:ab:e acaot:ve contra: sv ene vow: be success;,:.
,:so, nasally apparen.
 is the deg:aeazion of the
:ortrc:: er, adaptive or not, as b_c becomes nonzero
and the residual mode x? contributes significantly to
.his problem will be used to address various
issues	 .Cl'JCing:	 ,:) ."n* Classica l ru1*-of-thu=^,"
for aoc;: :eduction is based on the relative gate
:anstants of the various nodes, with the very "fast"
segmerts considered removable. In discrete time
systems, for positive ai, the residual mode is assumed
neglectab:e if 10 ln(ai) > ln(a2). The verit y of this
:_le for adaptive control will be tested. (ii) The
st-order adaptive control of :he full system will
D
-
e • compared co the nonsdaptive reduced-order cnncrol
constructed with the ability to control one mode or
.tie other, whichever proves " dominant" for the
particular objectivo. (iii) Indirect and direct
adaptive controllers will be compared via average
tracking error at convergence and average control
*:fort exoended. The three idenci :iers of (10) - (21)
be used for the Indirect sentmes with
f (k)	 e - a k+1	 (30)2	 b(k+l)
and
J(k)
	
f 1 W r(k) + f 2 (k)y(k).	 (31)
The common adaptive controller from (g)
	 -
f l (k)
	
f I (k-1)
 + or(k-1)(dr(k-1) + cy(k-1) - y(k)I
(32)
f 2 (k)	 f 2 (k-1) + uy ( k-1)(dr ( k-1) + cy (k-1) - y(k))
(33)
with ^i and o appropriately constrained wi_1 para-
materize (31) for the direct case.
Preliminary results are ambiguous. None of the
simulated tests clearly support the universal useful-
ness of neglecting high frequency modes, the superi-
ority of modal rejection or attempted " full" adaptive
tracking, or the clear benefit of indirect or direct
adaptive techniques. In other words, one approach is
better in one example than another, which requires
furthe: investigation of reduced-order adaptive
control. The mixed evidence wil: be interpreted In
:he con:erenca presentation.
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